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Abstract
The way in which a survey question is presented to a respondent can make a considerable difference to
how they understand what is being asked of them, how they think about the question, and ultimately the
answer they give. The rapid and widespread uptake of web surveys in market and social research has
made it possible for researchers to start using a range of visual, colourful and interactive response formats
that had never previously been possible – or at least practical – on paper. Advocates of these new
response formats have argued that they offer significant benefits for respondent engagement and data
quality.
This thesis presents a series of experiments to test this proposition, evaluating the methodological merits
of a number of design and layout options that depart from the default presentation of response formats in
web surveys. These include: bulk presentation of ‘pick-any’ lists in an association grid, where competing
brands are laid out side by side instead of shown page after page; a carousel format for presenting each
attribute in a brand-image survey on its own page rather than displaying all attributes in a list; an
animated flick switch and a drag and drop tool instead of radio buttons for forced binary (yes-no)
questions; and a drag and drop card-sort tool for ranking, instead of numbering the boxes.
Evaluation criteria in these experiments include self-reported respondent experience, observed survey
completion behaviours and objective measures of data quality (stability and validity). Analysis leads to
mostly negative conclusions about the tested answer formats, or in some cases a neutral conclusion. The
association grid is problematic on almost every measure when it contains a large number of brands to
assess. Animated presentations of the forced binary format slow respondents down and diminish the
survey experience without delivering any benefits to data quality. Drag and drop ranking outperforms
numbered boxes on almost every measure of survey experience when the ranking task is long (12 items),
however this is not found to deliver better data from an objective standpoint.
The possibilities of the internet present an exciting field of methodological innovation in survey research.
However, questionnaire designers cannot afford to be casual or careless when adopting new visual
response formats in their surveys. For every possible reason why a new approach might be better, there is
almost inevitably another reason why it might not be. Survey researchers with innovative ideas should be
encouraged and equipped to test new design formats before adopting them, using multi-criteria evaluation
approaches that include objective measures of data stability and validity. Ease, speed and popularity of
survey response formats cannot be taken as trustworthy predictors of data quality, and not all that glitters
is gold.
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Thesis by compilation
This is a ‘thesis by compilation’, which presents publishable or published articles and book chapters as
the main body of the thesis, framed by an introduction and conclusion. This format is designed to
encourage candidates to publish their findings during and shortly after their degrees. The University of
Wollongong’s guidelines for thesis by compilation do not set a minimum number of papers, instead
stating that “overall, the quantity and quality of the material presented for examination needs to equate to
that which would otherwise be presented in the traditional thesis format in the relevant discipline”. The
University does not require papers to have been published prior to thesis examination
(https://www.uow.edu.au/about/policy/UOW238024.html).
The four papers in this thesis
The first paper in this thesis is an industry-oriented conference paper, which sets the scene for the three
academic journal articles that follow. It was presented at the Australian Market and Social Research
Society’s annual conference in 2012, where it was awarded the prize for best paper.
1. Rintoul, D. & Puleston, J. (2012) Beyond colour and movement: Measuring the impact of dynamic
survey answer formats on respondent behaviour. Australian Market and Social Research
Conference 2012, Melbourne.
The three subsequent papers are written according to the style guide for the International Journal of
Market Research (IJMR). IJMR is the official journal of the Market Research Society (MRS), the world's
largest market research association. The MRS has 5000 individual members and 500 accredited corporate
members in over 50 countries. Access to this readership makes IJMR an attractive publication outlet
when aiming to change practice in the market research industry. Paper 2 has been published, while Papers
3 and 4 will be submitted for consideration once this thesis has been examined.
2. Rintoul, D., Hajibaba, H. & Dolnicar, S. (2016) Comparing association grids and ‘pick any’ lists
for measuring brand attributes. International Journal of Market Research, 58, 6, pp. 779-793.
3. Rintoul, D., Hajibaba, H. & Dolnicar, S (prepared for re-submission following an invitation to
revise and re-submit the manuscript) Animated yes-no response formats for measuring brand
image associations in web surveys.
4. Rintoul, D. & Dolnicar, S. (prepared for submission) Drag and drop ranking in web surveys.
To support the cohesion of the thesis as a whole, each paper is proceeded by a foreword.
Copyright
For the two published papers, permission from the publishers is either not required or has been granted to
include them in this thesis for the purposes of examination (Appendix A).
Statement of contribution of others
I am the lead author on all four papers presented in this thesis. A co-signed statement of contribution is
found at Appendix B.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
Introduction
Surveys are a foundational data collection method in the social sciences, providing researchers with an
efficient way of collecting consistent data about people’s attitudes, habits, values, experiences and
expectations (Bradburn, Sudman & Wansink 2004; Colton & Covert 2007). Once researchers have
chosen the focus of their inquiry, they then have to determine which question types will best suit their
research needs: whether to ask open ended questions, that allow people to respond in their own words, for
example, or instead provide closed structures that ask people to select responses from a list, rate items on
a scale, place attributes in rank order, and so on (Alreck & Settle 2004; Brace 2013; McGivern 2013).
In self-complete surveys, the way in which a question is visually presented can make a considerable
difference to how the respondent understands what is being asked of them, how they think about the
question, and ultimately the answer they give (Smith 1995; Dillman 2000). This means that, once
researchers have narrowed the field and settled on the types of question they want to ask, they then have a
series of choices to make about how they will ask those questions. Herein lies the focus of this thesis: the
performance of different visual presentations of survey questions in web surveys, with regard to their
effect on data quality.
During the early days of online research, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, survey software developers
were largely focused on replicating familiar pen-and-paper tools on a screen, as well as enabling the
branching and flow control that researchers had grown accustomed to with Computer Assisted Telephone
Interviewing (Tourangeau, Conrad & Cooper 2013). This developmental work was able to build on
extensive research evidence about how best to present questions in self-complete surveys (e.g. Payne
1980; Belson 1981), blending that with contemporary website design principles and conventions (e.g. the
use of colour and underline to indicate a hyperlink; see Toepoel & Dillman 2011).
Once basic functionality was achieved, software platform developers kept innovating – sometimes
experimenting incrementally with alternative visual presentations of established response formats, and at
other times developing new visual and interactive response formats that are full of colour and movement,
and had never previously been possible – or at least practical – on paper (Poynter 2010; Tourangeau,
Conrad & Cooper 2013). Advocates of these new, more interactive, response formats (Puleston & Sleep
2011; Bailey, Prichard & Kernohan 2015); have argued that they offer significant benefits for survey
research in two dimensions:
1.

Respondent engagement, based on belief that that visual, interactive and colourful survey forms
will lead to a more enjoyable experience for the respondent, deeper concentration and attention
during the survey, and greater willingness to continue undertaking surveys in the future; and

2.

Data quality, both as a consequence of improved cognition and also based on the hope that new
question and answer formats might give researchers better ways of asking questions and
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respondents better ways of expressing their views, leading to more accurate data and more
actionable insight.
Innovation in question and answer formats for web surveys has moved fast, and there is a recognised need
for more, and more systematic, research into the visual aspects of web surveys (Schaeffer & Dykema
2011). Mick Couper, a prolific author in this field, sets the scene (Couper 2008, p. 133; emphasis added):
“The internet is rapidly evolving. What was originally a text-based information medium
is rapidly changing into a multimedia, multipurpose tool, serving information,
communication, entertainment and a variety of other needs. As the tools to deliver this
richer content and interactivity become more commonplace, and as the bandwidth
increases, the potential for transforming surveys on the Web increases. While these
tools show great promise, I caution against the use of rich content or interactivity
merely for the sake of doing so. These tools should only be used only where it is
appropriate to do so, and only when there are demonstrated advantages in terms of
data quality or the user experience in completing the survey. I expect to see much
research on these topics in coming years, with the potential for transforming the survey
measurement process on the Web.”
Other authors have seconded this motion, calling for a “move from evangelism to more rigorous and
systematic evaluation” in the domain of visual innovation in questionnaire design (Downes-Le Guin,
Baker, Mechling & Ruyle 2012; p. 631):
“We need a more concerted research agenda focusing on defining a pragmatic set of
best practices for the visual enhancement of online survey questionnaires. These
practices should be theory based and empirically verified, and will provide the industry
with a much clearer understanding of what works, what doesn't and under what
circumstances.”
The papers in this thesis answer this call.

The papers in this thesis: focus, design, approach and publication status
This thesis comprises a series of experiments in survey design, evaluating different visual presentations of
response formats in terms of self-reported respondent experience, observed survey completion
behaviours, and objective measures of data quality. In each experiment the survey question itself is held
constant, and respondents are randomly allocated to just one of the visual presentations.
Chapter 3 – Beyond colour and movement: Measuring the impact of dynamic survey answer formats
on respondent behavior
This conference paper was co-authored with Jon Puleston, one of the pioneers of interactive questionnaire
design. It builds on Puleston’s original ‘Game Experiments’ paper with Deborah Sleep (2011) by
presenting findings from eight ‘mini-experiments’ in a multi-national study. These experiments tested a
range of visually-oriented response formats, including a drag and drop tool for a ‘pick-any’ scale, a
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‘caterpillar segment’ scale for continuous data, the addition of graphics to scale questions and a
continuous measurement scale that Puleston refers to as ‘flag, drag and drop’ (see Figure 1 for examples).

(a) Visual ‘pick-any’ list

(b) Drag and drop ‘pick any’ list

(c) ‘Flag, drag and drop’

(d) ‘Caterpillar segments’ with background image

(e) Visual five-point scales with labels (top) and
another without (bottom)

(f) Visual five-point scales without labels

Figure 1: Example response formats tested in Chapter 3
The paper also presents other non-visual experiments in survey gamification, using role-play scenarios
that turn questions into ‘quests’, as well as gambling and competitive point scoring techniques; these are
highly relevant in the context of the paper and its intended audience, but are not a focus of the thesis.
The dependent variables in the experiments included six key metrics: three self-report measures of
respondent experience (enjoyment, interest in the topic and ease of understanding what they were
supposed to do); two measures of data quality based on the answers given (overall response distribution
and individual-level response variance, as a measure of ‘straight-lining’); and average time taken to
consider and complete the question.
This paper won the Tony Wheeler Prize for Best Paper at the 2012 Australian Market and Social
Research Conference. Written with an industry partner for an industry audience, many of the experiments
were exploratory in nature, and the conclusions need to be read as indicative rather than definitive.
Nonetheless, this paper plays an important role in the thesis, setting the scene for the three academic
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journal articles that follow. Some of the results raise questions about whether certain visual presentations
or gamifications techniques may be too cognitively demanding, and about whether respondents may grow
weary of these more elaborate question types and presentations, instead preferring formats that are
simpler and more familiar. This was found to be the case in the subsequent ‘animated binary’ paper
(Chapter 5).
Chapter 4 – Comparing association grids and pick-any lists for measuring brand attributes
This paper challenges a commonly used technique for asking pick-any questions in web surveys (the
association grid) by empirically testing the assumptions that are made by its advocates. In a destination
image survey, the performance of the association grid (Figure 2a) is compared with repeated pick-any
lists (Figure 2b), at three task lengths (with respondents asked to describe either four, eight or 12 tourist
destinations in the task).
The paper tests three hypotheses:
H1 The association grid is faster than the repeated list, as suggested by McGivern (2013).
H2 The association grid generates better data because respondents engage in continuous
comparative judgment, as suggested by Brace (2013).
H3 The association grid leads to poorer survey experience due to high cognitive demands on the
respondent, as suggested by Couper et al. (2013).
The dependent variables include several that are similar to those in Chapter 3, including speed of
completion, survey drop out, evasion (selecting ‘none of the above’), and self-reported survey experience:
how easy respondents said it was to understand the task; the degree to which they felt they could express
themselves well given the response format offered; how interesting they found the topic; how tiring they
perceived the questionnaire to be; how distracted they felt when completing the survey; and how often (if
at all) they had given random responses rather than thinking carefully about the question asked.
Importantly, the design also allows for evaluation of the different presentation formats using objective
measures of data quality: test-retest stability and predictive validity (based on a choice scenario).

Figure 2: The association grid (L) and repeated ‘pick any’ list (R) evaluated in Chapter 4
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The paper was published in 2016 in the International Journal of Market Research. An earlier version of
the manuscript won the Tony Wheeler Prize for Best Paper at the 2014 Australian Market and Social
Research Society Conference.
Chapter 5 – Animated yes-no response formats for measuring brand image associations in web surveys
This paper contains the most complex experiment of the thesis, comparing six different ways of
presenting a ‘yes-no’ forced choice binary question (Rossiter, Dolnicar & Grün 2015) when measuring
brand image association. Three visual implementations were tested: conventional radio buttons (Figure
3a), coloured flick switches (Figure 3b), and a drag and drop tool (Figure 3c). Each of these was rendered
in two different ways, either with all 15 attributes on one screen (Figure 3 column 1) or with each
attribute on its own screen, in a carousel format (Figure 3 column 2). The resulting experiment was a 3 x
2 x 3 factorial design: 3 x visual implementations of the ‘yes-no’ scale x 2 attribute load variations x 3
survey lengths (four, eight or 12 tourist destinations, all described using the same 15 attributes). This
created 18 experimental conditions, with a sample size exceeding 2,700 respondents.
Five hypotheses are tested:
H1 The animated formats produce lower drop-out.
H2 The animated formats produce more valid data.
H3 The animated formats produce more stable data.
H4 The animated formats create a more positive survey experience for respondents.
H5 The animated answer take the same amount of time to compete as the basic radio button list, once
respondents have got used to them.
List presentation

Carousel presentation

(a) Radio
buttons

(b) Flick
switch

(c) Drag
and
drop

Figure 3: Alternative presentations of the level-free forced choice binary format tested in Chapter 5
12

This paper draws on the same survey experiment as the association grid paper in Chapter 4 and applies
the same set of dependent variables. The one exception to this is evasion, as the forced binary format does
not offer a ‘none of the above’ option.
This paper incorporates feedback provided by anonymous reviewers at the International Journal of
Market Research, following an invitation to revise and re-submit the manuscript. An earlier version
(based just on the medium length – eight destinations) was published in the proceedings of the 2014
Australian and New Zealand Marketing Academy Conference.
Chapter 6 – Drag and drop ranking in web surveys
The final paper for this thesis turns to ranking, which is widely regarded as one of the most difficult
question types for respondents to complete. The experiment conducted was a 2 x 2 factorial design: two
visual presentations – drag and drop card-sort ranking (Figure 4) vs. numbering boxes next to each item –
across two task lengths (five items and 12 items). Therefore, in total there were four experimental
conditions.
The six hypotheses tested are that, when compared to numbering the boxes:
H1 Drag and drop ranking is easier for respondents to understand and use.
H2 Drag and drop ranking feels less overwhelming for respondents.
H3 Drag and drop ranking attracts greater respondent attention to the task.
H4 Drag and drop ranking takes less time for respondents to complete.
H5 Drag and drop ranking produces more stable data.
H6 Drag and drop ranking produces more valid data.

Figure 4: The drag and drop ranking task (5 items) tested in Chapter 6
As in Chapters 4 and 5, dependent variables for the analysis included a combination of test-retest
stability, predictive validity using a constructed choice scenario, drop out, time to complete, and a range
13

of self-report measures relating to comprehension of the question and how to answer it, ease of using the
tool, diligence, distraction and fatigue during the ranking task. One measure unique to this paper was
perceived capacity to handle additional questions in the ranking task, as an indicator of cognitive
overload.
This paper will be submitted to the International Journal of Market Research upon acceptance of the
thesis.

Measurement error, cognitive load, satisficing and data quality
From a theoretical perspective, this thesis is primarily concerned with the reduction of measurement error
in web surveys. Measurement error relates to the difference between the answer a person gives in a survey
and their actual beliefs, attitudes, experiences or behaviours that the survey is trying to establish.
Measurement error is distinct from error that is created by respondents skipping questions (non-response
error), analysts mishandling or misinterpreting results (processing error), flaws in the construction of the
sample (frame error), or a conceptual misalignment between the research questions and the concepts
explored in the survey (specification error) (Groves 1989; Weisberg 2005). All of the above are nonsampling errors, which are separate from the inherent mathematical errors that result from drawing
conclusions about a study population based on a sample rather than a full census (sampling error).
Measurement error can stem from a number of contributing factors, including sub-optimal cognition,
social context and flaws in the method or mechanics of data collection (Tourangeau, Conrad & Couper
2013). The mental effort required to answer a survey question includes a combination of two types of
cognitive load: intrinsic cognitive load and extraneous cognitive load (Gerjets, Scheiter & Cierniak
2009). Intrinsic cognitive load describes the necessary mental effort that is required to complete the task
at hand. For example, in the context of destination image measurement, the intrinsic cognitive load relates
to the inherent difficulty of assessing whether Melbourne is safe, or if Sydney is fun for families.
Extraneous cognitive load is determined by the presentation of the task. For example, in the context of
destination image measurement, the extraneous cognitive load would be a function of how brand-image
pairings are displayed in the survey and the way in which respondents are asked to report their perceived
associations. The goal in questionnaire design should not be to eliminate the cognitive load of surveys,
such that they require no mental effort (Kirschner, Sweller & Clark 2006). Rather it is to optimise
cognitive load by minimising unproductive extraneous load imposed by sub-optimal question structures
or response options.
In his influential 1991 paper, Jon Krosnick proposed that high task difficulty, low respondent ability and
low respondent motivation are the three key factors that lead to cognitive overload in surveys. He also
discussed a range of so-called ‘satisficing’ strategies that survey respondents might use to ease or
altogether avoid this cognitive overload. These include: “choosing the first response alternative that
seems to constitute a reasonable answer, agreeing with an assertion made by a question, endorsing the
status quo instead of endorsing social change, failing to differentiate among a set of diverse objects in
ratings, saying ‘don’t know’ instead of reporting an opinion, and randomly choosing among the response
alternatives offered” (Krosnick 1991; p. 220).
14

Krosnick proposed that the field of questionnaire design could be advanced by experimenting with
different survey tasks and measuring the consequent effects on satisficing behaviours, thus identifying
aspects of survey design and conduct that would optimise cognition. However, evaluating alternative
response formats on the basis of respondent engagement and experience alone does not suffice (Presser,
Rothgeb, Couper, Lessler, Martin, Martin & Singer 2004). There is also need to establish their impact on
objective measures of data quality, such as stability and validity (e.g. Dolnicar, Grün & Yamanandram
2013). Just because a respondent fails to exhibit the markers of satisficing and takes what might be
considered to be a reasonable amount of time to answer the survey, we cannot necessarily assume that
their response will be a more accurate representation of their true beliefs, attitudes, experiences and
behaviour.

Alignment and rationale of the papers in this thesis
Contemporary web survey platforms present a wide range of new opportunities for visual presentation of
questions and response mechanisms. Rather than simply adopting them because they are new and
colourful, survey researchers need to first understand their effects on the respondent experience and on
data quality.
The discussion at the end of Chapter 3 highlights the need for stronger methodological design in these
kinds of studies, particularly evaluation designs that include measures of objective data quality, not just
measures of subjective respondent experience and observed respondent behaviour during the survey (e.g.
time to complete). The subsequent thesis chapters (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) pursue this as an explicit focus of
the methodology, developing evaluation designs and measures that allow for analysis of test-retest
stability and predictive validity.
In its concluding comments about further research, Chapter 3 also calls for further research on ‘hard
questions’:
We need to focus our efforts on the question types where cognitive challenge is greatest and
fatigue and satisficing set in early. Three examples are ranking, scale grids and brand
attribute measurement: ranking because it is known to be a difficult task for respondents
when the item-set is large; scale grids as they present such compelling temptation to
straight-line; and brand attribute measurement because it requires such a large number of
individual judgements if the measurement is to be undertaken accurately (10 brands x 10
attributes = 100 judgements).
The subsequent chapters are dedicated to two of these identified focus areas: brand attribute association
(Chapters 4 and 5) and ranking (Chapter 6).
The association grid (Chapter 4) falls into the category of a ‘visual’ presentation format, rather than an
animated or interactive format such as those discussed in Chapters 3, 5 and 6. That said, the experiment
could not have feasibly been done outside of the context of a web survey, as the design required:
assessment of only those destinations with which the respondent is familiar; presentation of these
destinations in randomised order; random allocation into a treatment group (response format and survey
length); and presentation of attributes in randomised order. Moreover, the paper addresses a clear gap in
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the evidence base about the visual presentation of questions in self-complete surveys.
The visual and interactive tools examined in Chapter 5 are alternative presentation formats of the
forced binary scale (yes-no) scale –again for measuring brand image associations. This response format
was chosen not because of the inherent cognitive load associated with one single yes-no judgement, but
because of the collective cognitive load of being asked to make a large number of yes-no judgements in
one sitting. The paper explores the potential for web-based visualisation and interactivity to improve the
data quality gathered through yes-no brand association tasks, by offering processing channels other than
the written word alone (colour cues and directional cues in the flick-switch and drag and drop) and
breaking up a complex task into simpler component parts (the carousel format).
Although Chapters 4 and 5 are both based on the same experiment, the two papers have been kept
separate because they address two different scale types: the pick any scale in Chapter 4 and the yes-no
scale in Chapter 5. As a result, the animation strategies used in Chapter 5 would not apply to the scale
type studied in Chapter 4.
The study of drag and drop ranking (Chapter 6) rounds out the thesis by turning to the second of the
three focus areas identified in Chapter 3. This study compares the traditional approach to ranking in selfcomplete surveys (numbered boxes) with a drag and drop card-sort ranking task, using a similar set of
evaluation measures to those used in Chapters 4 and 5. The notion of using a drag and drop card-sort tool
is a digital response to Milton Rokeach’s recommendation from 45 years ago that respondents should be
given “innovative gummed labels that allow the sorting and re-sorting of items until [they] are
comfortable with the final order” (Rokeach 1973).
Innovation in survey presentation ought never be focused on compensating for poor question design or
overly long and tedious questionnaires, in an effort to see whether visual representation might make such
surveys ‘less worse’. The experiments shown in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 all focus on visual and animated
response presentations that have legitimate potential to add value to forms of survey measurement that are
already proven to be valid in their context. These experiments are undertaken in the context of surveys
that are cohesive, reasonable, well expressed and feasible to answer from the perspective of the
respondent.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
Foreword
Consistent with the guidelines for thesis by compilation, this literature review is concise and addresses
the key context and concepts that underpin the thesis as a whole. Literature specific to the response
formats investigated in the papers is reviewed in each of the substantive papers.

Introduction
Survey research methods have been thoroughly investigated over many years, with question wording and
presentation only one of a number of topics considered, and the advent of web surveys a reasonably
recent phenomenon (Dillman 1978; Belson 1981; Belson 1986; Christian & Dillman 2004; Bradburn,
Sudman & Wansink 2004).
The location of this thesis in the broader literature on web surveys is set out in Figure 1. The papers in
this study contribute to the research on the visual display of questions and answer formats in an on-screen
environment (represented in the dark blue box in the centre). This is part of the broader literature on the
layout and presentation of self-complete surveys, which includes a mix of graphic design and web design
topics, and is itself a sub-set of the literature on questionnaire design and survey research more broadly.

Figure 1: The location of this thesis in the literature on web surveys

Web surveys
Computer-based methods for market and social research have been explored since the early 1980s
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(Anderson 1985) and became increasingly widespread in the 1990s (e.g. Beebe, Harrison, McRae,
Anderson & Fullerson 1998). As internet coverage began to spread and web design technology advanced,
researchers were quick to capitalise on the opportunities this presented for survey research – both in terms
of sampling and questionnaire design (Dillman 2000; Couper 2000; Berrens, Bohara, Jenkins-Smith,
Silva & Weimer 2003). Consolidated reviews of the literature and practice guides soon followed (e.g. see
Couper 2008; Poynter 2010; Callegaro, Manfreda & Vehovar 2015), and market and social research text
books now cover web survey design and conduct as a standard topic (e.g. Burns, Veek & Bush 2017).
The study of different on-screen response mechanisms in web surveys sits within a much broader
literature about technique and method in online survey research. To illustrate, the adjacent topics in the
web survey literature are as wide ranging as: the effect of different incentive structures, invitation
approaches and reminders on survey participation (Howard & Birgi 2008; Klofstad, Boulianne & Basson
2008); different response patterns between ‘fresh’ participants and those who complete surveys regularly
(Toepoel, Das & van Soest 2008); and the use of tools such as progress bars (Yan, Conrad, Tourangeau &
Couper, 2011) and rollover/hover tools and hyperlinks for definitions (Metzle, Tanja & Marek 2015).
Visual display in web surveys
Much of the guidance on questionnaire layout in web surveys originates from the days of pen-and-paper
self-complete surveys (e.g. Smith 1995, Christian & Dillman 2004), or has been established in online
environments but would apply equally to hard copy surveys. Examples of the latter include findings
related to linear vs non-linear scale orientation (Christian, Parsons & Dillman 2009) and layout of ordinal
scales, including in grids (e.g. Couper, Tourangeau, Conrad & Zhang 2013).
There is also evidence on presentation issues in surveys that is unique to an on-screen environment. For
example, by varying on-screen display and location of answer categories/spaces, as well as wording in the
question stem and use of symbols instead of text in the instructions, Christian, Dillman & Smyth (2007)
were able to increase the rate at which dates were reported in the correct format from 45% to 96%. We
also know that displaying each question on its own screen – rather than requiring respondents to scroll
down through a list of questions – does not change the results, but it does reduce missing data as well as
lift respondent satisfaction with the survey (Nosek & Umansky 2012; Peytchev, Couper, McCabe &
Crawford 2006; Couper et al. 2013).
A small but growing number of studies has focused on visual layout options that are unique to the online
environment or would otherwise be impractical for hard copy surveys (e.g. due to the cost of colour
printing and the need to conserve space on paper). In broad terms, this falls into two categories: on-screen
visual triggers and web-specific response formats.
On-screen visual triggers
Using photographs of packaging, rather than just the name of a brand, has been found to reduce ‘don’t
know’ responses (Deutskens, de Ruyter, Wetzels & Oosterveld 2004) and non-selection in pick-any tasks
(Puleston & Sleep 2011). Background imagery needs to be considered carefully, as it can systematically
influence responses. For example, Couper, Conrad and Tourangeau (2007) found that, when shown a
background picture of a healthy woman, respondents rated their health more poorly than they did when
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shown an image of a woman who is unwell. Subsequent research found that written instructions have
more influence in web surveys than visuals, so can help mediate unintended meanings (Toepoel &
Dillman 2011).
The use of icons alongside radio buttons (or as an alternative to radio buttons) produces mixed results.
Using smiley faces on a likert scale has been found to reduce the amount of time respondents spend
reading the question stem and the response option text (Stange, Barry, Smyth & Olson 2018). This
exacerbates a problem that survey researchers already have with respondents not fully reading questions,
instructions and response options (Brosnan, Babakhani & Dolnicar 2019). While smiley faces tend to
produce similar response distributions to simple radio buttons, other icons such as hearts and stars tend to
receive lower average scores (Cernat & Liu 2019; Toepoel, Vermeeren & Metin 2019).
On-screen response formats and interactivity
Slider scales offer the opportunity for continuous measurement between scale markers, e.g. providing
101 data points on a what would otherwise be an 11-point scale. Most studies show that slider scales yield
similar response distributions to radio buttons when they are well designed (Borsch, Revilla,
DeCastellarnau & Weber 2019). However, they can be problematic from a logistical perspective, in some
instances taking longer, causing technical hitches leading to dropout and yielding more missing data
(Couper, Tourangeau & Conrad 2006; Buskirk 2015; Funke 2016). Slider scales can also introduce
measurement bias if the slider bar starts at a particular point on the scale, such as on the left or in the
centre (Liu & Conrad 2019).
Slider scales are a good example of a response format being commonly thought of as a ‘web specific’
format, even though it is theoretically possible on paper by asking respondents to mark a blank line that is
labelled at either end, and then later measuring (with a ruler) the physical distance along the line.
Other response formats in web surveys rely on on-screen functionality, and cannot be rendered on paper.
Drop down lists are one example here, proving helpful for items such as year of birth but less reliable
than radio button lists for single response questions (Couper, Tourangeau, Conrad & Crawford 2004).
Drag and drop ranking is another example, found by Blasius (2012) to outperform the traditional
approach of placing a number in each boxes.
Drag and drop scale questions are another online-only example that appears to hold considerable
promise. Bailey, Prichard & Kernohan (2015) asked respondents to drag an image of a purse to the scale
point that best represented the appropriate price range for their average spend. They found that this
technique generated more accurate answers than simply selecting the appropriate price range from a list,
where accuracy was assessed by comparing survey responses to actual spend data from retail purchasing
records. Similarly, Dolnicar, Grün and Yamanandram (2013) asked respondents to imagine that their total
quality of life is a ﬂower and then drag and drop eight items either into the yellow core of the flower (if it
is part of their core quality of life), the red petals (if it enhances their quality of life), or into the grass
below (if it does not impact on their quality of life or does not apply to them). Compared to conventional
approaches to ranking and assigning percentages, they found that this answer format enabled better
prediction of past vacation behaviour.
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Overall, the research on visual on-screen response formats presents a story of both promise and caution.
While some studies draw positive conclusions (e.g. Puleston 2011, Dolnicar et al. 2013, Bailey et al.
2015), others find no positive impact on respondent engagement or data quality (e.g. Derham 2011;
Malinoff & Puleston 2011; Downes-Le Guin et al. 2012). Indeed, Bailey et al.’s (2015) positive finding
in relation to their drag and drop scale question are somewhat overshadowed by the number of other
visual formats that performed no better than the conventional list or grid.
The question of visualising response formats is separate from the emerging literature on survey
gamification techniques, such as time limits, challenges, betting questions and feedback (Adamou 2011;
Puleston & Sleep 2011; Bailey et al. 2015; Keusch & Chang 2017). There is also experimentation with
other aspects of on-screen activity, such as the asking survey respondents to include photographs in their
survey response (Bosch, Revilla & Paura, 2019) and presenting instructions that instantly appear once
respondents start answering the question (Kunz & Fuchs, 2019).

Criteria for evaluating different visual display options in web surveys
Fowler (2004) identifies three types of measures that can be used to evaluate different question wordings:
differences in response distribution, usability from the perspective of the respondent and validation
against a standard. The literature on visual aspects of questionnaire design in web surveys uses a broad
range of data quality measures to test their performances, which generally fall into two broad categories:
indicators of process quality and indicators of measurement quality (Malvelova, Couper & Lebedev
2018).
Objective indicators of process quality
Survey ‘drop out’ is associated with low interest and high perceptions of burden in the survey (Galesic
2006), and can be triggered by questions that are long, cognitively demanding or otherwise difficult to
answer (Peytchev 2009; Funke & Reips 2012). Alternative terms for this phenomenon used in the
literature include non-completion (Couper et al. 2006; Healy 2007; Grady, Greenspan & Liu 2019),
break-off (Peytchev 2009; McClain, Couper, Hupp, Keusch, Peterson, Piskorowski & West 2019),
attrition (Nosek & Umansky 2012) and semi-completion (Deutskens et al. 2004).
Missing data for a specific question within the survey can also be used as an indicator of a problem with
that question. For a non-compulsory question, this may take the form of simple non-response (Couper et
al. 2013; Nosek & Umansky 2012; Couper et al. 2006; Healy 2007; Funke & Reips 2012; Liu & Cernat
2018; Grady et al. 2019; Liu & Conrad 2019). For a question that is compulsory, evasion may take the
form of a ‘no-opinion’ or ‘don’t know’ response (Deutskens et al. 2004; Healy 2007).
Time to complete is an indicator that can be used for two different reasons, depending on whether
variation of the survey tool is designed to slow respondents down (i.e. prevent ‘speeding’) or make a task
more efficient (Downes-Le Guin et al. 2012; Nosek & Umansky 2012; Couper et al. 2006; Couper &
Kreuter 2013; Healey 2007; Funke & Reips 2012; McClain et al. 2019; Liu & Cernat 2018; Liu & Conrad
2019; Grady et al. 2019). Time to complete is occasionally referred to as ‘response latency’ (Presser et al.
2004).
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Two other objective measures of respondent diligence that are less commonly used include noncompliance with instructions (Christian et al. 2007, Blasius 2012, Kunz & Fuchs 2019) and respondents
changing their answers during the survey, before progressing to the next question (Stern 2008; Funke &
Reips 2012).
One distinct benefit of these ‘paradata’ is that they can be collected systematically, precisely and
objectively for all respondents, without disturbing the flow of the survey (McClain et al 2019). One
disadvantage, however, is the challenge in interpreting them. Dropping out of a survey does not
necessarily mean that the task has become boring or overwhelming – it may simply mean that something
more pressing has come up (e.g. the respondent’s bus trip has ended, and it is time to put their phone
away).
One form of paradata that is not recommended as an indicator for studies assessing the impact of features
in the survey is response rate (Deutskens et al. 2004). This is because the factors that impact
commencement of a survey are different to those that influence completion once the survey is underway
(Peytchev 2009).
Subjective indicators of process quality
Self-reported measures of survey experience and engagement give respondents the chance to provide
direct feedback on the survey, or particular questions within it. Examples include how interesting or
enjoyable respondents found the survey to be, whether the survey felt too long, and how easy or difficult
they found a particularly task within it (Downes-Le Guin et al. 2012; Riebl, Allyson, Hedrick, Zoellner,
Estabrooks & Davy 2013; Couper et al. 2006; Dolincar et al. 2013, Liu & Conrad 2019; Grady et al.
2019). These subjective self-report measures tend to be considered alongside objective paradata measures,
through a process of multi-criteria analysis.
Objective indicators of measurement quality
Response patterns within survey data can be used to assess the diligence with which respondents’ are
considering and responding to the questions they are being asked. Indicators naturally depend on the
nature of the data being collected, and include difference between mean scores, inter-item variances in
questions using the same scale, correlation between data collected through different response formats, use
of midpoints and extreme values on scales, use of the default ‘starting place’ values on slider scales, and
the number of words in open ended responses (Puleston & Sleep 2011; Bailey et al. 2015; Downes-Le
Guin et al. 2012; Nosek & Umansky 2012; Couper et al. 2006; Deutskens et al. 2004; Healy 2007; Funke
& Reips 2012; Liu & Cernat 2018; Liu & Conrad 2019; Grady et al. 2019).
The concept of ‘straight-lining’ is a particularly important consideration in studies that evaluate different
ways of presenting rating scales (Kim, Dykema, Sevenson, Black & Moberg 2019). Straight-lining
describes a response pattern in which the same point on the scale (e.g. ‘strongly agree’) is selected for all
items. As Kim et al. (2019) set out, straight-lining can be measured in five different ways: simple nondifferentiation, mean root of pairs, maximum identical rating, standard deviation of battery, and scale
point variation.
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Caution needs to be exercised when interpreting such response patterns as ‘delinquent’, or otherwise
problematic. In the same was as ‘none of the above’ or ‘don’t know’ can be entirely legitimate responses,
some straight lining may, of course, represent a valid response to the question at hand. As such, elevated
rates of straight lining can only be taken as an indicator of the risk of respondent disengagement.
Mindful of this limitation, a smaller number of studies go beyond the above indicators to find or construct
more reliable measures of data quality. Such measures include:


Comparison of results with those that would have been expected from a validated paper-based tool
(Riebl et al. 2013).



Correlation between inter-related items in the survey data (Nosek & Umansky 2012; Liu & Cernat
2018; Dolnicar et al. 2013). For example, Dolnicar et al. (2013) reported on the concurrent validity
of different ways of asking about ‘stated value’ by computing the extent to which the stated value of
vacations aligned with actual vacation behavior.



Correlation between survey self-report data and known facts about the person, e.g. age, as
known from the electoral roll (Philip & Benjamin 2008), or behavioural data from shopping receipts
(Bailey et al. 2015).

Summary
The survey literature on visual triggers, response formats and interactivity in an on-screen environment is
still in its relative infancy. Individual studies need to be read carefully, not just to understand the detail of
the visual display technique that has been assessed, but also the evaluation criteria have been considered,
and how the indicators have been constructed, computed and analysed. In particular, caution needs to be
exercised when studies draw strong conclusions about performance based only on subjective measures of
respondent experience in the survey and/or response patterns (such as straight-lining) that could have a
number of explanations.
Overall, the story presented in this literature is one of hopefulness and possibility, tempered by caution.
Almost all studies draw a positive conclusion about the potential that web-based technologies offer for
survey research. However, not all of the so-called ‘innovations’ that are tested turn out to deliver a
positive impact on respondent experience and/or measurement quality.
One of the strengths of the academic literature in this field (as distinct from the marketing material
produced by survey research technology companies) is the publication of papers that show null results
and negative findings. Survey researchers need access to a balanced evaluation of the options available to
them, so they can adopt the effective new forms of measurement (and avoid ineffective formats) with
confidence. Accordingly, the onus is on academic researchers in this field to partner with market research
technology providers, design good studies that have robust indicators of data quality, focus on real
methodological challenges, and publish the results – whatever they may be.
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Chapter 3
Beyond colour and movement: Measuring the impact of dynamic
survey answer formats on respondent behaviour
Foreword
This paper was written for an industry audience and won the Tony Wheeler Prize for Best Paper at the
2012 Australian Market and Social Research Conference. Co-authored with Jon Puleston, Vice President
of Innovation at GMI Interactive, the study presents selected findings from eight ‘mini-experiments’ in a
multi-national study.
The discussion at the end of the paper argues for stronger experimental designs that those presented here,
particularly in relation to better understanding the relationship between self-reported measures of
respondent experience, observable respondent behaviour and objective data quality.
The paper was written according to the conference style guide, including end note referencing (with
citations provided at the end of the paper).

Introduction
Over the last five years, a small number of research houses have begun experimenting with more
interactive and dynamic scaling techniques: creative and game-like question formats that attempt to
improve the quality of responses in online surveys.
The findings published to date have been encouraging and reasonably consistent. Not all ‘graphical’ or
‘gamified’ response formats are better than the more conventional pen-and-paper style formats
(references 1-3). However, certain techniques, when applied well, have been shown to deliver good
results: they protect against respondent ‘satisficing’ behaviours (17), reduce dropout rates and straightlining, increase the amount of time spent considering questions and increase the length and richness of
open ended responses (3-8).
One limitation of this body of research has been its focus on single markets, mostly in Europe and North
America. There has been very little research to explore the impact of these new and emerging techniques
in multiple countries, and also very little academic scrutiny of these techniques.
This motivated Jon Puleston (GMI) and Duncan Rintoul (University of Wollongong) to team up on a joint
study that examines the impact of these techniques in multiple countries. Using GMI’s panel and survey
scripting techniques, they conducted a bespoke survey of 3,883 respondents from seven different markets:


two western: Australia (n=613) and USA (n=514)



five Asian: China (n=692), India (n=620), Japan (n=695), Singapore (n=532) and Korea (n=217).

The survey included eight ‘mini-experiments’, where respondents were randomly allocated to either a set
of 3-4 standard market research survey questions, or a set measuring the same constructs (on the same
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scales) but using tools such as:


role-play scenarios that turn questions into ‘quests’



gambling and competitive point scoring techniques



graphics (in addition to just words) in questions, scales and response options



visually-oriented response formats, e.g. drag and drops, slider scales and ‘caterpillar segment’ scales.

The resulting paper – Can survey gaming techniques cross continents? Examining cross cultural
reactions to creative questioning techniques – won the Best Paper award at the recent ESOMAR Asia
Pacific Conference, April 2012 (9).
This follow-up paper highlights the key findings in the Australian data and discusses the implications for
domestic researchers. The authors also discuss the kind of measures currently being used to assess the
impact of new question and answer formats, and the direction they believe this field of ‘research on
research’ needs to take.
To help readers consider how new response formats should be evaluated, the main body of this paper is
structured ‘experiment by experiment’, providing detailed findings.

The GMI/UOW Multi-Country Study
Objectives and broad findings of the study
The GMI/UOW Multi-Country Study set out to explore two questions.


How well do creative questioning techniques cross borders?



Can creative techniques help reduce the impact of cross cultural response style biases that create
problems when conducting multi country surveys?

The rationale for the first question has already been introduced. As almost all of the experimental research
about new answer formats has been undertaken in Western markets – particularly Europe and America –
there were question marks about how well these techniques would travel, particularly in Asia.
With few expectations, we found that the creative and gaming techniques that worked in Western markets
seem to work equally well, if not better, in Asian markets.
The second aim of the study was to see what impact, if any, these new creative techniques would have on
cross-cultural response style bias. International surveys are inherently complex to design and analyse, as
response patterns can be dramatically different from one country to the next, even when the underlying
attitudes or behaviours are in fact the same. In the academic literature, this phenomenon of answer
formats being used differently by different groups of respondents is referred to as ‘response style bias’:
“a systematic tendency to respond to a range of questionnaire items on some basis other than
the specific item content (i.e., what the items were designed to measure) … to the extent that
an individual displays the bias consistently across time and situations.” (12, p. 17)
Response style bias is a well-known and much studied phenomenon in the academic empirical social
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sciences (10-16). Classic biases on multi-point scales include the tendency to use the top and bottom
response options (an ‘extreme’ response style), use only the more neutral response options (a ‘central’
response style) or use only the top half of the scale (‘positive’ response style). One factor that helps
explain the different response styles between countries is the cultural approach to being courteous,
respectful and ‘saving face’ when providing feedback, as opposed to preferring (and being used to
receiving) feedback that is ‘brutally honest’. Further background about cross-cultural response trends is
provided in our original paper (9).
Despite the substantial amount of work in this area over several decades, a satisfactory solution to the
problem of avoiding or dealing with response style bias does not exist. Our study sought to understand
whether any of the creative questioning approaches can help.
The short answer was ‘Yes, but only partially’. Some techniques were able to reduce cross-country
variance by a measurable amount, but these differences are very strong and no technique was able to
eradicate them. Overall, the findings encourage use of these techniques across all markets to deliver more
engaged and enthusiastic respondents willing to give more feedback and put more time into their answers.
Data collection and experiment design
The 20 minute survey was fielded in seven countries using the GMI Interactive panel from mid-December
2011 to early January 2012. The questionnaire was translated from English for audiences in China, Japan,
Singapore and Korea by bilingual GMI staff. Samples were nationally representative by age group and
gender, and final data were weighted by age. Data relating to respondents’ experience undertaking
surveys was not collected, so was not controlled for in the analysis.
The survey contained eight mini-experiment experiments, in which questions were either rendered as
traditional online survey question formats or more creative formats. The experiments referred to in this
paper are summarised in Table 1 below. All of the techniques tested in these experiments had already
been pioneered by GMI in previous research with Western audiences (see Puleston papers listed in the
Appendix: references 3, 4, 5 and 7).
The dependent variables in the experiments included six key metrics, compared between the seven
countries as appropriate:


overall response distribution



individual-level response variance as a measure of ‘straight-lining’ – noting that some straight line
responses may be carefully thought through, while others may indicate disengagement (reference 17)



average time taken to consider and complete the question



self reported enjoyment of completing those survey questions: enjoyment scores were recorded on a
10-point scale then analysed using a summary index that we calculated in a similar fashion to a ‘net
promoter score’ (the proportion that gave a score of ‘9’ or ‘10’ for interest, minus the proportion that
gave it a ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ or ‘4’).



self reported interest in the topic (measured as per enjoyment)



self reported ease of understanding what they were supposed to do (three categories).
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Table 1: Experiments included in this paper
Experiment

Topic

Constants

Radio buttons
vs Flag, drag
and drop

Positivity

Radio buttons
vs Caterpillar
segments
Gaming
scenario

Words only vs
words and
visuals

Combination of
pictorial and
scenario

Experimental conditions
Format A

Format B

L-R scale
Semantic points
Concurrent

Radio button 7pt scale
(grid)

Flag, drag and drop with
100pt variation but 7pt
scale markers

When drink
water during
day

Hours of the
day, 7am to
12pm, pick any

Radio button

Caterpillar segments plus
tap picture

Mobile phone
brands

L-R scale
Semantic tiles
Auto-next after
selection

Three single options re
expectations of change
(decline, stay the same,
grow)

Gaming scenario: Bet
$10/$20/$30 for each
option (3x3=9 options),
then told market reaction

Shopping
emotions

Pick any, mix of
+/- emotions

List of words

Words on coloured stars,
drag and drop

Preferred TV
genres

5pt smooth
slider scale,
starting on
midpoint

Ends and points unlabeled

Ends and points
unlabeled, but man in
chair moves from being
asleep to giving a standing
ovation

Preferred
activities

5pt L-R semantic
scale (dislike to
like). Sequential
judgments

Tiles containing
written labels

Faces above
written labels

Format A

Format B

Format C

Olympic sports
broadcasting

Open ender
Same size box

Simple question

Scenario question
–
text only

Scenario
question –
with visuals

Choice of media
channels

Pick any

Words only

Pictorial with words

Format B plus
scenario intro

The first three performance metrics are known for all respondents, with the exception of completion time
for the Singaporean sample. The latter three are known only for one-third of the sample for any given
bank of 2-3 questions, as pilot testing found that constant ‘checking how the survey is going’ reduces
respondent engagement in the exercise. Further discussion of methodology for future studies of this
nature is found in the final Section of this paper.

Australian reactions to dynamic survey response formats
This section of the paper presents the basic results from six of the experiments that tested alternative
response mechanisms (i.e. the focus of this paper). These relate to use of visual selection options for pickany questions (3.1, two examples), visual scales (3.2, two examples), visual triggers (3.3) and a hybrid
response scale that uses drag and drop to integrate rating and ranking (3.4). The impact of other gamestyle approaches is discussed in Section 4.
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Visual selection options for pick-any scales
One of the simplest experiments in the GMI/UOW study compared standard radio button questions with
visual icons, giving respondents the same list of 16 media channels and asking ‘If you had to advertise on
some of these media, which would you pick?’ (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Visual display of pick any scale – advertising channel example
The impact on consideration time was much bigger in Asian markets (+71% to +239%), where the
baseline tendency to rush this question in the text-only version was greater. Taking Korea as the extreme
example, the traditional ‘pick any’ list of 16 text items was responded to in an average of 4 seconds; the
visual icons were responded to in an average of just under 14 seconds. The volume of data (number of
options selected) was higher with the graphical question format in all markets bar Australia (no
difference between the formats).
Words only

Words and images
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China

Japan
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Figure 2a: Impact of visual pick any scale (Figure 1) on consideration time, by country
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Figure 2b: Impact of visual pick any scale (Figure 1) on proportion of responses selected, by country
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A second ‘pick any’ experiment from the multi-country study used a technique that Puleston has
repeatedly found to stimulate more effort answering the question, along with more feedback. Respondents
were given a list of emotions (half positive, half negative) that might be evoked by the idea of going
shopping, and also given a picture of a shopping mall to put them in the desired frame of mind. Half of
the sample simply read through a list of emotions and ‘ticked’ radio buttons against the ones that
resonated with them; the other half saw the words on coloured stars (orange for positive emotions, blue
for negative) and then dragged their chosen emotions onto the picture of shoppers (Figure 3). This
technique had a distinct effect on the number of responses that people selected, increasing the number of
selections by 43%-95% depending on the market and its baseline. Even though the gain in Australia was
at the low end of this spectrum (+43%), this is still a substantial change to the underlying data (Figure 4).

Figure 3: Drag and drop display of pick any scale – emotions example
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Figure 4: Impact of drag and drop pick any scale (Figure 3) on proportion of responses selected, by
country
Implications for Australian researchers:


‘Pick any’ questions are prime targets for respondent satisficing behaviours, as there is no
compulsion or sanction that prevents people from just choosing one valid answer from the list in
order to proceed.



Mechanisms that slow people down (without frustrating them) to make them consider all the
options are worth investing in.



Good quality graphical response buttons and drag and drop text grabs are two techniques that
bear fruit here. There are also others – use them wisely, applying the most effective tools to the
questions where you have the biggest problems with fatigue and skim reading.



If you change response format on a tracking survey, do a split sample (old vs new format) in the
survey scripting to re-calibrate your baseline/norm, and don’t be surprised if the more visual
format elicits a higher number of responses chosen.
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Visual analogue scales
In another experiment, respondents were asked to indicate how much they ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ ten activities,
ranging from reading books and watching TV to filling in insurance forms and doing surveys. The
traditional format used five ‘tiles’ with verbal labels; the more visual format used photographs with the
same words.

vs

Figure 5: Visual analogue five-point scale
In Australia, along with nearly all other markets, the facial scale had a measurable but small impact on
enjoyment of the task, consideration time and perceived clarity of the task.
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Figure 6a: Impact of visual analogue scale (Figure 5) on enjoyment of the survey, by country
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Figure 6b: Impact of visual analogue scale (Figure 5) on average consideration time per item, by country
More importantly, the facial scale reduced the average standard deviation between countries by some
29% (4.1 for the tiles, 2.9 for the faces). That is, it smoothed out a significant amount of the inter-country
differences resulting from response style bias.
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Figure 6c: Impact of visual analogue scale (Figure 5) on standard deviation between countries
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Figure 6d: Impact of visual analogue scale (Figure 5) on frequency count, by country
A second visual scale experiment asked respondents to indicate their interest in watching nine different
genres of television program (drama, soap opera etc). Respondents were given a five point unlabeled
unanchored scale with a ‘smooth’ slider that started on the midpoint. The more visual of the two formats
had the addition of a man in chair off to the right of the scale who moved from falling asleep to giving a
standing ovation, depending on the response (Figure 7).

How interested are you in watching these different types of TV programme?

‘Audience man’ only
appeared on one of
the two versions.

Figure 7: The visual slider scale, featuring ‘audience man’
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The unlabeled unanchored scale was only used for the purposes of experimentation with visuals. We do
not necessarily recommend the complete removal of verbal cues and anchors. Even though using no
words removes translation risks, interpretation of the ‘make-it-up-yourself’ scale leaves far too much to
the imagination.
In Australia, as well as other markets, adding the animated character improved people’s enjoyment of the
exercise and lengthened completion time for the question by around one-third. More importantly, though,
‘audience man’ had a major impact on smoothing of cross-country variations, dropping standard
deviation between countries by more than one-third (from 5.8% to 3.7%).
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Figure 8: Impact of ‘audience man’ (Figure 7) on frequency count, by country

Implications for Australian researchers:


Visual scales can make a valuable contribution to reducing cross-country response style bias.



Accordingly, when conducting multi-cultural, multi-language studies within Australia it is well
worth considering how non-linguistic scales might be used.



However, exercise a bit of caution: just like words, not all facial expressions carry the same
meaning in all cultures (or even within one culture), and visual scales need to be sophisticated
and adult (non-childish) otherwise the survey may lose credibility.

Visual triggers in and around the question
In the original ‘Game Experiments’ (summarised in reference 5), Puleston and Sleep found that the
simple addition of a relevant image (or two) to a question can improve respondent attention to the task.
Here we tested the ‘translation’ of this technique by adding a picture of a dripping tap to a question asking
when the participant had drunk tap water the day before, between the hours of 7am to midnight. The scale
format was also modified to ‘caterpillar segments’ that run from left to right, rather than a vertical twocolumn format (Figure 9). (On reflection, a better design for this experiment would have been to include
two ‘middle ground’ presentations: one that showed the tap alongside the two-column radio button scale,
and another that showed the left-to-right caterpillar segments without the tap image.)
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Figure 9: Caterpillar segments with background image
Australian respondents took slightly less time to answer this more visual question than the radio-button
version, although not a statistically significant difference. However, the more visual question elicited a
richer response from Australian respondents, who recorded slightly more drinking instances in this format
than the more static ‘tick a box’ format. Small but significant changes of this nature were seen across
most markets.
Against the trend, a decrease in water consumption was recorded in China. We traced this back to a
translation error in the Chinese survey where ‘tap water’ was mistakenly translated as ‘running water’.
The visual version clarified this for respondents, changing their response pattern considerably. This is a
good example of the how much translation issues can impact data variance.
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Figure 10a: Impact of caterpillar segments and image (Figure 9) on consideration time, by country
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Figure 10b: Impact of caterpillar segments and background image (Figure 9) on reported tap water
consumption, by country
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Implications for Australian researchers:


Visual triggers bring added meaning to the question.



If your question is confusing, a good visual trigger can help clarify it. This not an excuse for lazy
question writing, but it can still be a saving grace.



Even if your question is clearly expressed, a good visual trigger can reinforce the focus of the question.



Equally, an inappropriate visual trigger can detract from or confuse the meaning of the question.
So be careful; don’t be too ‘clever clever’ in your choice of image; and if you can’t find a good
image, do without.

A new question format: The ‘flag, drag and drop’
The final dynamic response format example to be discussed here is a new question type developed by
GMI called ‘flag, drag and drop’. This is a hybrid ranking-rating question, where respondents drop a
series of flags on to a range (Figure 11). In this experiment, the range had the same seven semantic labels
but provided 100 points of variation.

Figure 11: Conventional grid (L) and the ‘flag, drag and drop’ format (R)
Earlier experimentation with this format showed that respondents find the exercise more interesting and
the decision-making process more comparative between the items. Consideration times also tend to be
longer. To test this question in a multi-country setting, we asked respondents how positive or negative
they considered themselves to be, alongside their fellow citizens and people from Asia, America and Europe.
The new format increased consideration time (Figure 12a) and reduced straight-lining (Figure 12b) in all
markets. These comparative consideration time figures below are for the second use of this question
format in the survey. This helps guard against consideration time being contaminated by respondents
familiarising themselves with how the flag, drag and drop system works.
Consideration time increases were particularly noticeable in Asian markets (+151% to +214%) compared
with a ‘mere’ doubling in Australia (+109%) (Figure 12a).
This increase in ‘data granularity’ also had a measurable knock-on effect on cross-country data
comparison, reducing inter-country variance by 21%. (Standard deviation by country for the grid radio
button format sat at 3.8; for the flags the result was better, although still high at 3.0.)
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Figure 12a: Impact of flag, drag and drop (Figure 11) on consideration time, by country
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Figure 12b: Impact of flag, drag and drop (Figure 11) on standard deviation between items, by country
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Figure 12c: Impact of flag, drag and drop (Figure 11) on interest in the topic, by country
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Figure 12d: Impact of flag, drag and drop (Figure 11) on data distribution, by country
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+++

This demonstrates that at least some of the ‘patterned’ responses from the grid question were patterned on
the basis of country/cultural factors. This technique therefore helps reduce the unhelpful ‘noise’ around
differences in cross-country response data (a benefit also shared by the gaming scenario discussed ahead).
This reduction in noise is perhaps easier to see when looking at the differences between individual
countries against the average. Taking the two extremes of Japan and India (Figure 12e), we can see that
both the Japanese ‘neutral hump’ and the Indian ‘positive hump’ are flattened out by the more
comparative flag, drag and drop questioning technique.
This story is consistent across all the countries in our study, where individual country anomalies (humps)
appear to get flattened out and answer patterns brought more into line with typical cross-country
averages.
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Figure 12e: Impact of flag, drag and drop (Figure 11) on data distribution, Japan and India

Implications for Australian researchers:


Don’t be afraid of innovation in response formats. The technology available in online surveys
genuinely opens up new possibilities for improved measurement.



However, different doesn’t necessarily mean good. Not all that glitters is gold, and not all fancylooking techniques constitute valid measurement for the social sciences.



So, ask the hard questions, and (if this excites you) be willing to be part of finding out the
answers.

Australian responses to other creative techniques
It is important to stress that not all ‘creative questioning techniques’ look aesthetically attractive or use
advanced response functionality. Survey ‘gamification’, as we use the term, is more of a mindset that the
questionnaire designer takes to their craft, rather than an assembly of digital wizardry on the screen.
Below we have included the results of a few low-tech (actually no-tech) gamification techniques, to
demonstrate this point.
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Using scenarios to turn questions into quests
Puleston’s earlier work has demonstrated that reframing a question into a more personal or emotive
context often encourages respondents to give significantly more feedback.
One of the experiments in the GMI/UOW study tested this using an open ended question about Olympic
sports. In the ‘standard’ format, respondents were asked to list their favourite Olympic events in a text
box. In the ‘gamified’ format, respondents were asked to imagine themselves to be responsible for the
television coverage of the London 2012 Olympics, working for a station that would only broadcast the
events that they liked to watch. On this basis, they were asked to draw up a list of all the events they
would show on television.

Figure 13: Gamification of open ended-question
This motivational technique was highly effective in Australia, more than doubling the average word count
(from 3.3 to 6.8). Upward lift was also seen in every other market, with two interesting trends: the biggest
improvements were in China and Korea, two of the three countries that had the lowest baseline volume of
responses from the standard format; and the lowest increase was seen in the US, the country which started
from the highest base.
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Figure 14: Impact of gamified open ender (Figure 13) on word count, by country
This technique was also employed as an extension of the media channel experiment outlined earlier
(Figure 1) by adding a third test condition: a scenario-based question format at two points. Before the
questions, respondents in the scenario group were told to imagine that they had $1million to spend on
advertising to reach people like them. The channel selection question then picked up on this theme: ‘Now
we would like you to spend your $1m! Which forms of advertising are you going to spend your money on?’.
In Australia, this scenario setting led respondents to spend even more time on their decision about media
channels: consideration time increased from 9.9 seconds (pick any list) to 12.6 seconds with the image
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board, but jumped to 17.4 seconds with the image board plus the $1m advertising scenario. Similar step
changes were seen in all other markets apart from Korea.
The combined use of the scenario with the visual approach also saw Australian respondents select more
options (an increase of around 34% from the baseline; average across all markets was 50%).
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Figure 15a: Impact of gamified pick any task on consideration time, by country
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Figure 15b: Impact of gamified pick any task on proportion of options selected, by country

Implications for Australian researchers:


Wherever you can, put some effort into designing creative scenario questions rather than going
with standard run-of-the-mill open enders.



If you don’t know how, talk to your qualitative research colleagues about projective techniques.



If your respondents usually give reasonably full answers, don’t be disappointed if you only gain
another 50% in word count. If they are normally pretty tight lipped, brace yourself for anything
up to a 200% increase in word count.

Gambling and competitive point scoring techniques
In his prior research, Puleston has conducted several experiments using different approaches to ‘future
prediction’. In the GMI/UOW study, respondents were shown seven mobile phone brands (Nokia, HTC,
iPhone etc) and asked to say how they see the future of these different brands.
In the simple exercise, respondents simply chose from ‘decline’, ‘stay the same’ or ‘grow’. The gambling
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scenario asked respondents to ‘play a game where you predict the future of these brands’. Using an
imaginary $100 budget, respondents not only identified a predicted growth trajectory, but also staked $10,
$20 or $30 on this decision (Figure 16). After their selection they were told whether they had ‘bet’ in the
same direction as the market (which was other people doing this survey), and then shown the next brand.

Figure 16: Gambling scenario
In Australia, respondents spent more than twice as long answering this question in its gamified form,
resulting in 25% less straight-lining. This technique had a similar effect in all seven markets; overall
individual straight-lining across the full sample was halved from 20% to 9%.
Beyond this, the cross-country differences in response dropped by around one-third, from a Standard
Deviation of 9.4 in the basic format to 6.4 in the gaming scenario.
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Figure 17a: Impact of the gambling scenario (Figure
16) on average consideration time, by country
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Figure 17c: Impact of the gambling scenario (Figure 16) on standard deviation within countries
The net result of this, we believe, is that the true cross-cultural differences can be seen and understood
more clearly. The betting scenario still shows Japanese respondents to be more cautious and Indians more
positive, but it also encouraged significantly fewer Japanese respondents to sit on the fence and made the
Indians slightly more circumspect.
Figure 17d below shows that the betting scenario brought answers between countries into closer harmony.
As a result, these inter-country observations can now be made with far more confidence, due to the
reduction in ‘noise’ attributable to speeding and thoughtless pattern answering.
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Figure 17d: Impact of the gambling scenario (Figure 16) on response distribution, by country

Implications for Australian researchers:


Gambling techniques in surveys are certainly worth considering, depending on the nature of your
survey (the subject matter, the sample group, what the rest of the survey is like, how the findings
will be used etc).



Before you launch into designing questions like this, though, read up on game theory and talk to
others who have trodden this path already. This is a fairly active area of exploration in
questionnaire design research at the moment, and there is much more to say about it than we are
saying here.



And don’t confuse the term ‘survey gamification’ with ‘gambling-style questions’; the latter is an
example of the former.
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Overall impact measures
This section provides a summary snapshot of the impact of the techniques described above, presenting the
overall differences in data granularity and consideration time for the two sets of questions (traditional vs
creative).
Overall impact on straight-lining in scale questions
As the reader will probably be aware, ‘straight lining’ refers to a response pattern where the respondent
selects the same point on a scale for all items listed on a page. This is one of the classic ‘satisficing’
behaviours that good question design and item wording should be able to prevent, or at least minimise
(reference 17).
The standard deviation in the question set at the individual respondent level is one good measure of data
‘granularity’ (or the absence of straight-lining). Across the scale questions in the experiments (a mix of 5,
7 and 9 point scales), Australian and US respondents were already less likely than Asian respondents to
straight line in the basic text formats. This corroborates with other studies that show Australian panel
respondents to be among the ‘best-behaved’ in the world (see, for example, the AMSRO-sponsored multicountry study presented at the 2010 Asia Pacific Research Conference, Tokyo.)
In all markets, replacing traditional questions with more creative versions resulted in less straight-lining.
This gain was biggest in Australia, China and Singapore (Figure 18). The conclusion here is quite clear:
appropriate use of more interactive scaling techniques (that are of good quality, creative, meaningful and
well thought through) does reduce straight-lining and increase data granularity by a significant margin,
both locally and overseas.
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Figure 18: Average respondent-level standard deviation on scale responses, by country
Overall impact on consideration time
Australian respondents took almost twice as long to respond to the creative questions (3.8 seconds per
item) than traditional questions (2 seconds per item). This almost exactly replicates the overall impact in
the US and Japan.
Indian figures are higher than other markets, both in terms of absolute ‘time taken’ and the relative
increase in consideration time produced by the creative questioning. These indicators should be
interpreted with caution as the survey was presented in English, which is not necessarily a first (or
second) language for Indian respondents.
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Figure 19: Average consideration time per question, by country
In Australia, as in all markets, the increase in consideration time corresponded with a more enjoyable
survey. This is to say, if you slow people down the right way, with the right tools, then you do not
frustrate them – indeed, you achieve quite the opposite effect (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Average enjoyment of questions, by country

Implications for questionnaire design
In addition to the implications drawn out through the paper, the following tips will help researchers
design their own creative questionnaires and make use of the tools and lessons presented through these
experiments. For additional advice relating to speeding and lying, see our full ESOMAR paper (reference 9).
Make your questions more engaging


Ask yourself one question when designing each question: How can I make this as fun as possible to
answer without corrupting the data?



Ask yourself how you would feel answering each question and the whole survey. If you could not
face completing it, you can bet the rest of the population won’t either.



Embrace simple gaming techniques if you are able too – they are universally effective.



Use question formats that encourage relative/comparative decision making.



Mix and match question formats. The less repetition the better on all levels.



Collaborate with qualitative researchers who know your markets to identify projective and creative
techniques that might help.
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Don’t over-complicate the design of any question.

Express yourself well


Avoid using words in your scales that are open to different interpretation both by country and age.
Obvious ones that we know about include ‘love’, ‘OK’, ‘appealing’ and ‘slightly’; there are a lot
more.



Use fewer words, not more. (This may seem contradictory to other advice in this paper, as scenariostyle questions and gambling-style questions obviously require more words to explain than simple
question forms that people are more used to. Our point here is this: if there is a more concise way of
getting your message across, use it.)



Never lay out text so that it needs reading vertically.



Lying awake at night worrying about translation errors is good for you: these errors are the single
main cause of data variance at a question option level in international studies.

Get visual


Use attention grabbing iconography and images where possible, to complement the meaning of your
questions and response options.



Use proper professional design sensibilities that help respondents interpret questions more
consistently across cultures. No 1990s clipart!



Design and test your questionnaires very carefully, particularly where you are using new wording or
imagery.



For more significant projects, seriously consider using a design house to help you work on the visual
content.

Keep it short


If the survey is longer than 20 minutes, get your scalpel out.



If the survey is longer than 30 minutes, get a gun out and shoot your client for crimes against
research!1

Do what you can with speeding and lying


Treat speeding as your problem. The main reasons why people speed is because they are not engaged
in the questions



Go beyond kicking out super-speeders based on their total survey completion time. If you can,
measure the consideration time of each question and look at discounting those whose responses were
‘too fast’ for that individual question. (Note, other research from GMI indicates that if it drops below
2 seconds per row range you have a problem).

1

Personal advice. May or may not reflect the views and opinions of the organisations we work for.
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The future of this field of research on research
This final section of the paper contains the personal reflections of the authors on the state of this field of
research on research, and where our future focus as an industry should lie.
We need to take it to the small screen
Increasing numbers of surveys are being completed on smart-phones (in web browsers), and the
technology that supports these ‘gamified’ survey formats will need to learn to thrive on the small screen.
Indeed, more game-like survey experiences are arguably quite a natural fit for this medium: for surveys to
compete against all the other fun activities available on a mobile phone, the respondent experience needs
to be highly prioritised.
It is certainly possible for creative visual approaches to work on small screens; the rampant success of a
wide range of gaming applications on mobile phones demonstrates this amply. However, translation to
small screen will be a challenge for response formats that require big screen real-estate to have their
optimal effect; new approaches to such ‘screen hungry’ question formats may be required.
We need to look at the ‘hard’ questions
To those readers who are inspired by this paper to try their own hand at designing new response formats
for online surveys: the particularly important question types for us to tackle are not the easy ones. From a
measurement perspective, large pink buttons with ladies in dresses and large blue buttons with men in
suits as a technique to improve the validity of the ‘are you a man or a woman’ question is not really the
most pressing priority.
Rather, we need to focus our efforts on the question types where cognitive challenge is greatest and
fatigue and satisficing set in early. Three examples are ranking, scale grids and brand attribute
measurement: ranking because it is known to be a difficult task for respondents when the item-set is large;
scale grids as they present such compelling temptation to straight-line; and brand attribute measurement
because it requires such a large number of individual judgements if the measurement is to be undertaken
accurately (10 brands x 10 attributes = 100 judgements).
We also need to answer the hard questions
To the best of our knowledge, the experimental design, sample structure and sample size of this
GMI/UOW study makes it the highest quality evidence base available on this topic, internationally, in
either the academic or industry literature. This study provides ample evidence that scenario-based open
ended questions (e.g. the Olympics question) and broad gamification approaches (e.g. the $1m advertising
scenario) generate richer, more considered answers. The evidence is also clear that making a survey more
visually stimulating and functionally interactive has a predictable impact on respondent behaviour,
particularly in terms of slower response times, less straight-lining on scale questions and greater data
granularity overall.
To draw the conclusion that these observable respondent behaviours indicate better data quality is
reasonable. Furthermore, with the examples presented here in this paper, we believe it is the correct
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conclusion. However, if we don De Bono’s ‘Black hat’ and critique this proposition, it is possible to
argue that improved respondent cognition is not the only conceivable explanation for longer completion
times, and neither is improved data quality the only possible consequence. A critic may argue that some
people might take more time on an ‘enhanced’ question because they are confused by what they ought to
do in the task; that a given response mechanism in a dynamic survey (e.g. a drag and drop tool) may
simply be slower to operate than a click; that some tools are simply fun to play with (e.g. making
‘audience man’ sit down and stand up).
Good experimental design can help guard against some of these critiques. For example, in the ‘flag, drag
and drop’ experiment (Section 3.4) we used the tool twice in a row and only reported comparative
consideration time figures for the second use of this question format. We did this in the knowledge that
respondents may use the first question to familiarise themselves with how the tool works. Seeking
respondent feedback about the clarity or confusion of the task, as we have done, is also a helpful adjunct
to a survey experiment such as this, and a ready defence.
However, neither of these techniques bring us all that much closer to addressing the root question that is
ultimately unanswered in this paper, and all other research published to date on new question formats:
What do we really know about the quality of the data that they produce? Take the simple ‘shopping and
emotions’ example from Figure 3. The drag and drop tool increased the number of selections by 43%95% depending on the market and its baseline. From a low baseline, as in this example, it may be quite
reasonable to interpret ‘selection of more items’ as an indicator of ‘more accurate data’. But in other
circumstances will this become a suspect measure, where we become concerned that people are selecting
‘too many’ options?
Or if we return to the question of completion time, assuming we can neutralise the impact of distraction or
confusion, what do we know about the strength and nature of the relationship between slower completion
and better quality data? Longer completion times mean fewer questions answered in a 15-minute
interview: is the trade-off justified? How much better is our data quality on these fewer items? Also, if
longer completion time is good, then is even longer completion time even better? Or is there an
‘appropriate’ amount of time that we are aiming for? What is that?
These examples are only given to illustrate the point that this field of ‘research on research’ still has some
distance to cover before it becomes truly mature. We need to know more about which kinds of
respondents respond better (or worse) to these techniques, under what conditions, and we need to better
understand the relationship between self-reported measures of respondent experience, observable
respondent behaviour and objective data quality. We need a methodology for demonstrating this that can
be feasibly implemented as part of the testing phase of new response formats, both those that have been
developed and those that will be developed in years to come.
This is the focus area of Rintoul’s PhD at the University of Wollongong, and a fertile area of academic
inquiry for anyone who might like to join him. GMI is also continuing its research in this area and will be
presenting more evidence about the overall impact of survey design factors on data quality at the
forthcoming (2012) ESOMAR congress. More will be said about these in-progress studies in the
presentation than can be included in this paper.
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Chapter 4
Comparing association grids and pick any lists
for measuring brand attributes
Foreword
This paper challenges a commonly used technique in web surveys (the association grid), by empirically
testing assumptions that are made by its advocates. Ultimately, the findings show that the assumptions
underpinning the association grid are not well-founded, and it is therefore recommended that the
association grid not be used.
The association grid is not an ‘interactive’ survey response format, when compared with the drag and
drop tools and other visual presentations of Chapters 3, 5 and 6. Nonetheless, the paper addresses a
clear gap in the evidence base about the visual presentation of response formats in web surveys, and was
published in 2016 in the International Journal of Market Research. An earlier version was presented at
the 2014 Australian Market and Social Research Society Conference, where it was also awarded the Tony
Wheeler Prize for Best Paper.

Abstract
Using a split-ballot experiment with 940 respondents, this study compares the quality of data from an
association grid with data gathered through a single ‘pick any’ list repeated for each brand on a new page
in a web survey. The association grid is a multiple response matrix used to measure brand image
associations for a number of brands at the same time. Attributes are usually presented as rows, and brands
in columns, allowing respondents to select each association they perceive to be true (e.g. Coca Cola Popular). Our results indicate that larger association grids are answered considerably faster, but are
heavily prone to evasion bias and perform worse when it comes to drop-out, comprehension and attention
to the task. Smaller association grids have no ill effect on the respondent experience, but are also devoid
of material benefit in terms of field time or data quality. As a tool for measuring brand-image association,
the association grid is therefore not recommended.

Introduction
Brand image is often measured using the ‘pick any’ response format, in which respondents are presented
with a list of attributes and asked to select all that apply to the brand in question (also known as a ‘checkall-that-apply format; see Kunz & Fuchs 2019). A number of recent studies on the measurement of brandimage association have raised concerns about the ‘pick any’ format, particularly due to the potential for
evasion, under-reporting of associations and ambiguity of what ‘non-selection’ may mean (Dolnicar &
Grün 2013a, 2013b; Dolnicar et al. 2013). Nonetheless, a review of recent brand-image surveys from
three large online research companies in Australia reveals that the ‘pick any’ format remains the dominant
approach to measurement of brand-attribute association in commercial market research. This warrants
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further investigation of the response format and its variants. Two main variants are in use: the repeated
list and the association grid.
The repeated list presents respondents with a single list of all attributes for one brand or, less commonly,
a list of all brands for one attribute. The way it is usually presented, a respondent processes the task by
first thinking of the brand and then working though the list of attributes from top to bottom, ticking the
box next to those they believe apply to the brand. After clicking ‘next’ at the bottom of the page, this task
is then repeated for subsequent brands.
The association grid stacks all brands and all attributes into one table, in which each cell represents a
specific brand-attribute combination. When responding to an association grid, a respondent can assess all
brands and attributes simultaneously: processing the cells row by row, typically from left to right (like
reading); or working through the question column by column, working from top to bottom. Working by
columns, a respondent would think of one brand and process all attributes, as in the case of the simple list.
Alternatively, if they worked by rows they would think of one attribute and assess all brands.
The survey design literature has studied response grids and matrices in surveys extensively. Couper and
colleagues (2013) reviewed nine experimental studies conducted between 2001 and 2009 that explore the
presentation of attitudinal statements in web surveys. They found that grid presentations perform
consistently quicker in field than item-by-item presentations, but that this speed comes at the cost of
greater susceptibility to problems such as missing data, diminished respondent satisfaction with the
survey experience and non-discrimination between items. A recent experimental study by Grady,
Greenspan and Liu (2019) recommended five items as the maximum when presenting scale questions in a
matrix format, in order to avoid erosion of objective data quality and subjective survey experience.
Although response grids may still hold a certain appeal in pen-and-paper surveys, where efficient use of
space on the page is a high priority, in web surveys the greater imperative is to use screen real-estate
effectively to present questions in a clear and engaging way that encourages thoughtful responses, and
discourages ‘speeding’, ‘straight lining’ and other satisficing behaviours (Krosnick 1991; Poynter 2010;
Puleston & Rintoul 2012; Tourangeau et al. 2013).
Despite the extensive body of work on grid and matrix questions, the performance of association grids has
not been investigated to date. A review of 13 contemporary textbooks in marketing research and survey
design reveals only two that mention the technique (Brace 2013; McGivern 2013). Both support use of
the association grid: McGivern (2013) recommends the association grid as ‘a useful way of collecting a
lot of information quickly’ (p. 306), while Brace (2013) claims the advantage that ‘respondents can assess
the full set of brands together. This makes it easier for them to make comparisons between brands, and
determine that an attribute is or is not associated with one brand rather than another’ (p. 95). Neither
McGivern (2013) nor Brace (2013) provide empirical evidence to support their recommendations.
Although speed of completion and the possibility of comparative judgement represent the key potential
advantage of the association grid, there are also two possible disadvantages. First, the large amount of
information in an association grid requires considerable cognitive effort from the respondent, which, in
turn, may lead to a poor survey experience (Couper et al. 2013). Second, association grids require a lot of
screen space. As a consequence, they may have limited applicability with mobile phones or other small
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screen devices. The same holds for other large question formats, including card-sort exercises, questions
where people mark up or respond to high-resolution images, and grid presentation of multi-item scales
(Peytchev & Hill 2010; McClain & Crawford 2013; Baek et al. 2015). By contrast, the single repeated list
does not require a large screen display and can therefore be used – in unmodified form – across any webenabled device that respondents may choose.
The aim of the present study is to compare the performance of the two variants of the ‘pick any’ response
format - repeated list versus association grid - in the context of brand image measurement. Specifically,
we test three hypotheses:
H1 The association grid is faster than the repeated list, as suggested by McGivern (2013).
H2 The association grid generates better data because respondents engage in continuous comparative
judgment, as suggested by Brace (2013).
H3 The association grid leads to poorer survey experience due to high cognitive demands on the
respondent, as suggested by Couper et al. (2013).
The findings of the present study develop knowledge in the area of survey design and are of immediate
practical value to market researchers and clients who insist on using the ‘pick any’ format for their brand
measurement, by providing guidance about the advantages and disadvantages of the different ways it can
be presented.

Methodology
A split-ballot experiment was conducted in a web survey on beliefs about Australian holiday destinations.
The sample comprised 940 Australian adults (age 18+) who had taken a holiday in Australia in the past
four years, drawn from the Survey Village market research panel. Survey Village is an Australian
research-only panel, recruited through a mix of online and offline channels. At the time of the fieldwork,
it had a total pool of more than 36,000 active members.
For the destination image task, respondents were randomly allocated either the association grid or the
repeated list (Figure 1). Randomisation was undertaken across the sample as a whole. As a result, there
were some minor differences between the demographic profiles of the treatment groups (Table 1). Data
on experience undertaking online surveys was not collected as part of the study. This is a limitation, as it
is conceivable that respondents with more survey completion experience may respond differently to new
response formats.
Table 1: Sample size (completed responses) for each response format, by age and sex

List (n=478)
Grid (n=457)
TOTAL (n=940)

18-34
14%
28%
24%

35-44
14%
20%
18%

Respondent age
45-54
25%
19%
22%

Sex
55-64
24%
15%
18%

65-94
22%
18%
17%

Note: Sample sizes for age and sex excludes cases where demographics were not captured.
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Male
38%
32%
35%

Female
62%
68%
65%

Respondents were also randomly assigned to one of three task lengths, assessing either 60 brand-attribute
associations in the short task (four destinations by 15 attributes), 120 associations in the medium task
(eight destinations by 15 attributes), or 180 associations in the long task (12 destinations by 15 attributes).
These ranges are not atypical for brand-image questionnaires in commercial research.
Each respondent was asked about destinations from four groups: (1) larger capital cities (i.e. Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane); (2) smaller capital cities (e.g. Darwin, Hobart, Canberra); (3) destinations known
for their natural beauty and cultural significance (e.g. Kangaroo Island, Uluru); and (4) destinations
known for their food and wine (e.g. Margaret River) or for recreation (e.g. Byron Bay). The survey
programming prevented respondents from being asked to describe destinations they had not heard of or
that were in their home state.
Respondents saw 15 attributes and were asked to ‘select all that apply’ for each destination. Attributes
were identified in consultation with Tourism Australia, and included characteristics such as ‘fun for
families’, ‘good for shopping’, ‘exciting’ and ‘luxurious’. A ‘none of the above’ option was also included,
in order to avoid forcing respondents to give an answer that they did not believe (Dolnicar & Grün 2014).
Attributes were presented in randomised order to prevent primacy or recency effects manifesting in the
data. Attributes were randomised for each destination in the repeated list format, but only once in the
association grid. To ensure adequate screen size for the association grid, respondents were prevented from
doing the survey on a mobile phone or other small-screen device.

(a) Repeated pick-any

(1b) Association grid pick-any

Figure 1: The two response formats tested in this experiment
Objective data quality was assessed using four criteria, as follows.
Stability of responses across two measurements
To assess test-retest reliability (stability), the experiment was fielded in two stages. Wave 1 of data
collection took place in April 2014 (n = 842 completes); Wave 2 in May 2014 (n = 702 completes) (Table
2). The second survey contained the same destinations in the same sequence, with the attributes in the
same order of initial presentation. Of those who completed Wave 1, 81% also completed Wave 2. This
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high recontact success rate was achieved through multiple reminders and the opportunity to win a $2,000
holiday voucher. Repeated association of a destination with an attribute in Wave 1 and Wave 2 was
counted as a stable response. All other cases were counted as unstable. Repeated non-associations were
excluded from the calculation due to the ambiguity of what non-selection in a ‘pick any’ list may mean.
Table 2: Sample sizes (completed responses) by response format and task length.
Task length
Short (4 destinations)
Medium (8 destinations)
Long (12 destinations)
Total

Wave 1
List
139
145
148
432

Wave 2
Grid
142
135
133
410

List
117
127
126
370

Grid
115
108
109
332

Predictive validity
Predictive validity was chosen as one of the criteria, in line with Belson’s (1986) recommendation that,
whenever possible, an objective criterion should be used to assess the quality of outcomes of a survey.
Because a behavioural external criterion of this nature was not available, the following approach was
taken: before being asked to consider any specific Australian destinations, respondents were asked to
describe their ‘ideal holiday destination ... the place [they] would most like to visit, that offers all the
positive experiences [they] really like and none of the negative experiences [they] don’t like’. They
described their ideal destination on a continuous scale using the attributes from the destination image
task. The scale had two verbalised endpoints: ‘My ideal destination is not at all like this’ (coded 0 in the
data) and ‘My ideal destination is absolutely like this’ (coded 100 in the data).
Also, at the end of the Wave 1 survey, respondents indicated where they would choose to go if they won
the $2,000 prize draw and had to spend it on a holiday at one of the destinations in the survey.
Predictive validity was derived from how closely this destination resembled the ‘ideal holiday
destination’ that the respondent had described at the start of the survey. Nineteen cases were excluded
from this analysis as all destinations were described in the same way in the destination-image exercise,
resulting in each destination having equal ‘distance’ from the ideal.
Survey drop-out
The primary measure for drop-out was the proportion of respondents who started the Wave 1 brand-image
association task, but did not complete it. Although there are numerous reasons why a person might
discontinue a survey that have nothing to do with the survey itself, drop-out is still associated with low
interest and high perceptions of burden in a survey (Galesic 2006), and can be triggered by questions that
are long, cognitively demanding or otherwise difficult to answer (Peytchev 2009). The recontact success
rate for Wave 2 was used as a secondary drop-out measure.
Evasion
Selection of ‘none of the above’ (indicating that not a single one of the listed attributes applies to the
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destination) served as the evasion measure. This response may, of course, be legitimate in some cases.
However, higher incidence in one format over the other may indicate increased evasion, and therefore
lower data quality. Evasion was calculated in two ways: proportion of destinations marked ‘none of the
above’ and proportion of respondents who marked one or more of their destinations in this way.
Self-reported survey experience
Self-reported survey experience was measured by asking respondents how easy it was to understand the
task, the degree to which they felt they could express themselves well given the response format offered,
how interesting they found the topic, how tiring they perceived the questionnaire to be, how distracted
they felt when completing the survey and how often (if at all) they had given random responses rather
than thinking carefully about the question being asked.
Chi-square tests of independence were computed to compare the performance of the two response formats
in terms of stability, predictive validity, drop-out, evasion and self-reported survey experience.
Speed of completion was measured as the median time (in seconds) required to complete the brand-image
questions for each destination. For the association grid, time per destination was calculated by taking the
median time to complete the grid and dividing it by the number of destinations presented. The response
formats were compared using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with time per destination as the
dependent variable and response format as the independent variable. On the few occasions when a
respondent took more than five minutes to complete a destination, these cases were treated as ‘missing
values’ in the ANOVA. This was done because ANOVA is sensitive to extreme outliers.

Results
Speed
Figure 1 plots the median completion times for both response formats. When using the repeated list,
respondents required more time to assess the first two destinations (27 seconds per destination) than they
did for subsequent destinations (23 seconds per destination). From the third destination onwards, speed of
completion remained relatively steady.
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Figure 1: Median completion time (seconds) per destination, by response format.
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The small association grid (four destinations) took a median of 84.4 seconds, or 21.2 seconds per
destination. This was 16% faster than the repeated list variant (26.4 seconds per destination across the
first four destinations, p = 0.001). Association grid completion time dropped considerably when eight
destinations were shown, averaging at 17.3 seconds per destination (22% faster than the smaller fourdestination grid). Participants accelerated even more in the 12-destination grid, dropping to 16.1 seconds
per destination.
It can be concluded from these results that the association grid is indeed faster, as hypothesised in H1.
Objective data quality
H2 proposes that the association grid will lead to more reliable data than the repeated list, because it gives
respondents the ability to make continuous comparative judgements, considering their responses across
all brands and attributes simultaneously. The results for the four objective markers of data quality are
shown in Table 3. Together, they point to the rejection of this hypothesis.
Stability: Instability in destination image data was detected for both variants of the ‘pick any’ response
format. Irrespective of how the question was presented, or how many destinations were shown,
approximately one in five brand-attribute combinations were rated differently in Wave 2 than they had
been in Wave 1. Due to the large number of destination-image combinations tested, even small
differences are statistically significant here: instability was 1.5 percentage points higher for the
association grid containing four destinations (p = 0.023) and 1.4 points higher for the association grid
with eight destinations (p = 0.003). Although statistically significant, these small differences are not
particularly meaningful from a practical data quality perspective.
Drop-out: Drop-out during the four- and eight-destination implementations was low for both formats,
with no significant difference between them. The 12-destination association grid, however, led to a dropout rate of 6.4%, significantly more than the 1.1% for the repeated list (p = 0.014). The same pattern
emerged in the recontact success rates: no difference for the short or medium task, but a major
disadvantage in the case of 12 destinations, with a recontact success rate of 57% for the association grid
compared with 87% for the repeated list.
Evasion: When respondents were asked to rate four destinations, selection of the ‘none of the above’
response was equally common in both formats. As the number of destinations increased to eight,
however, respondents using the association grid showed signs of evasion significantly more often. In the
worst case, when 12 destinations were included in the survey, nearly half of all respondents using the
association grid (48%) opted for the ‘none of the above’ option at least once, compared with 36% of those
responding through the repeated list.
Predictive validity: To meet the strict threshold for predictive validity, the destination whose description
was closest to the respondent’s ideal destination had to be the same destination they nominated as the
place they would go if they won the prize draw. Considering the eight-destination task as an example, just
under two in five cases meet the strict predictive validity threshold: 37% for the repeated list, 39% for the
association grid.
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If we apply a generous threshold, where the destination with the lowest or second-lowest distance from
the ideal was the participant’s first or second choice of where to go if they won the prize draw, predictive
validity increases: 79% with the repeated list, 75% with the association grid. However, there is no
significant difference in predictive validity across the two formats at any task length, using either the
strict or generous threshold. Note that this finding does not contradict the significant differences in
stability, drop-out and evasion because the data set used to calculate predictive validity did not include
drop-outs and evaded responses.
Overall, H2 must be rejected. There are no measures that suggest greater data quality from the association
grid, and the escalating rate of drop-out and evasion as the grid grows in size is of considerable concern.
Table 3: Objective data quality measures
Task length
(i.e. No.
destinations
presented)

Sample size

List

Grid

Chisquare
p-value

Instability: % of destination-attribute
combinations rated differently
between Wave 1 and Wave 2 (1)

Short (4)

n=15,780

21.0%

22.5%

0.023*

Medium (8)

n=31,020

19.5%

20.9%

0.003**

Long (12)

n=41,340

20.3%

21.0%

0.125

Predictive validity (strict):
The destination with lowest ‘distance’
from their ideal was their first choice
of where to go if they won (2)

Short (4)

n=282

52.9%

44.5%

0.195

Medium (8)

n=296

37.3%

39.2%

0.827

Long (12)

n=343

29.4%

22.7%

0.195

Predictive validity (generous):
The destination with lowest or second
lowest ‘distance’ from their ideal was
their first or second choice of where
to go if they won the prize draw (2)

Short (4)

n=282

95.6%

90.4%

0.144

Medium (8)

n=296

79.1%

74.8%

0.463

Long (12)

n=343

71.7%

71.8%

1.000

Short (4)

n=294

0.7%

2.0%

0.663

Medium (8)

n=315

0.6%

0.7%

1.000

Long (12)

n=375

1.1%

6.4%

0.014*

Short (4)

n=289

87.3%

87.8%

1.000

Medium (8)

n=300

87.1%

85.5%

0.818

Long (12)

n=351

84.0%

57.1%

0.000**

Short (4)

n=1,156

6.7%

5.6%

0.521

Medium (8)

n=2,400

5.6%

9.9%

0.000**

Long (12)

n=4,212

7.4%

16.4%

0.000**

Short (4)

n=289

21.8%

15.6%

0.231

Medium (8)
Long (12)

n=300
n=351

23.9%
35.9%

31.7%
48.2%

0.164
0.025*

Drop out: During the Wave 1
destination image task (3)
Recontact success:
% of Wave 1 respondents
who also completed Wave 2 (4)

Evasion 1: % of destinations
marked ‘none of the above’ (5)
Evasion 2: % of respondents
marking one or more destinations
‘none of the above’ (4)

Note: * indicates p<0.05 ** indicates p<0.01.
(1) Sample sizes are the number of destination-attribute combinations rated by respondents.
(2) Sample size excludes 44 drop-outs during Wave 1 and 19 cases where the data did not meet the conditions for
the predictive validity analysis due to identical description of all destinations (and therefore equal ‘distance’ from the
ideal across the entire set).
(3) Sample sizes include respondents who discontinued the survey during the destination image question.
(4) This sample contains all respondents except those who dropped out.
(5) Sample sizes are the number of destinations rated by respondents.
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Subjective survey experience
H3 proposes that respondent experience with the association grid will be negatively affected by the higher
cognitive demands imposed by a large table on one screen. Seven self-report measures of the experience
were collected during or immediately after the destination image questions. The full data for significant
and non-significant differences shown in Table 4.
On six of the seven measures, the large 12-destination association grid performed significantly worse than
the repeated list, delivering less clarity about the question and how to answer it, poorer scope for selfexpression, and higher levels of fatigue and distraction. The eight-destination association grid also
struggled in comparison with the repeated list on two measures: ease of working how to answer the
question and distraction during the task. Even among the non-significant differences, and for the smaller
(four-destination) task, there were no measures where the association grid delivered a better participant
experience than the repeated list (Table 4).
It can be concluded, therefore, that support for H3 increases as the association grid gets larger. For the
smallest association grid, however, H3 has to be rejected as there are no significant drawbacks when the
number of brand-attribute associations is limited.
Table 4: Subjective survey experience
Task length (No.
destinations)

Ease of
understanding what
the question
was asking

Ease of
working out
what you had
to do to give
your
answers?

Ability to
express what
you really
think about
[these
destinations]

Short (4)
(n=289)
Medium (8)
(n=300)
Long (12)
(n=351)
Short (4)
(n=289)

Items

Chi-square
p-value

List

Grid

Knew exactly as soon as I saw it
Unsure at first, but figured it out
Still not really sure
Knew exactly as soon as I saw it
Unsure at first, but figured it out
Still not really sure
Knew exactly as soon as I saw it
Unsure at first, but figured it out
Still not really sure
Knew exactly as soon as I saw it

85.9%
12.0%
2.1%
89.0%
9.7%
1.3%
87.3%
9.4%
3.3%
85.9%

81.6%
12.9%
5.4%
84.8%
11.0%
4.1%
71.2%
24.1%
4.7%
81.0%

Unsure at first, but figured it out
Still not really sure

12.0%
2.1%
89.0%

16.3%
2.7%
80.0%

0.524

9.7%
1.3%

19.3%
0.7%

0.053*

0.314

0.277

0.000**

Medium (8)
(n=300)

Knew exactly as soon as I saw it
Unsure at first, but figured it out
Still not really sure

Long (12)
(n=351)

Knew exactly as soon as I saw it
Unsure at first, but figured it out
Still not really sure

89.0%
9.9%
1.1%

73.5%
25.3%
1.2%

Completely
Mostly

35.9%
51.4%

25.2%
63.3%

0.198

A little + Not at all
Completely
Mostly

12.7%
37.4%
51.6%

11.5%
28.3%
57.9%

0.338

A little + Not at all
Completely

11.0%
34.8%
50.8%

13.8%
22.9%
67.1%

0.020*

14.4%

10.0%

Short (4)
(n=289)
Medium (8)
(n=300)
Long (12)
(n=351)

Mostly
A little + Not at all

0.000**

Table continued overleaf
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Table 4 (continued): Subjective survey experience
Task length (No.
destinations)
Short (4)
(n=289)
Interest in the
topic

Medium (8)
(n=300)
Long (12)
(n=351)
Short (4)
(n=289)

Randomly
choosing
answers
without really
thinking
about it

Medium (8)
(n=300)

Long (12)
(n=351)
Short (4)
(n=289)
Getting ‘tired’
while
answering

Getting
distracted
while
answering?

Medium (8)
(n=300)

Items
Very interesting
Fairly interesting
A little boring + very boring
Very interesting
Fairly interesting
A little boring + very boring
Very interesting
Fairly interesting
A little boring + very boring
Most or all destinations
+ around half
Only a few of the destinations
Not at all
Most or all destinations
+ around half
Only a few of the destinations
Not at all
Most or all destinations
+ around half
Only a few of the destinations
Not at all
Extremely tired + Fairly tired
A little tired
Didn’t get tired at all
Extremely tired + Fairly tired
A little tired
Didn’t get tired at all

Chi-square
p-value

List

Grid

46.5%
49.3%
4.2%
45.8%
48.4%
5.8%
46.4%
47.5%
6.1%

38.8%
55.1%
6.1%
40.7%
51.0%
8.3%
36.5%
54.7%
8.8%

2.8%

2.7%

7.7%
89.4%

15.6%
81.6%

5.2%

8.3%

15.5%
79.4%

15.2%
76.6%

3.9%

11.7%

11.6%
84.5%
5.6%
6.3%

28.2%
60.0%
4.1%
8.8%

88.0%
7.7%

87.1%
8.3%

18.1%
74.2%
5.5%

15.2%
76.6%
12.3%

0.928

24.9%
69.6%

21.8%
65.9%

0.040*

0.372

0.460

0.197

0.180

0.259

0.000**

0.287

Long (12)
(n=351)

Extremely tired + Fairly tired
A little tired
Didn’t get tired at all

Short (4)
(n=289)

Extremely + fairly distracted
A little distracted
Didn’t get distracted at all

2.8%
9.9%
87.3%

2.0%
15.0%
83.0%

0.591

Extremely + fairly distracted
A little distracted

7.8%
13.5%
78.7%

3.4%
26.9%
69.7%

0.013*

2.2%
17.7%

12.3%
24.1%

80.1%

63.5%

Medium (8)
(n=300)
Long (12)
(n=351)

Didn’t get distracted at all
Extremely + fairly distracted
A little distracted
Didn’t get distracted at all

0.000**

Note: * indicates p<0.05 ** indicates p<0.01.
The first, second and third questions were asked after two destinations in the repeated pick-any, but at the end for
the multi-grid. Other items were asked at the end of the destination image questions for all respondents.

Conclusions
Proponents of the association grid favour it because of its perceived efficiency in the field (‘a lot of
information, quickly’) and a belief that the format yields a more accurate picture of how brands, products
or services are perceived, as each is described ‘in context’ alongside the alternatives. In order to justify its
use, the association grid needs to demonstrate that it yields higher-quality data or provides a better
respondent experience than simply repeating a ‘pick any’ list.
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Taken together, the findings presented in this study recommend against use of the association grid as a
tool for measuring brand-image association. At the larger end, the 12-destination association grid did not
perform well at all. It could be completed substantially faster than the repeated list, but it appears that the
speed benefits came at a high price: eroding data quality, compromising response rates and diminishing
the survey experience for participants. At the smaller end, the four-destination association grid did no real
damage. However, it also did not have any major advantages. Although it was 16% faster than the
repeated list, the task itself was so brief that the net benefit was only 17 seconds – negligible for
participants and immaterial for reducing fieldwork costs. Further, given that the small association grid
offered no advantage in predictive validity or stability, the claim of ‘comparative judgement’ leading to
more accurate data cannot be supported. The middle-sized grid was, predictably, somewhere in between:
faster than the repeated ‘pick any’ list, but clearly showing signs of stress in terms of evasion,
comprehension and distraction.
It must be concluded, therefore, that the advice given by McGivern (2013) – to use association grids to
save fieldwork time – cannot be unconditionally supported given that savings in fieldwork time can lead
to compromises in data quality. This study also does not support the suggestion by Brace (2013) that the
association grid generates better data because respondents engage in continuous comparative judgement.
Data quality resulting from association grids is not better, and in the case of larger grids it is worse.
These findings are consistent with those of Couper et al. (2013), who demonstrate that splitting up grids
into sequential questions reduces evasion and missing data. Findings are also in line with longstanding
advice from Belson (1981) that questionnaire designers should set their sights on simplicity, and ‘avoid
giving the respondent a difficult task to perform’ (p. 389).
The guidance for practitioners in relation to association grids is therefore clear: new surveys measuring
brand-attribute associations should not use the association grid format. Tracking surveys already using an
association grid format should phase it out unless the number of brands in the grid is small and there is no
concern about the sampling implications of preventing response using a mobile phone or other smallscreen device.
It should be noted that the challenges of creating a survey-based proxy for a true behavioural measure are
considerable, particularly in the context of measuring brand image association, where there is not
necessarily a ‘right’ or ‘true’ answer. Nonetheless, this is an issue that all researchers will face and the
approach developed in this study was able to be used to good effect in the analysis. Although this study
was conducted in the context of destination image measurement, there is no reason to believe that its
findings would not generalise to other brand image studies using a pick-any scale.
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Chapter 5
Animated yes-no response formats for measuring brand image
associations in web surveys
Foreword
This paper contains the most complex experiment of the thesis. It involved a 3 x 2 x 3 experimental design
incorporating 3 x visual designs for ‘yes-no’ binary questions, 2 x attribute loads and 3 x survey lengths producing a total of 18 experimental conditions. The data are drawn from the same survey experiment
that provided the data for the association grid paper in Chapter 4. The analysis applies the same set of
dependent variables as in Chapter 4, with the exception of evasion, as the forced binary format does not
offer a ‘none of the above’ option.
This paper is under review at the International Journal of Market Research, following publication of an
earlier version (based just on the medium length – 8 destinations) in the proceedings of the 2014
Australian and New Zealand Marketing Academy Conference, Brisbane.

Abstract
Asking survey participants to respond only with “yes” or “no” avoids capturing a range of biases in
survey data, particularly when compared with ‘pick any’ lists. In online surveys, forced binary survey
questions are typically asked using radio button lists where respondents have to either click the “yes” or
the “no” option. This study investigates whether animated response formats are superior to the radio
button list for this type of question. Results from an experimental study found that flick switches and drag
and drop formats (presented either as a list or one by one) fail to offer any advantages over using radio
buttons, either in terms of respondent experience or data quality. Instead, they simply slow respondents
down and make the survey feel more tiresome.

Introduction
The ‘level-free forced choice binary’ answer format is a simple and effective way of measuring brand
image association in surveys. Respondents are asked to think of a brand, shown a list of attributes, then
asked to simply respond “yes” for each attribute that describes the brand and “no” for those that do not
(Dolnicar, Rossiter & Grün 2013). The key advantages of the level-free forced choice binary format over
‘pick-any’ formats – where respondents have available only a “yes” answer option – are avoidance of
evasion bias and under-reporting. The key advantages of the level-free forced choice binary format over
multi-category answer options – where respondents are given a five or seven point scale, for example –
include avoidance of both extreme and midpoint bias, faster processing, and higher test-retest stability of
responses (Dolnicar & Grün 2013a; Rossiter, Dolnicar & Grün 2015).
Replacing a pick-any list with the yes-no format does, however, comes at the cost of longer survey
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completion times, thus potentially increasing respondent fatigue (Dolnicar & Grün 2013a) and decreasing
data quality (Johnson, Lehmann & Horne 1990).
The aim of the present study is to determine whether animation of the yes-no response format has the
potential to counteract the cognitive load imposed by brand image association, thereby strengthening data
quality. For the purposes of this experiment, we developed animated formats that offer processing
channels other than the written word alone (using colour cues and directional cues), as well as formats
that break the task up into simpler component parts. Our expected was that the animated response
formats would outperform conventional formats on all data quality criteria. Specifically, we tested the
following hypotheses:
H1 The animated formats produce lower drop-out.
H2 The animated formats produce more valid data.
H3 The animated formats produce more stable data.
H4 The animated formats create a more positive survey experience for respondents.
H5 The animated answer take the same amount of time to compete as the basic radio button list, once
respondents have got used to them.

Literature review
Animated survey response formats in web surveys
The way in which questions and answer options are presented in a survey can significantly affect how
respondents interpret what they are being asked to do, and, in turn, how they respond (Smith 1995;
Dillman 2000). Using animated and visual survey response formats is one of a number of strategies
researchers have explored, in an attempt to increase respondent engagement and data quality in web
surveys (Bailey, Prichard & Kernohan 2015).
Puleston and Sleep (2011) were among the first to conduct large-scale experiments on this topic using
contemporary web-based media, showing that visual and interactive response environments lead to higher
respondent engagement, as measured by indicators such as word count in open ended responses and
reduced ‘straight lining’ in scale questions. Puleston and Sleep also advocate the use of gamification
techniques, such as time limits, challenges, betting questions and feedback (Keusch & Chang 2017).
Studying the impact of animated response formats on objective data quality, Dolnicar, Grün and
Yamanandram (2013) asked respondents to imagine that their total quality of life is a ﬂower and then drag
and drop eight items either into the yellow core of the flower (if it is part of their core quality of life), the
red petals (if it enhances their quality of life), or into the grass below (if it does not impact on their quality
of life or does not apply to them). Compared to conventional approaches to ranking and assigning
percentages, they found that this answer format enabled better prediction of past vacation behaviour.
Bailey et al. (2015) also found that asking respondents to drag an image of a purse to the correct box
(representing the appropriate price range for their average spend) generated more accurate answers than
simply selecting the appropriate price range from a list.
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However, the merits of these visual formats are contested, and some experiments with ‘decorative visual’
and ‘functional visual’ response formats have failed to positively affect respondent engagement or data
quality (e.g. Derham 2011; Malinoff & Puleston 2011; Downes-Le Guin, Baker, Mechling & Ruyle
2012). Indeed, Bailey et al.’s (2015) positive finding in relation to their drag and drop question is somewhat
overshadowed by the number of visual formats that performed no better than the conventional list or grid.
Cognitive load theory
Grounded in educational psychology, cognitive load theory is predominantly concerned with the
constraints of the human memory system, and the implications these constraints have for task design
(Gerjets, Scheiter & Cierniak 2009). Cognitive load theory asserts that the human memory system is
comprised of two parts: the working memory, “the limited mental ‘space’ in which we think” (Clark,
Kirschner & Sweller 2018, p. 8); and the long term memory, the “big mental warehouse of things … we
know” (Clark et al. 2018, p. 8). Three key tenets of cognitive load theory are: that the capacity of the
working memory is limited; that processing new information imposes a cognitive load on the working
memory; and that overall cognitive load is produced by adding together intrinsic load, extrinsic load and
germane load (Sweller 2010).
Intrinsic cognitive load describes the necessary mental effort inherent to complete the task at hand. For
example, in the context of destination image measurement: how difficult it is for a survey respondent to
assess whether Melbourne is safe, or if Sydney is fun for families. Extraneous cognitive load is
determined by the presentation of the task. For example, in the context of destination image measurement:
how brand-image pairings are displayed in a survey and what questions are respondents asked to report
their perceived associations. Germane load relates to the process of transferring new information into the
long-term memory; this has limited application in the survey context, where the researcher learns from the
respondent, rather than the other way around.
Cognitive load theorists consider intrinsic and germane load to be ‘productive’ in terms of the acquisition,
processing, recollection and storage of information. Extrinsic cognitive load is, by definition,
unproductive: it crowds out the capacity for constructive mental effort, potentially leading to cognitive
overload. When working memory is overloaded, the result tends to be fatigue, misinterpretation,
confusion and frustration (Martin 2016, p. 8) – all things that survey researchers need to avoid in order to
collect accurate data (Krosnick 1991).
The main application of cognitive load theory thus far has been in education, informing decisions about
instructional design. The focus in instructional design is not about eliminating cognitive load. Rather, it is
about minimising the unproductive extraneous cognitive load, such that the learner’s mental effort is
available for acquiring or assimilating new learning (Kirschner, Sweller & Clark 2006).
Cognitive load theory is equally useful in survey design, as it provides a framework for evaluating
alternative response formats. As in instructional design, the goal is not to eliminate the cognitive load of
surveys, such that they require no mental effort. Rather it is to optimise cognitive load by minimising
unproductive extraneous load imposed by sub-optimal question structures or response options.
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Methodology
Overview of the experiment
We conducted a split-ballot online survey experiment measuring brand-attribute associations for
Australian holiday destinations. All answer options were level free-forced choice binary, but they were
presented in three different ways: a yes-no radio button (not animated); a flick switch (animated); or a
drag and drop tool (animated, see rows in Figure 1). Each of these three presentations included either the
full list of destination attributes on the one screen (‘List’ column in Figure 1), or attribute by attribute
(‘Carousel’ column in Figure 1). Participants were randomly allocated to one of these six different
presentation formats.

List presentation

Carousel presentation

(a) Radio
buttons

(b) Flick
switch

(c) Drag
and
drop

Figure 1: Alternative presentations of level-free forced choice binary formats
The flick switch and drag and drop tools use the off-loading strategy (Mayer & Moreno 2003) by offering
processing channels others than only the written word, in this case colour cues (green for “yes”, red for
“no”) and directional cues: up-down for the flick switch, physical movement left and right for the drag
and drop.
Presenting destination-attribute combinations one by one – rather than in a complete attribute list – is a
strategy that has been used in other experiments to reduce the potential cognitive overload of grid or
matrix-style questions, particularly for attitudinal scales (Liu & Cernat 2018). In cognitive load theory,
the carousel format would be classed as a segmenting strategy (Mayer & Moreno 2003). Segmenting aims
to reduce extraneous cognitive load by breaking up a complex task into simpler component parts. (For
example, in primary school mathematics, students are taught segmentation strategies for two-digit
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subtraction by splitting the ones from the tens, so 67-33 becomes 60-30 plus 7-3).
Once respondents had given their response in the carousel format, the next attribute appeared
automatically. This ‘automatic forwarding’ feature meant that respondents only had to respond once for
each attribute (not ‘Yes’ and then ‘Next’, for example). This means that respondents were required to use
the same number of ‘clicks’ regardless of whether they were using the carousel format or the list
presentation. When single response questions are shown each on their own page, automatic forwarding
has also been found to be somewhat more efficient than manual forwarding, as well as easier to use
(Selkälä & Couper 2018).
Data collection was in two stages: wave 1 in mid-April 2014 (n=2,754) and wave 2 in early May 2014
(n=2,136) (Table 1). The two-wave design was required for testing of test-retest stability. Respondents
were sampled from Survey Village, an Australian market research panel with nationwide coverage across
the demographic spectrum. Panel members accrue points for each survey they complete and these points
are redeemed for gift cards. Qualification for the survey was limited to Australian adults (age 18+) who
had taken a holiday in Australia within the last four years. Those who completed the second survey went
into a prize draw for a $2000 holiday voucher; a high proportion (78%) did so. The survey was
programmed using Web Survey Creator, and completion was limited to computers (rather than mobile
phones or other small screen devices) to ensure a consistent response environment and adequate screen
size for the response formats.
Respondents assessed domestic tourist destinations using 15 attributes. These attributes were identified in
consultation with Tourism Australia and included general characteristics of holiday destinations, such as
‘peaceful’, ‘exciting’, ‘rugged and wild’ and ‘luxurious’; as well as potential attractions at the destination,
such as ‘good for shopping’, ‘fun for families’, ‘historically rich and interesting’ and ‘good for
outdoor/adventure activities’. The presentation order of attributes was randomised for each respondent in
wave 1, and the replicated in wave 2.
Respondents initially viewed a list of 20 holiday destinations in Australia and asked to identify which
ones they had visited or heard of. From this shortlist they were allocated either four, eight or 12
destinations from outside their home state. Each set of destinations comprised eligible options from four
groups: (a) larger capital cities (i.e. Sydney, Melbourne or Brisbane); (b) smaller capital cities (e.g.
Adelaide, Canberra, Perth); (c) destinations known for their natural beauty such as the Great Barrier Reef
or the Tasmanian Wilderness; and (d) destinations known for their food and wine (e.g. Barossa Valley in
South Australia) or for recreation (e.g. Gold Coast in Queensland).
Depending on the number of destinations allocated, the respondent had to provide answers to 60, 120 or
180 brand-attribute association questions. Respondents were randomly allocated to one of the six
response formats in wave 1, which was then held the same for wave 2. Across the three survey lengths
(60, 120 or 180 questions), this design led to 18 experimental conditions (see Table 1). Randomisation
was undertaken across the sample as a whole. As a result, there were some minor differences between the
demographic profiles of the treatment groups (Table 2). Data on experience undertaking online surveys
was not collected as part of the study. This is a limitation, as it is conceivable that respondents with more
survey completion experience may respond differently to new response formats.
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Table 1: Sample size (completed responses) for each response format, by survey length
Wave 1

4 destinations

8 destinations

12 destinations

Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop

Total

List
139
145
148
166
151
147
171
167
168
1,402

Wave 2
Carousel
142
135
133
149
145
145
167
168
168
1,352

List
117
127
126
141
123
123
138
114
99
1,108

Carousel
115
108
109
128
123
118
128
111
88
1,028

Table 2: Sample size (completed responses) for each response format, by age and sex

Radio buttons - List
Radio buttons - Carousel
Flick switch - List
Flick switch - Carousel
Drag and drop - List
Drag and drop - Carousel
TOTAL

18-34
18%
28%
34%
30%
32%
35%
29%

Respondent age (n=2,737)
35-44
45-54
55-64
17%
21%
22%
22%
16%
16%
21%
14%
16%
21%
18%
10%
24%
20%
11%
19%
17%
11%
20%
18%
15%

65-94
22%
19%
15%
21%
13%
18%
18%

Sex (n=2,754)
Male
Female
36%
64%
40%
60%
43%
57%
37%
63%
31%
69%
32%
68%
36%
64%

Note: Sample sizes for age and sex excludes cases where demographics were not captured.

Measures of data quality
Five dependent variables were used to compare answer formats:
Survey drop-out was assessed using two measures: drop out and re-contact success rate in wave 2. Dropout is associated with low interest and perceptions of high burden in a survey (Galesic 2006) and can be
caused by long, cognitively demanding questions (Peytchev 2009).
In the absence of an external behavioural criterion, predictive validity was constructed as follows:


Before being asked to consider any specific Australian destinations, respondents were asked to
describe their ‘ideal holiday destination ... the place [they] would most like to visit, that offers all the
positive experiences [they] really like and none of the negative experiences [they] don’t like’. They
described their ideal destination on a continuous scale using the attributes from the destination image
task, with two endpoints: ‘My ideal destination is not at all like this’ (coded 0 in the data) and ‘My
ideal destination is absolutely like this’ (coded 100 in the data).



At the end of the Wave 1 survey, respondents indicated where they would choose to go if they won
the $2,000 prize draw and had to spend it on a holiday at one of the destinations in the survey.



Predictive validity was derived from how closely this destination resembled the ‘ideal holiday
destination’ that the respondent had described at the start of the survey. Cases were excluded from
this analysis if all destinations were described in the same way in the destination-image exercise,
resulting in each destination having equal ‘distance’ from the ideal.

Stability between the two waves counted a repeated “yes” or repeated “no” answer to the same
destination-attribute combination as stable. A “yes” in one wave and a “no” in the other was counted as
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unstable. Respondents were given advance notice of the two-part survey design and were asked to
confirm “I’m happy to do BOTH parts of the survey” before they started. Although it is possible that this
advance notice of the recontact survey may have encouraged higher levels of consistency between the two
waves, this does not undermine the stability analysis between response formats, as foreknowledge of the
second wave was a constant for all survey presentation formats and lengths.
Self-reported respondent experience included measures for ease of comprehension and completion,
self-expression, interest in the topic, tiredness, distraction and providing ‘random’ responses without
really thinking about the question. (Respondents were reassured that there was no penalty if they admitted
to this, “we just need to know so we can design better surveys”).
Speed of completion was calculated as median response time for each destination across all 15 attributes.
For drop out, predictive validity, stability and the self-report measures, Chi-square tests of independence
were computed. Speed of completion was compared using a one way analysis of variance (ANOVA),
with time per destination as the dependent variable and response format as the independent variable. On
the rare occasion that a respondent took longer than five minutes to complete a destination, we assumed
that they had been distracted from the survey and did something else for a few minutes so treated the time
taken to assess that particular destination as a ‘missing value’ in the ANOVA. This was done because
ANOVA is sensitive to extreme outliers.

Results
H1: The animated formats produce lower drop-out (not supported)
Radio buttons have a drop-out rate of 1.4% for the short, 2.3% for the medium and 2.7% for the long task
(Table 3). Neither of the two dynamic answer formats led to a significant reduction of drop-out rates. The
drag and drop presentation – where each attribute is being presented individually – leads to more
respondents dropping out for the short and long task.
Table 3: Drop-out rates

4 destinations

8 destinations

12 destinations

Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Between formats Chi-square p-value
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Between formats Chi-square p-value
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Between formats Chi-square p-value

List

Carousel

1.4%
1.4%
1.3%
.998 (n=444)
2.3%
1.8%
4.4%
.325 (n=496)
2.7%
4.9%
5.5%
.385 (n=548)

2.7%
2.1%
9.5%
.004 (n=438)
3.7%
10.2%
10.2%
.044 (n=495)
5.9%
3.9%
19.3%
.000 (n=578)

Difference between
list and carousel:
Chi-square p-value
.717 (n=294)
.962 (n=288)
.003 (n=300)
.656 (n=337)
.003 (n=330)
.074 (n=324)
.205 (n=369)
.815 (n=364)
.000 (n=393)

Note: Samples include respondents who discontinued the survey during and after the destination image questions.
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For the short and medium task the re-contact success rate across all answer formats was above 80%
(Table 4). For the long task, using dynamic formats negatively affected recontact success: compared with
radio buttons (81% / 77%), re-contact success rates dropped to 68% / 66% for the flick switch and to 59%
/ 52% for the drag and drop format (Table 3).
Table 4: Re-contact success rates

4 destinations

8 destinations

12 destinations

Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats: Chisquare p-value
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats: Chisquare p-value
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats: Chisquare p-value

List

Carousel

84.2%
87.6%
85.1%
.697
(n=432)
84.9%
81.5%
83.7%

81.0%
80.0%
82.0%
.920
(n=410)
85.9%
84.8%
81.4%
.543
(n=439)
76.6%
66.1%
52.4%
.000
(n=503)

.703 (464)
80.7%
68.3%
58.9%
.000
(n=509)

Difference between
list and carousel:
Chi-square p-value
.584 (n=281)
.117 (n=280)
.576 (n=281)

.934 (n=315)
.536 (n=296)
.717 (n=292)

.436 (n=338)
.755 (n=335)
.272 (n=336)

H2: The animated formats produce more valid data (not supported)
Predictive validity (Table 5) was calculated using a strict and a generous threshold. To meet the strict
threshold, the destination nominated for the prize draw had to be the destination whose attributes were
closest to those of respondent’s ideal destination. When applying the generous threshold, the destination
with the lowest or second lowest distance from the ideal destination had to be the respondent’s first or
second choice in the prize draw question.
Radio buttons used on the short task and presenting all attributes in one list lead to 44% predictive
validity using the strict threshold and 92% predictive validity for the generous threshold. Predictive
validity declined as the number of destinations increased. For the radio button, strict predictive validity
fell from 44% for four destinations to 30% for eight destinations to 24% for 12 destinations. No
significant differences were detected across the presentation formats of response options.

H3: The animated formats produce more stable data (not supported)
When asked to use a radio button to respond to the destination-attribute association questions, 79%-82%
of respondents in the short task provided the same responses twice, in wave 1 and wave 2 (Table 6).
Presenting the attributes one by one did not improve the stability of the radio button format (which
showed all attributes at once). The dynamic response formats led to similar stabilities; due to the very
large number of destination-attribute combinations compared (over 270,000 in total), differences of a very
small magnitude are statistically significant, even though immaterial from a data quality perspective.
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12 destinations

8 destinations

4 destinations

Table 5: Predictive validity

Strict
threshold

Generous
threshold

Strict
threshold

Generous
threshold

Strict
threshold

Generous
threshold

Radio buttons (a)
Flick switch (b)
Drag and drop (c)
Chi-square p-value: a vs b
Chi-square p-value: a vs c
Radio buttons (a)
Flick switch (b)
Drag and drop (c)
Chi-square p-value: a vs b
Chi-square p-value: a vs c
Radio buttons (a)
Flick switch (b)
Drag and drop (c)
Chi-square p-value: a vs b
Chi-square p-value: a vs c
Radio buttons (a)
Flick switch (b)
Drag and drop (c)
Chi-square p-value: a vs b
Chi-square p-value: a vs c
Radio buttons (a)
Flick switch (b)
Drag and drop (c)
Chi-square p-value: a vs b
Chi-square p-value: a vs c
Radio buttons (a)
Flick switch (b)
Drag and drop (c)
Chi-square p-value: a vs b
Chi-square p-value: a vs c

List

Carousel

44.4%
46.4%
40.7%
.834 (n=275)
.607 (n=280)
91.9%
96.4%
93.1%
.172 (n=275)
.864 (n=280)
30.2%
38.2%
30.1%
.177 (n=303)
1.00 (n=302)
79.2%
81.9%
80.4%
.654 (n=303)
.912 (n=302)
24.3%
25.9%
23.5%
.825 (n=335)
.971 (n=335)
65.7%
71.7%
66.9%
.285 (n=335)
.909 (n=335)

44.6%
36.4%
42.4%
.208 (n=271)
.810 (n=271)
94.2%
93.2%
96.2%
.912 (n=271)
.636 (n=271)
29.2%
32.8%
34.0%
.590 (n=281)
.446 (n=288)
79.9%
75.9%
80.6%
.513 (n=281)
1.00 (n=288)
26.7%
22.8%
28.1%
.500 (n=327)
.858 (n=332)
68.5%
72.2%
68.9%
.536 (n=327)
1.00 (n=332)

Difference between list
and carousel: Chisquare p-value
1.00 (n=274)
.118 (n=272)
.864 (n=277)

.588 (n=274)
.348 (n=272)
.381 (n=277)

.945 (n=303)
.417 (n=281)
.553 (n=287)

1.00 (n=303)
.273 (n=281)
1.00 (n=287)

.704 (n=334)
.604 (n=328)
.398 (n=333)

.668 (n=334)
1.00 (n=328)
.785 (n=333)

Note: Analysis excludes 85 cases where the data did not meet the conditions for the predictive validity analysis due to
identical description of all destinations (and therefore equal ‘distance’ from the ideal across the entire set).

Table 6: Stability of responses across survey waves

4 destinations

8 destinations

12 destinations

Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats: Chisquare p-value
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats: Chisquare p-value
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats: Chisquare p-value

List

Carousel

81.7%
79.8%
80.2%
.003
(n=26,040)
79.1%
78.0%
79.8%
.000
(n=49,215)
80.1%
80.1%
81.7%
.000
(n=65,580)

80.8%
81.4%
77.9%
.000
(n=23,715)
78.7%
80.4%
76.5%
.000
(n=45,420)
80.7%
79.4%
78.5%
.000
(n=60,855)

Difference between
list and carousel:
Chi-square p-value
.123 (n=16,050)
.008 (n=16,620)
.000 (n=17,085)

.433 (n=35,550)
.000 (n=30,540)
.000 (n=28,545)

.092 (n=49,650)
.088 (n=41,760)
.000 (n=35,025)

Note: Sample size is the total number of destination-image combinations presented to respondents.
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H4: The animated formats create a more positive survey experience for respondents (not supported)
After responding to the first two destinations in their set, respondents were asked whether they had
experienced any difficulties understanding how they were supposed to use the answer format available to
them. The drag and drop tool was the least familiar to respondents: 27% of respondents who saw drag and
drop items in a list and 33% of respondents using the attribute-by-attribute presentation said they were
‘unsure what to do to give [their] answer at first, but figured it out’. Only 15% (list) and 20% (carousel)
reported needing to ‘work out’ the flick switch (Table 7). The comparison figures for the radio button was
10% (list) and 14% (carousel). Although the radio button emerged as the format most familiar to
respondents, the dynamic answer formats did not cause significant comprehension problems: after
responding to the first two destinations, only a handful respondents said they were still unsure what the
question was asking (less than 3%) or how to respond (less than 2%).
The dynamic answer options had no positive effect on respondents’ perceived ability to express
themselves (Table 7), and did not make the topic more interesting (Table 8). Rather – when asked
questions about 12 destinations – interest in the topic dropped for the dynamic answer options: only 24%
of respondents using the attribute-by-attribute drag and drop format said the topic was ‘very interesting’,
compared to 36% of respondents using the attribute-by-attribute flick switch and 43% using the attributeby-attribute radio buttons (p=.010).
Table 7: Self-reported task comprehension after the first two destinations

Unsure what the
question was asking
at first, but figured it
out
Unsure what to do to
give my answer at
first, but figured it out
Completely/ mostly
able to express what I
think about the
destinations

Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats:
Chi-square p-value
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats:
Chi-square p-value
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats:
Chi-square p-value

List

Carousel

12.4%
12.1%
16.0%

15.5%
15.0%
17.0%

.014

.768

10.1%
14.9%
27.2%

13.5%
20.1%
32.7%

.000

.000

84.6%
84.9%
87.9%

85.4%
86.0%
85.0%

.659

.997

Difference between
list and carousel:
Chi-square p-value
.209
.116
.046

.260
.118
.131

.532
.456
.039

For sample sizes, see Table 1 (Wave 1).

A similar effect was observed with respect to self-reported tiredness and distraction (Table 8). In the short
survey, the attribute-by-attribute drag and drop (the most visually dynamic format) was associated with
more fatigue and distraction than any other format: 15% of respondents indicated that they got ‘fairly
tired’ or ‘extremely tired’, compared to only 5-10% for other formats. In the mid-length survey (8
destinations) all formats other than the simple radio button list produced higher rates of reported tiredness
and distraction.
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Table 8: Self-reported survey experience

4
destinations
Found the
topic to be
very
interesting

8
destinations
12 destinations
4
destinations

Got fairly or
extremely
tired

8
destinations
12 destinations

4
destinations
Got fairly or
extremely
distracted

8
destinations
12 destinations

4
destinations
Randomly
chose answers
without really
thinking about
the
question**

8
destinations
12 destinations

Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*
Radio buttons
Flick switch
Drag and drop
Difference between formats*

List

Carousel

49.6%
51.0%
45.3%
.759
42.2%
37.7%
49.7%
.077
41.5%
40.1%
47.0%
.690
5.0%
6.2%
5.4%
.995
6.0%
17.2%
19.7%
.001
9.9%
16.2%
17.3%
.114
4.3%
4.1%
4.1%
.816
4.2%
13.9%
10.9%
.009
7.0%
10.2%
13.1%
.411
22.3%
19.3%
20.3%
.967
16.3%
29.8%
24.5%
.018
30.4%
26.3%
34.5%
.225

45.1%
48.9%
45.9%
.857
38.9%
37.9%
37.9%
.754
42.5%
35.7%
24.4%
.010
9.9%
5.9%
15.0%
.141
18.1%
23.4%
19.3%
.011
19.2%
24.4%
35.1%
.001
9.2%
3.7%
10.5%
.185
12.8%
12.4%
11.0%
.779
10.2%
18.5%
22.0%
.038
26.8%
23.7%
32.3%
.383
39.6%
32.4%
35.9%
.071
33.5%
39.3%
37.5%
.539

Difference between
list and carousel:
Chi-square p-value
.518
.373
.995
.180
.977
.011
.692
.127
.000
.255
.847
.011
.000
.305
.000
.024
.026
.000
.054
.548
.045
.001
.243
.159
.415
.030
.060
.518
.669
.041
.000
.515
.001
.788
.019
.848

For sample sizes, see Table 1 (Wave 1).
* Difference between formats is a Chi-square p-value.
** Includes those who responded randomly on ‘all or most’ of the destinations, on ‘around half’ and on ‘a few’.
Respondents were assured “Note - there is no penalty, we just need to know so we can design better surveys”.
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The long survey (12 destinations) underscored this finding, and also demonstrated the compounding
effect of presenting a dynamic answer format attribute-by-attribute: 22% of respondents reported
becoming ‘fairly distracted’ or ‘extremely distracted’ when completing the long task using the attributeby-attribute drag and drop answer format; and 19% when using the attribute-by-attribute flick switch.
Distraction dropped to 10-13% for the same answer formats presented as a complete list of attributes.
Presenting the complete list of attributes and offering respondents a radio button only distracted 7% of
respondents.
Random choosing of answer options without really thinking about the question tends to increase with the
length of the task (Table 8). Across all answer formats, 24% of respondents reported random choosing of
answers for the short task and 34% for the long task. The dynamic answer formats failed to discourage
this behaviour. Asking respondents to process the questionnaire attribute-by-attribute increases random
responding in four out of nine conditions.
Younger respondents were more likely than their older peers to report fatigue and distraction, for all
answer formats (Table 9). The same was true for reports of random guessing for all formats except the
simple radio button list.
Together, these results lead to the conclusion that dynamic answer formats are not more user-friendly
than conventional radio button lists. For long surveys dynamic answer formats tend to increase the
perceived burden of the survey.

Table 9: Self-reported survey experience by age (4, 8 and 12 destinations combined)

Got fairly or
extremely
tired

Got fairly or
extremely
distracted

Randomly
chose answers
without really
thinking about
the question*

Radio buttons - List
Radio buttons - Carousel
Flick switch - List
Flick switch - Carousel
Drag and drop - List
Drag and drop - Carousel
Radio buttons - List
Radio buttons - Carousel
Flick switch - List
Flick switch - Carousel
Drag and drop - List
Drag and drop - Carousel
Radio buttons - List
Radio buttons - Carousel
Flick switch - List
Flick switch - Carousel
Drag and drop - List
Drag and drop - Carousel

For sample sizes, see Table 1 (Wave 1).
* Defined as per Table 7
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18-34
16%
32%
19%
31%
25%
38%
14%
26%
18%
18%
20%
28%
34%
47%
37%
15%
17%
19%

Respondent age
35-44
45-54
55-64
12%
7%
1%
17%
7%
5%
20%
9%
7%
23%
10%
4%
16%
7%
2%
23%
15%
8%
6%
5%
1%
9%
4%
3%
9%
5%
4%
16%
11%
0%
8%
3%
2%
11%
7%
6%
22%
24%
16%
31%
25%
16%
21%
14%
20%
8%
5%
7%
10%
4%
0%
6%
5%
4%

65-94
3%
8%
4%
9%
3%
11%
2%
2%
1%
6%
2%
5%
22%
37%
23%
4%
2%
3%

Chi-Square
p-value*
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.058
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.000

H5: The animated answer take the same amount of time to compete as the basic radio button list, once
respondents have got used to them (not supported)
Consistent with the ‘learning effect’ noted at H4, all answer formats became quicker to complete after the
first two destinations and stabilised as respondents became familiar with the task and the answer format
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Median completion time (seconds) for each destination.
The simple radio button list emerged as the quickest to complete, taking a median of 33 seconds per
destination or about two seconds per attribute. From the third destination onwards, respondents using the
complete list of all attributes with the drag and drop format were able to respond equally fast (p ranged
between .274 and .992 for destinations 3-8). All other answer formats were considerably slower than the
radio button list (p=.000 from the third destination onwards): the flick switch list by 17% (39 seconds per
destination), the radio button carousel by 30% (43 seconds per destination), the flick switch carousel by
59% (53 seconds) and the drag and drop carousel by 70% (56 seconds per destination).

Conclusions
Couper (2008) highlighted the potential and promise of rich content and interactivity in surveys, but also
cautioned against indiscriminate use: “These tools should only be used where it is appropriate to do so,
and only when there are demonstrated advantages in terms of data quality or the user experience in
completing the survey” (Couper 2008, p. 133).
Based on evidence from this study, the dynamic nature of the flick switch and the drag and drop tool fails
to improve measurements of level-free forced choice brand-attribute associations. Compared to the
complete list of attributes with radio button response options, the dynamic response formats added time to
the survey (H5) without delivering any benefits in survey completion rates (H1) or meaningfully
increasing predictive validity (H2), stability (H3) or the ability to express oneself (H4). The dynamic
formats not only took longer, they also felt longer to participants – leading to more fatigue, distraction
and (in longer surveys) disinterest in the topic (H4).
If the dynamic response formats had improved data quality, this would have presented survey researchers
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with a trade-off, balancing an uplift in data quality against the cost of longer field times. However, this
dilemma is not something that survey researchers need to be troubled by: rather than reducing extrinsic
cognitive load, the colour and movement of dynamic formats had the opposite effect, increasing the
complexity of the task by adding ‘seductive details’ (Garner, Gillingham & White 1989) – material that
may appear interesting but ultimately disrupts the process of responding to the survey (Couper,
Tourangeau, Conrad & Zhang 2013). These results contradict Bailey et al.’s conclusion (2015, p. 27) that
“all results indicate that [soft] gamification is something to be embraced”. Our study suggests exercising
caution when developing and implementing new visual response formats, as they have the demonstrated
potential to unnecessarily increase extraneous cognitive load.
Presenting radio buttons attribute-by-attribute has no advantages either, in contradiction to theory
predicting that one-by-one presentation reduces straight lining by focusing the respondents’ attention on
one particular item at a time only. Possible reasons for this need to be tested in more detail, but include:
minor time lags in the presentation of items which may negatively affect the experience of completing the
survey; the need for respondents to read the instructions every time – or at least check that they have not
changed; as well as the possible frustration of not knowing exactly how many more of the same kind of
questions are still to come.
It should be noted that the challenges of creating a survey-based proxy for a true behavioural measure are
considerable, particularly in the context of measuring brand image association, where there is not
necessarily a ‘right’ or ‘true’ answer. Nonetheless, this is an issue that all researchers will face and the
approach developed in this study was able to be used to good effect in the analysis. It should also be noted
that this study was conducted specifically in the context of measuring brand-attribute associations with
level-free forced choice binary formats (Dolnicar & Grün 2013a; Rossiter et al. 2015).
The experiment could be replicated for a range of other base answer formats. Another useful extension of
this study would be to compare the same answer formats in a mobile environment. Evidence is mounting
about different response styles and respondent preferences on mobile devices compared with personal
computers (Peytchev & Hill 2010; Schmidt & Wenzel 2013; de Bruijne & Wijnant 2013, Poynter,
Williams & York 2014; Revilla, Toninelli & Ochoa 2016; Couper, Antoun & Mavletova 2017; Antoun,
Katz, Argueta & Wang 2018; Tourangeau, Sun, Yan, Maitland, Rivero & Williams 2018). If this study
had been conducted on small screen devices the results may have been different, not only due to the size
of the display but also due to other factors such as different levels of clarity of graphics.
Although this study draws a negative conclusion about the tested dynamic formats, at least on a personal
computer, it is equally a positive conclusion about the traditional radio button format. In the absence of
other alternative formats to test, researchers can continue to use radio buttons for level-free forced choice
full binary scales in online brand image surveys, confident in the knowledge that the simple radio button
list might be an oldie, but is still a goodie.
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Chapter 6
Drag and drop ranking in web surveys
Foreword
The final paper for this thesis turns the attention to ranking: widely regarded as one of the most difficult
question types for respondents to complete. It compares drag and drop card-sort ranking with the
traditional approach to ranking in self-complete surveys, in which respondents are asked to number the
boxes next to each item. This experiment is fielded at two task lengths (five items and 12 items), creating
four experimental conditions.
The analysis considers a similar set of dependent variables to Chapters 4 and 5, with the addition of
perceived capacity to handle additional questions in the ranking task as an indicator of cognitive
overload.
This paper will be submitted to the International Journal of Market Research for consideration once the
examiners’ feedback on this thesis has been received and addressed.

Abstract
Ranking questions in surveys are challenging to answer, particularly when they include a large number of
items. Drag and drop card sort tools promise to make rank order questions easier and more accurate in
web surveys because they allow respondents to see the final order of the ranked list and make it
impossible to accidentally give an equal ranking to two items. We compared drag and drop ranking with
numbered boxes, evaluating their performance at two lengths (five items and 12 items) using subjective
measures of ease, distraction, fatigue and attention to the task, as well as survey drop out, time to
complete, stability and validity. For the shorter ranking task, we found little or no difference between the
two presentations. For the longer task, the drag and drop tool outperformed numbered boxes on almost
every subjective measure of survey experience, but produced lower stability and equivalent subjective
validity. Although drag and drop ranking is popular with respondents, questionnaire designers should still
use ranking questions sparingly and keep them as short as possible.

Introduction
Web surveys are a widely used tool in market and social research (Tourangeau, Conrad & Couper 2013).
Early web surveys tended to replicate the look and feel of pen-and-paper surveys. However, subsequent
advancements in technology have allowed researchers to use a range of interactive and visual response
formats that are unique to the internet (Puleston & Sleep 2011; Downes-Le-Guin, Baker, Mechling &
Ruyle 2012; Dolnicar, Grün & Yamanandram 2013; Sikkel, Steenbergen & Gras 2014, Bailey, Prichard
& Kernohan 2015).
The use of a drag and drop card sort tool for ranking tasks, instead of asking respondents to number items
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on a list, is a prime example of the design opportunities presented by web surveys (Neubarth 2006; 2010).
To date only one study has compared the performance of drag and drop ranking with the conventional
approach of numbering the boxes (Blasius 2012). Based on a ranking task of six items, this self-described
‘explorative’ (sic) paper concluded that “when only a small number of items are involved, drag and drop
is probably the method best suited for conducting ranking data in web surveys” (p. 396).
Recent explorations of alternative ranking techniques on smart phones (Revilla & Couper 2018) and in
mail surveys (Smyth, Olsen & Burke 2018) do not question Blasius’s endorsement of drag and drop
ranking, despite the fact that it is largely based on a perceived theoretical superiority of drag and drop
(due to the ability to visualise the final order on screen), rather than a demonstration that the data it
produces are in fact more accurate than those obtained from numbering the boxes.
The present study tests Blasius’s recommendation by applying a broader range of subjective and objective
measures of data quality, and by examining the performance of drag and drop ranking at two lengths: five
items and 12 items. The drag and drop tool used in the present study is also more advanced than the tool
tested by Blasius, which did not enable continual sorting and resorting of the options once they were
placed in their initial order.

Literature review
Asking survey respondents to rate the importance of objects or attributes on a scale often results in limited
differentiation between items (McCarty & Shrum 1997; 2000). Asking people to rank the items in order
of importance or preference is a long-established alternative that avoids this problem of end-piling, in
which all options are given a rating at the same end of the scale (Thurstone 1931, Klein et al. 2004).
There is also an argument that ranking is less susceptible to response style biases, making it more
attractive than rating scales particularly in multi-national studies (Harzing, Reiche & Pudelko 2013).
However, ranking is not without its problems. Analytically, the ranked order of an item set provides no
indication of the distance between the items, in the mind of the respondent (Colton & Covert 2007). That
is, ranking will tell us someone thinks X is more important than Y, but not how much more important.
From a respondent perspective, ranking is cognitively demanding, particularly when items on the list have
similar properties or are otherwise hard to choose between (Beatty, Martin, Yoon & Kahle 1996, Dillman,
Smyth & Christian 2014, Bradburn, Sudman & Wasnick 2004; Heyman & Sailor 2016). The cognitive
demands of ranking grow exponentially with the addition of each item (Feather 1973; Alwin & Krosnick
1985).
No studies have empirically established the breaking point for ranking tasks of any kind, i.e. the number
of items beyond which the cognitive burden becomes too great and data quality deteriorates. Instead,
researchers are left to rely on their intuition, supported perhaps by evidence from sensory perception
studies that have shown the human brain capable of handling no more than seven ‘chunks’ of data (plus
or minus two) at a time (Miller 1956). It is little wonder, then, that today’s questionnaire design texts
provide conflicting advice about how large a ranking task can be. For example, the oft cited text by
Bradburn et al. (2004) proposes five to seven items as the upper limit, while Alreck and Settle (2004)
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allow up to ten items and Colton and Covert (2007) recommend between eight and 12 items.
Wherever the size threshold may be, it is well established that cognitive overload in surveys tends to
disengage respondents from the task, encouraging them to take mental shortcuts that make the survey
easier to complete (Krosnick 1991). In the context of ranking, satisficing behaviours can include ranking
the items in the order that they are presented (Blasius 2012), or simply ordering the items at random
(Rokeach 1973).
These challenges with ranking have led to the development of several less demanding approaches. Paired
comparison is one example, in which respondents are shown multiple pairings and asked to choose one
from each set (Griffin 1998). Best Worst Scaling, also known as Maximum Difference Scaling, is another
option commonly used in discrete choice experiments. Here, respondents see a series of shorter lists and
pick the top and bottom from each set (Finn & Louviere 1992; Lee, Soutar & Louviere 2007; Furlan &
Turner 2014). High-Low Ranking asks respondents to classify each item as belonging to either the top,
middle or bottom group, thus allowing for ties (Heyman & Sailor 2016). Selection and ordering of a top 2
or top 3 from the list is yet another possible approach (Dillman et al. 2014, Revilla, Ochoa & Loewe
2014, Smyth, Olsen & Burke 2018).
Although ranking has largely been eschewed in telephone surveys (Ovadia 2004), it remains common in
self-complete surveys, across a wide range of topics (Heyman & Sailor 2016, Revilla & Couper 2018;
Smyth et al. 2018). Some 45 years ago, Milton Rokeach’s major study on the measurement of personal
values concluded that a card-sort task was the most effective way of implementing a ranking question.
This conclusion was based on a comparison of five different ways of administering his 18-item ‘terminal
values’ ranking task (Rokeach 1973), which shows respondents a set of desirable end states – goals that a
person might like to achieve during his or her lifetime (e.g. an exciting life, a comfortable life, equality,
wisdom, security) – and asks them to place these in order of “importance to YOU, as guiding principles in
YOUR life” (p. 27). Six years before Post-It Notes were invented, Rokeach recommends giving
respondents “innovative gummed labels” that allow the sorting and re-sorting of items until respondents
are comfortable with the final order”.
This card-sort technique was only feasible in face-to-face interviews, however, and ranking tasks in penand-paper surveys typically ask respondents to write a number in the box next to each item (e.g. Alwin &
Krosnick 1985; McCarty & Shrum 1997). Numbered boxes is a technique that Rokeach (1973)
recommends against, due to the potential for confusion, accidental equal ranking and respondents giving
up towards the end – not bothering to re-number other items if they change their mind about an earlier
item to which they had already assigned a rank.
The capacity to include drag and drop tasks in web surveys (Sikkel, Steenbergen & Gras 2014) makes it
possible to implement Rokeach’s recommended card-sort exercise on a cost-effective scale. Only one
published experiment (Blasius 2012) compares drag and drop ranking with numbered boxes. This splitballot experiment was conducted in 2007 with a general population sample, using six items from
Inglehart’s materialism–postmaterialism index (Inglehart & Abramson 1999). The main difference that
this study found was lower non-compliance of responses based on the drag and drop ranking tool, with
0.6% leaving one or more options unranked compared with 6.4% for the numbered boxes. The drag and
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drop tool was also slightly slower to complete than the numbered boxes, but only by a small margin
(median of 54 seconds for drag and drop, compared with 50 seconds for numbering).2
Blasius ultimately recommended drag and drop ranking “when only a small number of items are
involved”. This recommendation has not been tested with the currently available ranking tools, or for
longer decision sets.

Methodology
Hypotheses
We ran a split-ballot web survey experiment with 319 licensed financial advisors in Australia, comparing
the performance of traditional numbered boxes ranking with a fully re-sortable drag and drop format. The
six hypotheses we tested were that, when compared to numbering the boxes:
H1 Drag and drop ranking is easier for respondents to understand (H1a) and use (H1b).
H2 Drag and drop ranking feels less overwhelming for respondents.
H3 Drag and drop ranking attracts greater respondent attention to the task.
H4 Drag and drop ranking takes less time for respondents to complete.
H5 Drag and drop ranking produces more stable data.
H6 Drag and drop ranking produces more valid data.
Overview of the survey experiment
The sample for this experiment was supplied by Core Data Pty Ltd, a global market research agency that
specialises in financial services research and maintains a comprehensive database of some 13,000
licensed financial advisors in Australia. Financial advisers in Australia are required to have a license, but
are free to choose which organisation they have that license with. Respondents were shown a list of
factors that may or may not influence their choice of licensee and asked to rank these factors from most to
least important. The reason for conducting this experiment on an applied topic such as this, rather than
broader human values (Lee et al. 2007, Blasius 2012, Smyth et al. 2018) was to create a realistic choice
scenario that enabled measurement of predictive validity. Core Data supplied the factors listed in the task
(Table 1) on the basis of extensive prior qualitative consultation and survey research with financial
advisors about their choice of licensee.

2

Blasius also experimented with two other online formats, which were not successful. One was a threestage best-worst design, in which respondents first identified their most and least preferred options (rank
order 1 and 6), then on the next screen chose the best and worst of the remaining four items (places 2 and
5), then finally indicated their preference between the remaining two options (rank 3, leaving the
unselected item as rank 4). The other was a visual task that allowed respondents to re-order the options
from their original presentation by clicking an up or down arrow next to each item. Although this format
had the benefit of visually presenting the final order – an advantage shared by the drag-and-drop format –
it led to respondent fatigue and burden, and respondents were reluctant to give final rankings that required
more clicking (e.g. moving the top item to the bottom of the list required five clicks).
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Table 1: Items included in the ranking task
Attributes shown in the short task

Additional attributes shown in the long task

1. Marketing support – The marketing
materials provided to help promote your
business
2. Communications – Keeping you
informed of what is going on in the
industry in a timely manner
3. Compliance support – The helpfulness
of advice, guidelines, tools and audit
processes
4. Practice Development Managers /
Business Coaches – The responsiveness
and value of support provided
5. Remuneration and revenue payments –
The timeliness and accuracy of payments
to you

6. Research services– The quality and relevance of investment and
risk research
7. Technical services – The helpfulness of communications relating
to legislative and technical issues
8. Education and training – The professional development
opportunities and resources provided
9. Business planning support – The assistance to build your
business via staff and client base
10. Research processes – The ease and relevance of
communication with the licensee’ research team
11. Paraplanning – The quality and value for money of
paraplanning services provided
12. Acquisitions and succession – The range of options, technical
guidance and resources provided

The experiment included either five or 12 items in the ranking task. The rationale for setting the large task
at 12 items was two-fold. Firstly, this long list covers the extant range of factors that Core Data has found
to have a bearing on this topic (Bradburn, Sudman & Wansink 2004). Secondly, we wanted to make sure
the list was long enough to be challenging for respondents, and including 12 items aligns with the upper
limit for ranking tasks suggested by Colton and Covert (2007, p. 220). Setting five items in the short task
aligns with the most conservative guidance in the text books about how long a ranking task can be
(Bradburn, Sudman & Wansink 2004). The five items were of varying importance overall, placing first,
second, sixth, ninth and tenth in the 12 item ranking task (based on the average rank order assigned).
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of the four test conditions (Table 2). These groups were
equal in size (n=79-80 each), and all other aspects of the questionnaire were held constant (Fowler 2004).
Presentation order of the items to be ranked was randomised in their first presentation (Wave 1), and
thereafter held constant.
One factor that could not be controlled for in the experiment was how interesting respondents find this
topic (i.e. factors that influence their choice of licensee) in the first place. There was no difference in selfreported interest in the topic between the four test groups, with 19%-24% saying they found the topic
very interesting, 49%-51% fairly interesting, and 23%-30% not interesting (p=.50 for the short ranking
task and p=.97 for the long ranking task). Had differences been significant here, this confounding factor
would have been taken into account in the analysis. Age, gender and time in the profession were not
collected as part of this survey, so could not be controlled for in the analysis.
Table 2: Sample sizes for the four test conditions

Number of items in
the ranking task

5 items (short)
12 items (long)
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Presentation of the ranking task
Numbered boxes
Drag and drop
approach
card sort tool
Wave 1 n=80
Wave 1 n=80
Wave 2 n=51
Wave 2 n=55
Wave 1 n=80
Wave 1 n=79
Wave 2 n=56
Wave 2 n=51

The survey was programmed by Research Now using the standard ranking tools available in Confirmit
(www.confirmit.com), a widely-used professional survey software platform. The drag and drop tool
presents the unranked items on the left hand side of the screen (in randomised order of presentation) and
asks participants to drag them into order on the right hand side. Alternatively, respondents can select an
option on the left and click it across using an arrow button: this places it into the highest empty place on
the list. Once an item is in place, respondents can move it by selecting it and then clicking the up or down
arrow. Items can be sorted and resorted until the respondent is satisfied with their order (Figure 1).
Preliminary instruction, introducing the factors to be ranked

(a) Traditional ‘number the boxes’ approach

(b) Drag and drop ranking approach

Figure 1: Presentation of the ranking task (5 items)
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The instructions for the ‘numbered boxes’ ranking task reflected the default settings in the Confirmit
software and did not explicitly state that the respondent should use numbers, or that they should use 1 for
‘most important’ and 5 (or 12) for ‘least important’. This makes the assumption that these respondents
(educated professionals) would be familiar with these conventions on raking tasks. Although we believe
this assumption to be a safe one for this target audience, on reflection it would have been preferable to be
more explicit on this task.
Respondents were re-contacted two weeks after submitting their original response, with a re-contact
success rate of 67% from Wave 1 to Wave 2 (213 of 319). There were no significant differences between
experimental conditions in the recontact success rate (Table 2). The second survey asked respondents to
re-rank the same items as they had seen in Wave 1, using the same ranking tool as before and with items
in the same initial presentation order. This allowed assessment the test-retest stability of the different
ranking tools. The two-part nature of the study was explained in advance. Although it is possible that this
advance notice of the recontact survey may have encouraged higher levels of consistency between the two
waves, this does not undermine the stability analysis between response formats, as foreknowledge of the
second wave was a constant for both ranking formats and task lengths.
A structured prize pool was offered to provide respondents with an incentive to participate in the survey:
an iPad as first prize and ten restaurant vouchers worth $200 as second prize. This incentive structure is
consistent with Core Data’s approach to managing this research panel. Core Data managed the advertising
and awarding and notification of the prize draw in a manner that complied with all relevant legislation
with regard to prize draws and lotteries.
Measures of data quality
Respondent feedback was collected directly after the ranking task in the first survey. These self-report
measures included self-reported comprehension of the question and how to answer it (H1a), reported ease
of using the tool (H1b), perceived capacity to handle additional questions in the ranking task (H2) and
self-reported diligence, distraction and fatigue during the ranking task (H3).
Survey completion meta data was analysed to assess the incidence of errors in the ranking task itself,
requiring the respondent to go back and resubmit (H1b), drop-out during the ranking task (H2) and time
to complete the ranking task (H4; measured in seconds).
Test-retest stability (H5) was measured by repeating the identical ranking task two weeks after the first
task was completed. Two thresholds were applied in this analysis: the strict stability measure required
identical ranking in both waves; the generous stability measure required the same items to be ranked in
the same top two or top three, although not necessarily in the same order.
Data validity (H6) was assessed in two ways. The first was a self-report measure collected after
respondents had finished giving feedback on the ranking task. After seeing the factors listed in the order
they had ranked them earlier in the survey, respondents then rated how well that list matches their actual
opinions. They could also re-order the items if any seemed out of place. The second measure used a
choice scenario, in which respondents identified two alternative providers they would switch to if their
current provider ceased operation. Respondents rated their perceived performance of these two preferred
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alternative providers from 0 (Poor) to 10 (Excellent), with ‘smooth’ movement of the slider bar between
increments giving 101 points for the purposes of analysis. The test for validity in the ranking data was if
the most important factor they had identified earlier (top rank) was the factor on which the respondent’s
preferred alternative licensee performs best (or equal best).
Evasion was not directly assessed. One measure for evasion used in traditional ranking (numbered list) is
where the items are ranked in or close to the order they are presented on the screen (i.e. assigning rank 1
to the first item, rank 2 to the second item and so on down the list). Although Blasius uses this as a
measure of evasion in his 2012 study, this is not a fair measure of evasion for drag and drop ranking, as
dragging every item across in the order of original presentation would take more effort than just randomly
dragging them across and dropping them in no particular order.
For categorical data, we analysed statistical significance using the Chi-square test for independence, or
Fisher’s exact test in cases where cell counts were less than five. Time to complete the ranking task was
the only continuous data, which we analysed using a one-way ANOVA with time as the dependent
variable and response format as the independent variable. On the few occasions when a respondent took
more than six minutes to complete a destination, we assumed that they had been distracted or interrupted
from the survey (times ranged from 9 minutes to one-and-a-half hours), so treated these cases as missing
values in the ANOVA because ANOVA is sensitive to extreme outliers.

Findings
H1a: Drag and drop ranking is easier for respondents to understand (supported for the long ranking
task, but only partly supported for the short ranking task)
Both ranking tools were equally intuitive: four in five respondents said they knew exactly what to do as
soon as they saw it (79%-86%), with most others saying that – although they were unsure what to do at
first – they figured it out (11%-19%). There was no difference between the two ranking tools in this
regard, at either length (Table 3). There was also no difference in the extent to which respondents said
they understood the ranking question itself: 78%-88% said they knew exactly what the question was
asking as soon as they saw it (Table 3).
H1b: Drag and drop ranking is easier for respondents to use (supported for the long ranking task, but
only partly supported for the short ranking task)
When completing the long ranking exercise, the task of putting the 12 options in order of importance was
much easier for respondents using the drag and drop tool (23% found it very easy) than those using the
numbered list (8%; p=.012). A similar (albeit statistically insignificant) difference occurred with the five
item ranking exercise (44% found the drag and drop tool very easy to use, compared to only 28% for the
numbered list; p=.062) (Table 3).
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Table 3: Ease of comprehension and use

Ease of working
out what you
had to do to
give your
answer in the
ranking
question

Ease of
understand
what the
ranking
question was
asking

Ease of putting
the options in
order of
importance

n=
a) I knew exactly what to do as soon as I
saw it
b) At first I wasn’t sure what to do, but I
figured it out
c) I’m still not really sure what to do to
answer that question properly
Chi-square p
Chi-square p when a+b combined
Chi-square p when b+c combined
a) I knew exactly what the question was
asking as soon as I saw it
b) At first I wasn’t sure what the
question was asking, but I figured it out
c) I’m still not really sure what the
question was asking
Chi-square p
Chi-square p when a+b combined
Chi-square p when b+c combined
a) Very easy
b) Fairly easy
c) A little difficult
d) Very difficult
Chi-square p
Chi-square p when c+d combined

Short (5 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
80

Long (12 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
79

79%

86%

85%

82%

19%

13%

11%

18%

3%

1%

4%

0%

.448
.560
.212

.126
.082
.643

78%

88%

84%

82%

18%

11%

13%

18%

5%

1%

4%

0%

.185
.173
.096
28%
54%
18%
1%

.158
.082
.805
44%
46%
10%
0%

.109
.062

8%
54%
33%
6%

23%
53%
20%
4%
.031*
.012*

Note: * indicates p<0.05; ** indicates p<0.01.

H2: Drag and drop ranking feels less overwhelming for respondents (supported for the long ranking
task, but not the short ranking task)
Respondents using the long drag and drop tool were more tolerant of the idea of being given more
attributes to rank. When asked what would have happened if there had been another 3 or 4 items to rank,
52% of those using the 12 item drag and drop tool said this would have made the ranking task no harder
than it already was, compared with only 36% of those using the numbered list (p=0.047). This difference
between ranking did not occur with the shorter ranking task (p=.736) (Table 4).
Table 4: Perceived capacity for the ranking task to include more items
If there had been another 3 or 4 items to rank, would this
have made the ranking exercise…
n=
a) No harder than it already was
b) A little harder
c) Much harder, but still possible
d) Impossible
Chi-square p
Chi-square p when c+d are combined
Chi-square p when b+c+d are combined
Note: * indicates p<0.05; ** indicates p<0.01.
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Short (5 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
80
34%
31%
54%
63%
13%
6%
0%
0%
.321
.321
.736

Long (12 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
79
36%
52%
53%
42%
10%
6%
1%
0%
.185
.118
.047*

One in 20 respondents (18 of 385) dropped out of the survey when confronted with the ranking task. For
the long ranking task, the drop out rate during ranking was no different between the two formats (7%;
p=.939). The drop out rate for the short ranking task was lower for both formats (4% for the drag and
drop tool and 0% for the numbered boxes), with no significant difference between them: (Fisher’s exact
p=.121) (Table 5).
Table 5: Drop out during and after the ranking task in the main (Wave 1) survey

Commenced the ranking task (1)
a) Dropped out during the ranking task
b) Dropped out after the ranking task
c) Completed the full Wave 1 survey
Significance test (dropped out during ranking vs
completed the ranking task and continued on)

Short (5 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
89
94
0
4
9
10
80
80

Long (12 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
99
103
7
7
12
17
80
79

.121 (1)

.939 (2)

Notes: * indicates p<0.05; ** indicates p<0.01. (1) Fisher’s exact test. (2) Chi-square test.

H3: Drag and drop ranking attracts greater respondent attention to the task (supported for the long
ranking task, but not the short ranking task)
For the long (12 item) ranking exercise, respondents using the drag and drop tool were less likely than
those using the numbered list to report that they had grown tired (6%, compared with 21%; p=.006),
become distracted (6%, compared with 16%; p=.048) or randomly ranked the options without really
thinking about what they were saying (33%, compared with 50%; p=.029) (Table 6).
These indicators of problems with the task were much less common for both presentations of the shorter 5
item task, with 6%-7% reporting fatigue, 6% distraction and 12% random guessing. No significant
differences between the ranking formats were observed at the shorter length (Table 6).
Table 6: Self-reported fatigue, distraction and diligence
During the ranking exercise,
did you find yourself…
n=
Getting
‘tired’?

Getting
distracted?

a) Yes, extremely tired
b) Yes, fairly tired
c) Yes, but only a little tired
d) No, I didn’t get tired at all
Chi-square p
Chi-square p when a+b combined
Chi-square p when a+b+c combined
a) Yes, extremely distracted
b) Yes, fairly distracted
c) Yes, but only a little distracted
d) No, I didn’t get distracted at all
Chi-square p
Chi-square p when a+b combined
Chi-square p when a+b+c combined

Short (5 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
80
0%
1%
3%
3%
4%
4%
94%
93%
.800
.902
.755
1%
1%
1%
0%
4%
5%
94%
94%
.767
.788
1.000

Long (12 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
79
0%
0%
1%
0%
20%
6%
79%
94%
.022*
.022*
.006**
0%
0%
1%
0%
15%
6%
84%
94%
.121
.121
.048*

Table continued over the page
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Table 6 continued: Self-reported fatigue, distraction and diligence
During the ranking exercise,
did you find yourself…
Randomly
ranking the
options,
without really
thinking about
what you were
saying?
(Note 1)

n=

Short (5 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
80

Long (12 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
79

Yes, with most or all of the options

0%

1%

4%

3%

Yes, with around half of the options

1%

0%

11%

4%

Yes, but just with a few of the options

11%

11%

35%

27%

No, not at all

88%

88%

50%

67%

Chi-square p

.562

.111

Chi-square p when a+b combined

1.000

.058

Chi-square p when a+b+c combined

1.000

.029*

Notes: * indicates p<0.05; ** indicates p<0.01.
(1) Respondents were told “There is no penalty if you did, we just need to know so we can design better surveys.”

H4: Drag and drop ranking takes less time for respondents to complete (supported for the long ranking
task, but not the short ranking task)
On average, the long ranking task took two minutes and nine seconds to complete using the drag and drop
tool, compared with two minutes and thirty-nine seconds when numbering the boxes. This is an average
time saving of 19% for the drag and drop tool (p=.009; Table 7). The five item ranking task took half as
long as the 12 item task to complete, with no time difference between presentation formats (1:14 for drag
and drop, 1:12 for numbered boxes; p=.760; Table 7).
Table 7: Time to complete the ranking task

(1) n=
Seconds
Mean duration
Minutes:Seconds
Seconds
Median duration
Minutes:Seconds
One-way ANOVA (based on mean)

Short (5 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
78
78
72s
74s
1:12
1:14
60s
64s
1:00
1:04
.760

Long (12 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
77
76
159s
129s
2:39
2:09
133s
112s
2:13
1:52
.009**

Notes: * indicates p<0.05; ** indicates p<0.01.
(1) The sample size for this analysis excludes 10 cases where the response took longer than six minutes.

H5: Drag and drop ranking produces more stable data (not supported)
Overall, among the 213 respondents who responded to the follow-up survey, only 36% (76) assigned the
top rank to the same factor on both occasions. As seen in Table 9, the short ranking task produced a less
stable top ranking from the drag and drop tool (44%) than when respondents numbered the boxes (61%;
p=.077). The same pattern was observed when looking for consistency between the top 2 ranked items,
even if they were not ranked in the same order (40% from the drag and drop tool, compared with 57%
when numbering the boxes; p=.083). Although significance testing for these differences sits just outside
the conventional 0.05 threshold, this is likely due to sample size constraints in the follow-up survey, and
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we would argue that they are large enough to warrant concern.
The long ranking task showed similar stability for the two response formats: 16% assigned the top rank
consistently using the drag and drop tool, compared with 23% when numbering the boxes (p=.465) (Table 8).

Table 8: Test-retest stability

n=
Strict threshold
Top = top
Top 2 in order
Top 3 in order
Top 4 in order
Top 5 in order
Generous threshold
Top = top
Top 2 = top 2
Top 3 = top 3
Top 4 = top 4
Top 5 = top 5
Top 6 = top 6
Top 7 = top 7
Top 8 = top 8
Top 9 = top 9
Top 10 = top 10
Top 11 = top 11
Top 12 = top 12

Number
the boxes
51

Short (5 items)
Drag and
Chi-square
drop
p
55

Number
the boxes
56

Long (12 items)
Drag and
drop
51

Fisher’s
exact p

61%
35%
24%
22%
22%

44%
31%
20%
18%
18%

.077
.631
.660
.662
.662

23%
5%
2%
2%
2%

16%
4%
0%
0%
0%

.465
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

61%
57%
39%
65%
100%

44%
40%
36%
53%
100%

.077
.083
.762
.211
-

23%
9%
5%
2%
2%
0%
0%
0%
2%
13%
14%
100%

16%
6%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
4%
16%
37%
100%

.465
.718
.245
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.604
.782
.008**
1.00

n.a.

Notes: * indicates p<0.05; ** indicates p<0.01.

H6: Drag and drop ranking produces more valid data (not supported).
After providing feedback on the ranking task, the five or 12 factors were shown again in the order the
respondent had ranked them. Half of respondents in the short ranking task (50%) and 43% in the long task
said that, on reflection, their ranked order matched their actual opinions extremely well. There was no
difference between ranking formats on this measure, at either length (Table 9).
Table 9: Self-assessed accuracy of own ranking
Here is the final ranking you gave a few minutes ago. Now
that you look at it again…
n=
How well does
this reflect the
relative
importance of
these criteria, in
your choice of
licensee?

a) Extremely well
b) Fairly well
c) Not particularly well
d) Not well at all
Chi-square p
Chi-square p when c+d combined
Chi-square p when b+c+d combined

* indicates p<0.05; ** indicates p<0.01.
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Short (5 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
80
51%
50%
44%
39%
4%
9%
1%
3%
.534
.337
.874

Long (12 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
79
44%
42%
46%
56%
9%
3%
1%
0%
.218
.119
.801

When given the chance, 16% of respondents in the long ranking task re-ordered one or more items that
they considered to be out of place (no difference between formats; p=.972). Fewer people chose to do this
in the five item ranking task; however it was much more common at this length with the drag and drop
ranking tool (9%) than with the numbered boxes (1%; p=.035) (Table 10). This difference may be due to
respondents finding it easier to re-order using the drag and drop tool, or considering it more necessary.
Table 10: Changing rank order when given the chance to revisit it

n=
Changed the ranking of one or more items
Left the original ranking unchanged
Significance test

Short (5 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
80
1%
9%
99%
91%
.035* (1)

Long (12 items)
Number
Drag and
the boxes
drop
80
79
16%
16%
96%
96%
.972 (2)

Notes: * indicates p<0.05; ** indicates p<0.01. (1) Fisher exact test. (2) Chi-square test for independence.

The predictive validity choice scenario (Table 11) found that just over half of the ranked data in the
shorter task met the validity threshold, with no difference between the two presentation formats (54% for
the numbered list, 53% for the drag and drop tool; p=.918). Predictive validity for the 12 item task was
not calculated, due to the low stability of the data (see above).
Table 11: Predictive validity (based on choice scenario)
Short (5 items)
Numbered
Card
list
sort
n = In their performance rating for alternative licensees, respondents identified an aspect
on which the licensee performed best or equal best (up to three ‘equal bests’ allowed)
Most important factor (top rank) = the factor on which the respondent’s preferred
alternative licensee performs best
Chi-square p

106

100

55%

54%
.918

Conclusions
For the five-item ranking task, we found little or no difference between the performance of drag and drop
ranking and numbering the boxes. Respondents found the drag and drop tool to be somewhat easier to use
(H1b), but these difference were not statistically significant. Otherwise, the two formats were equivalent
in terms of respondent experience (H2, H3, H4), test-retest stability (H5) and predictive validity (H6).
Although this does not invalidate the proposition of drag and drop ranking in web surveys, it also means
that we cannot endorse Blasius’s recommendation that drag and drop ranking is superior to numbered
boxes for shorter lists (Blasius 2012). Apart from being 5% slower to complete, the only data quality
measure that informed Blasius’s conclusion was one of non-compliance with instructions, with 0.6%
leaving one or more options unranked in the drag and drop tool compared with 6.4% for the numbered
boxes. However, just because a respondent has given a rank to each item, this does not mean that the
ranking has been given thoughtfully and with due consideration. Error messages were not included as a
dependent variable in this paper because this is an unfair comparison between the two formats: errors
when numbering the boxes can also occur by assigning the same rank to more than one item, but this is
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physically impossible in the drag and drop task.
For the longer task (12 items), drag and drop ranking outperformed numbered boxes on almost every
measure of survey experience: respondents found it easier (H1) and less overwhelming (H2); it produced
lower rates of self-reported fatigue, distraction and random guessing (H3); and it took less time to
complete (H4). However, this did not deliver better data from an objective standpoint: the drag and drop
tool produced lower test-retest stability than the numbered boxes (H5 – a non-significant but still
concerning result); and the subjective measures of validity were equivalent for both formats (H6).
For questionnaire designers, these results sound a note of caution about asking ranking questions. As
much as drag and drop tools in web surveys may be appealing – theoretically and visually – the cognitive
process of placing items in rank order is still a difficult task for the human brain to process. Drag and drop
ranking may well be more popular among respondents than numbering the boxes, but it does not solve the
inherent challenges with this question format – particularly for longer lists.
For researchers in the field of web survey methodology, this paper demonstrates the need for further
research on ranking tasks in web surveys, to establish just how long a ranking task can be (using various
formats) before data quality deteriorates. Further research on drag and drop ranking is also recommended,
varying both the topic and the size of the task. If the ranking task had been a general population survey
about broader human values, such as Rokeach’s 18 item ‘terminal values’ task (Rokeach 1973), would the
stability of drag and drop ranking have been any better or worse than it was with financial advisers
talking about their choice of licensee?
The results from the ranking exercise in this study may allow at least an exploratory analysis of whether
items in a short list tend to be ranked in the same relative order when they are presented in a longer list.
However, interpretation of any differences in response distribution would be limited by the repeat
measure design used here, in which the different survey lengths have been seen by different groups of
people. Instead, this question would be better served by a crossover design, in which respondents first
rank the short list, and then later rank the long list.
Finally, these results underscore the importance of going beyond respondent experience as a measure of
data quality. Had we only based our analysis on self-report feedback from respondents and survey metadata (such as drop out and error messages), this paper would have presented a ringing endorsement of
drag and drop ranking for longer tasks. Due to inclusion of objective data quality measures, we instead
draw a much more conservative conclusion. Survey experiments that go beyond respondent experience to
estimate objective data quality (e.g. Dolnicar, Grün & Yamanandram 2013; Bailey et al. 2015; Rintoul,
Hajibaba & Dolnicar 2016) are currently the exception rather than the rule. The findings in this paper
present a compelling case for study designs that include explicit data quality measures, rather than relying
solely on ease, speed and popularity.
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Chapter 7
General discussion
Key findings in relation to the visual presentation formats tested
Each of the survey presentation formats examined in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 is an attempt to harness the
potential of the internet to improve respondent engagement or reduce cognitive load and, in so doing,
reduce measurement error. The rationale for evaluating these presentation formats in thorough detail
flows from Mick Couper’s proposition that “rich content or interactivity… should only be used only
where it is appropriate to do so, and only when there are demonstrated advantages in terms of data
quality or the user experience in completing the survey” (Couper 2008, p. 133).
Even though there is a logical argument for why each of these formats might improve data quality, each
of them ultimately disappoints.
The association grid (Chapter 4) diminishes the survey experience and reduces data quality when it
contains a large number of objects (e.g. brands, or destinations) to describe. The smaller association grid
does no real damage, but also offers no major advantages in terms of predictive validity or stability.
Accordingly, the claim that association grids leads to more accurate data because respondents can
evaluate each brand against the other simultaneously (Brace 2013) cannot be supported.
The flick switch, drag and drop tool and carousel formats for the level-free forced binary scale
(Chapter 5) slow respondents down without delivering any benefits in terms of survey completion rate,
predictive validity, stability or perceived self-expression. Rather than reducing extraneous cognitive load,
these applications of colour coding, spatial reasoning and segmentation (Mayer & Moreno 2003) simply
add to the load, leading to more fatigue, distraction and (in longer surveys) disinterest in the topic.
Drag and drop ranking (Chapter 6) outperforms numbered boxes on almost every measure of survey
experience when the ranking task is long (12 items): respondents find it easier and less overwhelming
than numbering the boxes; it produced lower rates of self-reported fatigue, distraction and random
guessing; and it takes less time to complete. Disappointingly, and in contradiction to the conclusions of
both Rokeach (1973) and Blasius (2012), this application of spatial reasoning falls at the final hurdle,
failing to deliver better data from an objective standpoint: the drag and drop ranking tool produces lower
test-retest stability than the numbered boxes (a non-significant but still concerning result); and the
subjective measures of validity are equivalent for both formats.

Contribution to knowledge
This thesis makes a substantial contribution to the field of web survey research methodology,
underscoring the importance of multi-criteria evaluation designs that include objective measures of data
quality (Presser et al. 2004), and demonstrating how this can be achieved.
The need for rigorous research design is demonstrated and articulated in Chapter 3 (Puleston & Rintoul
2012). Although broadly positive about the potential of visual surveys (based on the formats evaluated in
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the paper), the closing discussion in Chapter 3 is explicit about the risk of endorsing new, more
entertaining response presentations and formats based on completion time, response distribution and
respondent feedback alone. It proposes future research on interactive question formats that focuses on the
relationship between self-reported measures of respondent experience, observable respondent behavior
and objective data quality, and calls for the development of suitable methodologies for this that can be
feasibly implemented as part of the testing phase of new response formats.
Taken together, the experiments in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 clearly demonstrates that ease, speed and
popularity of survey response formats cannot be the only measures that researchers use to evaluate visual
response formats, as they are unreliable indicators of data quality. The association grid study (Chapter 4)
was the only one that showed a strong correlation between self-report feedback, survey meta-data (such as
drop out and completion time), and objective data quality (stability and predictive validity). In contrast,
the animated binary formats (Chapter 5) slowed respondents down and frustrated them, but had no impact
on stability or validity. Different again, drag and drop ranking with the longer (12 item) list was faster and
easier for respondents, but had a negative impact on stability and no impact on validity (Chapter 6).
Objective data quality measures in survey experiments do take time and effort to construct, but this thesis
has shown that they are entirely achievable, given enough planning. Test-retest stability can be
established whenever individual respondents can be sent a subsequent invitation that allows the original
questionnaire specifications to be replicated and data to be matched across waves. Most survey access
panels provide this facility, however initial sample sizes need to be sufficiently large to allow for some
attrition between waves: re-contact success rates ranged from 78% overall with the general population
destination image survey (Chapters 4 and 5) down to 67% for the ranking study with financial advisors
(Chapter 6).
The creation of choice scenarios to test for validity in this thesis is also replicable in future experiments,
as long as suitable scenarios can be established. In the destination image survey (Chapters 4 and 5), the
choice scenario was based on a prize draw that respondents had a chance of winning, asking them which
of the destinations in the brand image survey they would go to if they won the prize and had to choose
only from that list. In the ranking study (Chapter 6), the choice scenario was based on the prospect of
respondents having to switch from their current licensee to an alternative provider. In both instances, the
analysis sought to test which of the presentation formats from the earlier task (destination image in
Chapters 4 and 5; ranked importance of licensee attributes in Chapter 6) would deliver the greatest
accuracy in attempting to predict respondents’ answers to those choice questions.
Although these choice scenarios require nuanced conceptualisation and are somewhat complicated to
explain, they are reasonably straightforward to implement in a survey and do not require computation or
statistical testing beyond the normal kinds of analysis that sit within a survey researcher’s capability. In
the absence of administrative data on actual behavior, they are therefore recommended as being suitable
for further use and development in future experiments of this nature.
When constructing such data quality measures, this thesis highlights the importance of establishing tests
and thresholds that allow for sensitivity testing. One example of this is the predictive validity test in the
association grid and animated binary papers (Chapters 4 and 5), in which the strict threshold required the
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destination whose description was closest to the respondent’s ideal destination to be the same destination
they nominated as the place they would go if they won the prize draw; the generous threshold allowed the
destination with the lowest or second-lowest distance from the ideal to be the participant’s first or second
choice of where to go if they won the prize draw. Another example is stability in the ranking study
(Chapter 6), in which the strict threshold required identical rankings two weeks after the first task was
completed, while the generous threshold required the same items to be ranked in the same top two or top
three, although not necessarily in the same order.

Limitations and implications for future research
Some of the experiments included in the exploratory paper (Chapter 3) would have benefited from a more
granular research design that presented each visual manipulation on its own terms. The ‘caterpillar
segments’ experiment, for example, varied three presentation aspects in one manipulation, going from a
two-column vertical format with radio buttons to a single row format with a supporting graphic. Although
the analysis can confidently assess the combined impact of all three changes together, it is unable to
distinguish the individual effect of each of the design features in isolation. On reflection, therefore, this
experiment would have benefited from including two ‘middle ground’ presentations: one that showed the
tap alongside the two-column radio button scale, and another that showed the left-to-right caterpillar
segments without the tap image.
Within the question types and visual formats tested, there would be merit in replicating the experiments in
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 with other topic areas and samples to see if the results vary based on subject matter or
context. For example, if the association grid (Chapter 4) or animated forced binary formats (Chapter 5)
were to be used in a survey about washing powder or political candidates, would these presentation
formats perform better or worse than they did in this survey about tourist destinations? Similarly, if the
ranking task had been a general population survey about broader human values, such as Rokeach’s ‘end
state’ task (Rokeach 1973), would the stability of drag and drop ranking have been any better or worse
than it was with financial advisers talking about their choice of licensee? And if stability and validity do
lift, is that because these categories are of greater or less personal salience to the respondent, thus
affecting respondent motivation – one of the three key drivers of satisficing behaviours identified by
Krosnick (1991)? Or is there some other theoretical basis on which we can determine when animated
treatments like those tested here are preferable (so we should use them), dangerous (so we should avoid
them), or of no consequence (in which it is simply a matter of free choice for the researcher).
This highlights an important trade-off in this field of research, between generalisability as a feature of the
study and predictive validity as an evaluation criterion within it. The findings presented in Chapter 3
relate to a range of general interest topics and draw on survey samples from seven different countries (in
five languages); as a result, their generalisability is among the strongest of the published studies in this
field of research. However, the specific contexts of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 was a fundamental requirement
for the creation of realistic choice scenarios that would enable measurement of predictive validity
(something that the study in Chapter 3 acknowledged as a limitation).
There is also a case for further sensitivity testing within these experiments: varying the number of
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attributes presented in the brand-image study (Chapters 4 and 5), and further varying the number of items
to be ranked in the drag and drop ranking experiment (Chapter 6). This is important for both response
formats, as we have seen in these papers (as well as others that are reviewed in the papers themselves)
that cognitive overload and satisficing are triggered by task difficulty, to which task length and repetition
make a significant contribution.
The reasons behind the failure of the one-by-one presentation of the forced binary radio buttons (Chapter
5) also need to be tested in future studies, and could include: minor time lags in the presentation of items
which may negatively affect the experience of completing the survey; the need for respondents to read the
instructions every time – or at least check that they have not changed; as well as the possible frustration
caused by not knowing exactly how many more of the same kind of questions are still to come.
There is also merit in exploring other presentation formats for the question types explored – pick any lists
(Chapter 4), the level-free forced choice binary scale (Chapter 5) and ranking (Chapter 6) – as well as
other commonly used question types. In doing so, promising formats should be tested in multi-country
studies (such as that in Chapter 3), to explore how they are affected by (or effect) response style biases.
The impact of age also needs to be carefully considered, as there may be certain formats that work with
younger cohorts (who have grown up with screens and gaming) at the expense of older cohorts, or (as
seen in Chapter 5) certain formats whose performance is worse for younger respondents than older
respondents. A measure of survey exposure, such as time on the panel or number of surveys undertaken
in the last six months, could also be included in future studies, as it is conceivable that respondents with
more survey completion experience may respond differently to new response formats.
The focus of these inquiries should remain on the reduction of measurement error by alleviating
extraneous cognitive load. Such survey experiments need to be based on a solid understanding of
cognitive load in surveys, as well as creativity and a sense of what is possible on the internet. The
potential contribution of cognitive load theory is significant here.
Methodologically, future research should not limit itself to full-scale survey experiments such as those
presented in this thesis, but should also include qualitative research in studies on questionnaire design,
such as those advocated by Belson (1981, 1986) and eye tracking, such as the recent study by Brosnan,
Babakhani and Dolnicar (2019). The inclusion of qualitative pre-testing, such as cognitive interviewing
with a ‘think out loud’ protocol, may indeed have revealed additional insight for this thesis, beyond those
uncovered in the field experiments.
A natural extension of this research is to test these and other interactive and visual formats on internetenabled (touch screen) mobile phones. Smart devices could not be used to complete the surveys that this
thesis is based on, as it was important to avoid device type as a confounding factor. However, survey
respondents are increasingly choosing to complete surveys on a mobile phone, and mobile phones provide
a considerably different user experience than personal computers – swiping and tapping rather than typing
and clicking (Antoun, Couper & Conrad 2017). This adds another layer of complexity to the topic of
question and response presentation – one which web survey methodologists cannot afford to ignore. This
move towards testing animated responses on mobile phones is already well underway (e.g. Peytchev &
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Hill 2010; Poynter et al. 2014; de Bruijne & 2013; McClain & Crawford 2013; Schmidt, & Wenzel 2013;
Baek et al. 2015; Revilla et al. 2016; Couper, Antoun, & Mavletova 2017; Anton et al. 2017) and needs to
continue.
As human interaction with communication technology continues to evolve, the associated opportunities
and pitfalls for survey measurement will require thorough research on tight timeframes. Collaboration
between survey software developers, research professionals and survey methodologists will be important
here, enabling innovative ideas to be rigorously tested before they are adopted in practice. Industryacademic partnership is particularly important to help alleviate some of the optimism bias that appears to
be present in papers that are published by the survey software developers who have developed (and have
a proprietary interest in) the response formats in question.

Practical implications for survey researchers
There are certainly a number of promising visual and interactive formats that have been developed for
web surveys: several of these are illustrated in Chapter 3, while drag and drop ranking (Chapter 6) also
appears to hold some potential. However, Bailey et al.’s conclusion (2015, p. 27) that “all results indicate
that [soft] gamification is something to be embraced” grossly overstates the case. In contrast, this thesis
suggests exercising caution when adopting new visual response formats. Questionnaire designers cannot
afford to be casual or careless in this regard: measurement matters, and the findings in Chapters 4, 5 and 6
show just how easy it is to accidentally increase extraneous cognitive load and introduce measurement
error, rather than make things better.
Survey researchers cannot afford to assume, based on reasoning alone, that an innovative survey format
will work, or suit their purposes. For every possible reason why a new approach might be better, there is
almost inevitably another possible reason why it might not be. Instead, survey researchers with innovative
ideas should be encouraged to rigorously test new formats before adopting them. This is particularly
important for the design of longitudinal tracking surveys, as once baseline data has been collected there is
often strong resistance to any change to the wording or display of a question, as this may diminish the
capacity to observe change over time.
At the same time, all survey researchers owe it to themselves to stay up to date on the booming literature
on web survey design, learning from each other’s experiences in this fast-moving field. Finally, survey
researchers working in the market and social research industry need to learn how to critically evaluate the
research on research methodology in this field, particularly work presented to them by marketing
departments of survey software development firms.
In the absence of positive proof to the contrary, survey researchers can do little better than setting their
sights on simplicity (Belson 1981) and steer clear of adding seductive details (Garner et al.1989) –
material that may appear interesting but ultimately disrupts the process of responding to the survey
(Couper et al. 2013).
Not all that glitters is gold.
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Appendix C
Survey questionnaire for Chapters 4 and 5
Invitation email
SurveyVillage email invitations are sent in html, and have the following general appearance.

Welcome screens
WHO HAS COMMISSIONED THE SURVEY?
Researchers from the University of Wollongong and the University of Queensland
WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
Your impressions of different holiday destinations in Australia.
The survey has formal ethics approval. Click next to read more about what the survey is about, who is
conducting it, and how the findings will be used.
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
This survey is being conducted by researchers from the University of Wollongong (UOW) and the
University of Queensland (UQ). The investigators are Duncan Rintoul from the UOW Faculty of Business
(02 4221 4559 or drintoul@uow.edu.au) and Professor Sara Dolnicar from the UQ School of Tourism.
If you choose to participate, you will be asked to complete two surveys – one now, and another one in
2-3 weeks’ time.
The surveys ask about different holiday destinations in Australia that you might have heard about or
visited. The survey does not ask about any sensitive issues.
The research project will also explore how different question formats affect the experience of
completing a survey. For this reason, you will also be asked to give some feedback on the questionnaire
itself: once in the middle of the survey, and then again at the end.
The findings from the survey will be aggregated and published in an academic journal.
You are free to choose if you want to be involved in this project or not.
Reimbursement for your time will be through your normal surveyvillage account, as per the invitation
email. You can choose to withdraw from the survey at any time, although naturally this will mean you
forfeit your surveyvillage reward points for doing the survey.
There is also a prize draw for a $2,000 holiday voucher, which will be won by one person, selected at
random from up to 3,800 participants. To be eligible for the prize draw you must complete both surveys.
This prize will be drawn on 1 April 2014. If you name is selected, you will be contacted by email and
phone, using the email address and phone number provided. If you cannot be reached after 5 attempts over
30 days, another winner will be drawn. The prize is not redeemable for cash.
Ethics and complaints: This study has been reviewed by the Social Sciences Human Research Ethics
Committee of the University of Wollongong. If you are not happy with the way this research is conducted,
please contact the Ethics Officer at UOW on (02) 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au, citing
reference number: HE13/467.

Hidden code: Check that respondent is using a computer (and not a mobile device). If they are using a
mobile device, advise them to do the survey later on a computer.
This is a survey in TWO PARTS:


Part 1: Today



Part 2: In 2-3 weeks’ time, will be shorter than Part 1 by about 5 minutes.

It is important that you do BOTH parts of the survey. There will be a prize draw of a $2000 holiday
voucher, as well as earning the reward points as set out in your email invitation. You have to do both
parts of the survey to qualify for the prize draw.
1.
2.
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I’m happy to do BOTH parts of the survey
No thanks, stop here [Thank and close]

Screeners
S1

Where do you live?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

S2

New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Tasmania
Northern Territory
Australian Capital Territory
Outside of Australia [Thank and close]

When did you last go away for a holiday IN AUSTRALIA?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Within the last year
2-4 years ago
5+ years ago [Thank and close]
Never gone on holiday in Australia [Thank and close]

 Male

 Female

S3

Are you…

S4

What year were you born in?

Text box

[Confirm quotas. If quota full, thank and close]

Part A: Recent experience
A1

When you click on the clock below, a 15 second timer will start.
During these 15 seconds, we want you to imagine your ideal holiday destination: the place
you would MOST LIKE TO VISIT, that offers all the positive experiences you really like
and none of the negative experiences you don’t like.
Now, click the timer to start.

15
Please press NEXT to continue when the timer has finished.
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A2

Please describe that ‘ideal holiday destination’ you were thinking of.
101 point slider scale (0-101), smooth flow.
The slider marker appears when the bar is clicked, and can then be dragged.
Absolutely

Not at all

Is it…










A3

Does it offer good…







Peaceful
Exciting
Rugged and wild
Rich in natural beauty
Historically rich and interesting
Fun for families
Romantic
Luxurious
Value for money

Nightlife and bars
Shopping
Architecture and design
Food and wine
Arts and cultural activities
Outdoor/adventure activities

Here is a list of different holiday destinations in Australia.
Have you been to any of them, or heard of them?
Randomise order. Classic grid, looks just like this on screen
Type

Set A

Set B

Set C

Set D
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Have
been there
Sydney
Melbourne
Brisbane
Canberra
Adelaide
Darwin
Perth
Hobart
Uluru (Ayers Rock) (NT)
Great Barrier Reef (QLD)
Kakadu / Top End (NT)
Tasmanian wilderness (TAS)
Kangaroo Island (SA)
Byron Bay (NSW)
Great Ocean Road (VIC)
Broome (WA)
Margaret River (WA)
Barossa Valley (SA)
Hunter Valley (NSW)
Gold Coast (QLD)



2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Have heard of
it, but not been
there
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Never
heard of it


0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Part B: Destination image questions
Only ask Part B for destinations that the respondent has heard of. Omit destinations that are in the
person’s state.
Sample allocated into:




Group 1: ask about 4 destinations only (one from each set)
Group 2: ask about 8 destinations only (two from each set)
Group 3: ask about 12 destinations (three from each set)

Group allocation rules:








Count the number of selections in each set that the person has been to or head of, minus any
destinations in their state.
If the total of the destinations is less than 4  thank and close.
(Still give them a fair incentive for Wave 1 survey, as this screener is quite late in the survey.)
If the max number in any given set is 0, but the total number of selections is at least 4 
allocate to Group 1, acknowledging that they will have more than 1 destination from one of
the sets rather than 1 destination from each set.
If the max number in any given set is 1  allocate to Group 1
If the minimum number all sets is 2  allocate to Group 2
If the minimum number in all sets is 3  allocate to Group 3
If any of the groups have reached their quota, allocate to the next most suitable group:
o If Group 1 is full and the person is aware of 8+ destinations  allocate to Group 2
o If Group 1 is full and the person is not aware of 8+ destinations  thank and close.
(Still give them a fair incentive for Wave 1 survey, as this screener is quite late.)
o If Group 2 is full and the person is aware of 12+ destinations  allocate to Group 3
o If Group 2 is full and the person is not aware of 12+ destinations  allocate to
Group 1
o If Group 3 is full  allocate to Group 2

There are eight different ways of asking the B1 question.









Multi-grid, with destinations as columns (alternate shading) and attributes as rows, including
‘none of the above’ as an exclusive code at the end
Pick any list, with ‘none of the above’ as an exclusive code at the end
Basic Grid: Yes/No, radio buttons
Basic Carousel: Yes/No tiles, auto-nexts within the set
Flick Switch Grid: starts in neutral position, toggle up for yes (green), down for now (red)
Flick Switch Carousel: auto-nexts within the set
Swipe Grid: attribute in the middle column, swipe/drag left for no (red), right for yes (green)
Swipe Carousel: auto-nexts within the set

Randomly allocate people to one format only, for the duration of Part B (and also for their Wave 2
survey).
Once destinations to be included in Part B are established, this list is to be randomised. Order of
asking in Part B for Wave 1 is to be replicated exactly for the corresponding questions in Wave 2.

Instruction for respondents:
We can now confirm that the survey will take you __ minutes. (Based on pilot)
The next questions will ask you to describe some of these destinations.
You may be asked to comment on a destination that you haven’t been to, but have just heard of.
This is on purpose – there are no right answers, so please just answer based on your impressions
/ best guess.
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B1

How would you describe ________ as a holiday destination?
Scripting note: Randomise order of appearance
Peaceful
Exciting
Rugged and wild
Rich in natural beauty
Historically rich and interesting
Fun for families
Romantic
Luxurious
Value for money
Good for nightlife and bars
Good for shopping
Good for architecture and design
Good for food and wine
Good for arts and cultural activities
Good for outdoor/adventure activities

B2

Yes
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

No
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

How would you describe ________ as a holiday destination?
Same set of attributes as in B1. Re-randomise every time.

B-CHECK
Before we go on… Thinking about the questions you just have just answered about [first
destination] and [second destination]?
a) Was it easy to understand what the question was asking?
1. I knew exactly what the question was asking as soon as I saw it
2. At first I wasn’t sure what the question was asking, but I figured it out
3. I’m still not really sure what the questions have been asking

b) Was it easy to work out what you had to do to give your answers?
1.
2.
3.

c)

Did you feel you were able to express what you really think about [first destination]
and [second destination]?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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I knew exactly what to do as soon as I saw it
At first I wasn’t sure what to do, but I figured it out
I’m still not really sure what to do to answer the questions properly

Completely
Mostly
A little
Not at all

Programming note: With the multi-grid option, there is no capacity to have the ‘B-Check’ questions after
two destinations. As a result, the B-Check questions go after the grid, before Part C. Slight modifications
are required to the intro script and item (c), replacing ‘[first destination] and [second destination]’ with
‘these holiday destinations’. The introductory lines at Part C are then not required for this version.
B3

How would you describe ________ as a holiday destination?
Same set of attributes as in B1. Re-randomise every time.

B4

How would you describe ________ as a holiday destination?
Same set of attributes as in B1. Re-randomise every time.

Continue above scripting for Groups 2 and 3 until their task is completed.

Part C: Final feedback
As per the note at B-Check, the introductory lines at Part C are not required for the multi-grid version.
Also replace ‘during these questions’ with ‘during this question’.
That’s the end of the questions about different holiday destinations.
Thinking about the questions you just answered, about all of these destinations:
C1

How interesting was this topic for you (i.e. the characteristics of different holiday
destinations)?
1.
2.
3.
4.

C2

During these questions, did you find yourself getting ‘tired’?
1.
2.
3.
4.

C3

Yes, extremely tired
Yes, fairly tired
Yes, but only a little tired
No, I didn’t get tired at all

During these questions, did you find yourself getting distracted?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Very interesting
Fairly interesting
A little boring
Very boring

Yes, extremely distracted
Yes, fairly distracted
Yes, but only a little distracted
No, I didn’t get distracted at all

C4

At any point, did you find yourself just randomly choosing answers without really thinking
about what you were saying?
**Note – there is no penalty if you did, we just need
to know so we can design better questionnaires.**
1.
2.
3.
4.

C5

Yes, with most or all of the destinations
Yes, with around half of the destinations
Yes, but just on a few of the destinations
No, not at all

If you have any other feedback about the questions relating to the holiday destinations,
please add this here:
I liked the way you asked those questions because: _________________________________
I didn’t like the way you asked those questions because: ____________________________

Part D: Close
D1

Don’t forget to answer PART 2 when it arrives in your inbox in a few weeks’ time.
Answering PART 2 will put you in the running for the $2000 holiday voucher.
If you win, and you had to choose from the destinations we were asking about today, where
would you go?
List of destinations
asked about in Part B
Destination 1
Destination 2
etc

D2

This is where I’d go
if I won



If [destination chosen at D1] wasn’t available, what would be your second choice?
Show list from D1, minus the option selected at D1

You’ve reached the end of this survey. Thank you for your time!
D3

We said earlier that this survey would take # minutes. Did it feel like the survey was…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Much shorter than this
A bit shorter than this
As expected
A bit longer than this
Much longer than this

D4

How often do you do market research surveys like this, on average?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

More than one a week
Around one a week
1-2 a month
Once every few months, or less
This is the first I’ve done

Thank you. Stay tuned for Part 2 in a few weeks.

Wave 2 Welcome script
Thank you for agreeing to do this survey.
This is PART 2 of a survey that you started a few weeks ago, for the Universities of Queensland and
Wollongong.
The survey has formal ethics approval. Do you want to read the details about this?
1.
2.

Yes please
No thanks, just take me to the start of the survey

You will be asked some of the same questions that you were asked in Part 1. This is on purpose!
The survey will take around [#] minutes.
At the end, you will get to register for the prize draw of a $2000 holiday voucher, as well as earning the
reward points as set out in your email invitation.

Wave 2 Screeners
 Male

 Female

S3

Are you…

S4

What year were you born in?

Text box

Wave 2 Part A: Recent experience
Omit
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Wave 2 Part B: Destination image questions
Ask EXACTLY the same questions, in the same order, rendered the same way on screen.
(This is to assess test-retest stability, including under fatigue conditions for Groups 2 and 3).
B1

How would you describe ________ as a holiday destination?
Same set of attributes as in B1. Re-randomise every time.

B2

How would you describe ________ as a holiday destination?
Same set of attributes as in B1. Re-randomise every time.

Etc. Do not include the B-CHECK questions.

Wave 2 Part C: Final feedback
A repeat of C1-4 from Wave 1.
That’s the end of the questions about different destinations.
Thinking about these questions you just answered, about all of these destinations:
C1

How interesting was this topic for you? (i.e. the characteristics of different holiday
destinations)
1.
2.
3.
4.

C2

During these questions, did you find yourself getting ‘tired’ of doing the survey?
1.
2.
3.
4.

C3

Yes, extremely tired
Yes, fairly tired
Yes, but only a little tired
No, I didn’t get tired at all

During these questions, did you find yourself getting distracted?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Very interesting
Fairly interesting
A little boring
Very boring

Yes, extremely distracted
Yes, fairly distracted
Yes, but only a little distracted
No, I didn’t get distracted at all

C4

At any point, did you find yourself just randomly choosing answers without really thinking
about what you were saying?
**Note – there is no penalty if you did, we just need to know to help us design better
questionnaires.**
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes, with most or all of the destinations
Yes, with around half of the destinations
Yes, but just on a few of the destinations
No, not at all

Wave 2 Part D: Close
D1

If you win the $2000 holiday voucher, you will be notified by email.
Before you go though, one last question.
If you win, how would you feel about going to each of the destinations you have been
describing? Please drag each destination into the appropriate box.
101 point slider scale, smooth flow. One for each destination they have evaluated.
The slider marker appears when the bar is clicked, and can then be dragged.
I would hate
to go here

You’ve reached the end of this survey. Thank you for your time!
D2

We said earlier that this survey would take # minutes. Did it feel like the survey was …
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Thank you
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Much shorter than this
A bit shorter than this
As expected
A bit longer than this
Much longer than this

I would love
to go here

Appendix D
Survey questionnaire for Chapter 6
HIDDEN QUESTION: DEVICE
Check that respondent is using a computer or tablet (AND NOT a mobile phone). If they
are using a mobile phone, ask them to do it later on a computer or tablet.

Welcome screen
This is a survey in TWO PARTS:



Part 1: Today
Part 2: In 2-3 weeks’ time, will only take a few minutes.

It is important that you do BOTH parts of the survey.
You have to do both parts of the survey to qualify for the prize draw of an ipad Air or a restaurant
voucher, as set out in your email invitation.
1.
2.

I’m happy to do BOTH parts of the survey
No thanks, stop here [Thank and close]

This survey has formal ethics approval from the University of Wollongong.
The next screen will tell you more about what the survey is about, who is conducting it, and how the
results will be used.
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
This survey is being conducted by researchers from the University of Wollongong (UOW) and the
University of Queensland (UQ). The investigators are Duncan Rintoul from the UOW Faculty of Business
(0438 382 197 or drintoul@uow.edu.au) and Professor Sara Dolnicar from the UQ Business School.
If you choose to participate, you will be asked to complete two surveys – one now, and another one in
2-3 weeks’ time.
About the prize draw:





To be eligible for the prize draw you must complete both surveys.
There are major prizes and runners up prizes, with a total prize value up to $5,999.
The major prize (1 winner) is an iPhone 6+ worth $999. Note that Apple is not a participant in or
sponsor of this project.
The minor prize (3 winners) is an EFTPOS payment card of $1,000 each.
The runner-up prize (10 winners) is a restaurant voucher from goodfood.com.au valued at $200 each.
This prize will be drawn on 12 May 2015, with the winners selected at random. If you name is
selected, you will be notified by email. Winners will also be advertised in The Australian newspaper.
The prizes are not redeemable for cash. See Terms and Conditions for details.
(http://www.coredata.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/TCs_Special_Q2_2015.pdf)





The surveys ask about how you choose your licensee, as a financial advisor. The survey does not ask
about any sensitive issues.
The research project will also explore how different question formats affect the experience of
completing a survey. For this reason, you will also be asked to give some feedback on the questionnaire
itself.
The findings from the survey that relate to questionnaire design will be published in an academic journal
by the researchers from UOW and UQ. A summary of findings in relation to advisers’ choice of licensees
will be prepared by Core Data.
You are free to choose if you want to be involved in this project or not, at any time. However, withdrawal
part way through will mean you forfeit your eligibility for the prize draw.
Ethics and complaints: This study has been reviewed by the Social Sciences Human Research Ethics
Committee of the University of Wollongong. If you are not happy with the way this research is conducted,
please contact the Ethics Officer at UOW on (02) 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au, citing
reference number: HE14/298.

HIDDEN QUESTION: EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
USE LEAST FULL QUOTA LOGIC AND ASSIGN TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING GROUPS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Short (5 items) traditional
Short (5 items) card sort
Long (12 items) traditional
Long (12 items) card sort

Part A: Screeners / introduction
ASK ALL:
A1

Are you…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
99.

A financial planner
A risk adviser
A practice principal (financial planner)
A practice principal (risk adviser)
A practice principal (non-practicing)
A paraplanner [Thank and close]
An administrator [Thank and close]
None of the above [Thank and close]

ASK ALL
A2

How many times have you changed licensee, in total?
Number of times: Drop down box 
PN: DROP DOWN LIST TO INCLUDE OPTIONS: Never, 1 THROUGH 9 AND 10+
times

ASK ALL
A3

Which licensee are you an authorised representative of? (If you are a representative of
more than one licensee, please select the one you rely on the most) (Remember, this survey is
confidential and anonymous)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
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Own AFSL
AMP Financial Planning
ANZ Financial Planning
Apogee Financial Planning
Aon Hewitt Financial Advice Ltd
Australian Financial Group (AFG)
BankWest Financial Advice
Bridges Financial Planning
Charter Financial Planning
Commonwealth Financial Planning
Consultum Financial Advisers
Count Financial
Crowe Horwath Financial Advice
DKN/Lonsdale Financial Group
Financial Planning Services Australia
(FPSA)
Financial Services Partners
Financial Wisdom
Fortnum Financial Advisers
Futuro Financial Services
Genesys Wealth Advisers
Godfrey Pembroke
Guardian Financial Planning

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
99.

Hillross Financial Services
ipac Equity Partners
ipac Financial Planning
Macquarie Private Wealth
Magnitude
Matrix Planning Solutions
Meritum Financial Group
Millennium3 Financial Planning
MLC/Garvan Financial Planning
National Australia Bank Financial
Planning
Professional Investment Services
RBS Morgans
RI Advice
Securitor
Sentry Group
Shadforth Financial Group
St George Financial Planning
Suncorp Financial Planning
Tynan Mackenzie
Wealthsure
Westpac Financial Planning
Other (please specify ___________)
Not sure [Thank and close]

ASK ALL
A4
SHOW THIS TEXT IF ‘own AFSL’ A3=1
How long have you had your own AFSL, as your main licensing arrangement?
SHOW THIS TEXT IF ‘ALL OTHER’, A3=2-44
How long has [__pipe response from A3__] been your main licensee?
Number of years: Drop down box 
Programmer Note:
DROP DOWN LIST TO INCLUDE OPTIONS: Less than a year, 1 THROUGH 19 AND 20+ times

Part B – Importance of factors
ASK ALL
B1
Below is a list of factors that some financial advisors consider when they choose an external
licensee (i.e. not operating under their own AFSL).
On the next screen you will be asked to put these in order of importance.
PLEASE READ THE FULL LIST FIRST. On the next screen you can see the full
definition for each item by hovering your mouse over it.
RANDOMIZE ORDER OF STATEMENTS AND CAPTURE ORDER SHOWN
IF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP:
=1,2 SHOW FIRST 5 ONLY
=4,5 SHOW ALL 12
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Marketing support – The marketing materials provided to help promote your business
Communications – Keeping you informed of what is going on in the industry in a timely manner
Compliance support – The helpfulness of advice, guidelines, tools and audit processes
Practice Development Managers / Business Coaches – The responsiveness and value of support
provided
Remuneration and revenue payments – The timeliness and accuracy of payments to you

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Research services– The quality and relevance of investment and risk research
Technical services – The helpfulness of communications relating to legislative and technical issues
Education and training – The professional development opportunities and resources provided
Business planning support – The assistance to build your business via staff and client base
Research processes – The ease and relevance of communication with the licensee’ research team
Paraplanning – The quality and value for money of paraplanning services provided
Acquisitions and succession – The range of options, technical guidance and resources provided

TICK BOX
I have read and understand these factors
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ASK ALL
B2
Please now put these factors in rank order, from most to least important in your choice of
licensee.
For definitions, just hover your mouse over the item.
IF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP = 1,3 RESPONDENTS PLACE THE STATEMENTS IN
RANK ORDER BY ENTERING NUMBERS
IF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP = 2,4 USE RML CARD SORT
SAME ORDER OF STATEMENTS AS IN B1
Instructions for the card sort ranking
 Drag and drop the options into order on the right-hand side.
 Alternatively, you can select an option on the left and click it across – this will put it into the
highest ‘empty’ place on the list.
 Once an item is in place on the list, you can move it by selecting it and then clicking the up or
down arrow

Part C: Feedback
ASK ALL
Thinking about the question you just answered:
C1

How interesting was this topic for you – i.e. the importance of different factors that
influence your choice of licensee?
1.
2.
3.

Very interesting
Fairly interesting
Not interesting

ASK ALL
C2

Was it easy to understand what the ranking question was asking?
1.
2.
3.

I knew exactly what the question was asking as soon as I saw it
At first I wasn’t sure what the question was asking, but I figured it out
I’m still not really sure what the question was asking

ASK ALL
C3

Was it easy to work out what you had to do to give your answer in the ranking question?
1.
2.
3.

I knew exactly what to do as soon as I saw it
At first I wasn’t sure what to do, but I figured it out
I’m still not really sure what to do to answer that question properly

ASK ALL
C4

How easy or difficult was it to put the [IF GROUPS 1 OR 2 PIPE: 5 / IF GROUPS 3 OR 4
PIPE: 9 / IF GROUPS 5 OR 6 PIPE: 12] options in order of importance?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Very easy
Fairly easy
A little difficult
Very difficult

ASK ALL
C5

If there had been another 3 or 4 items to rank, would this have made the ranking
exercise…
1.
2.
3.
4.

No harder than it already was
A little harder
Much harder, but still possible
Impossible

ASK ALL
C6

During the ranking exercise, did you find yourself getting ‘tired’?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes, extremely tired
Yes, fairly tired
Yes, but only a little tired
No, I didn’t get tired at all

ASK ALL
C7

During the ranking exercise, did you find yourself getting distracted?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes, extremely distracted
Yes, fairly distracted
Yes, but only a little distracted
No, I didn’t get distracted at all

ASK ALL
C8

Did you find yourself just randomly ranking the options, without really thinking about
what you were saying? **Note – there is no penalty if you did, we just need
to know so we can design better surveys.**
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes, with most or all of the options
Yes, with around half of the options
Yes, but just with a few of the options
No, not at all

ASK ALL
C9

If you have any other feedback about the ranking exercise, please add this here:
I liked the way you asked the ranking question because: _______________________________
I didn’t like the way you asked the ranking question because: ___________________________
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Part D: Option to adjust
ASK ALL
D1

Here is the final ranking you gave a few minutes ago. Show screen shot.
Now that you look at it again, how well does this reflect the relative importance of these
criteria, in your choice of licensee?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Extremely well
Fairly well
Not particularly well
Not well at all

ASK ALL
D2

If these options should be in a different order, please re-order them now.
Remember, you are putting these in rank order from most to least important for your
choice of licensee.
If you are happy with the order you have put them in already, just click ‘next’.
For definitions, just hover your mouse over the item.
Use the ranking tool they used at B2. Present in the order shown in B2

Part E: Additional questions for predictive validity test
ASK ALL
E0
Thank you very much for putting these factors in order. Now can we please ask for a bit
more detail on those criteria. Please rate how important each one is to you choosing a
licensee on the 0-10 scale below.
For definitions, just hover your mouse over the item.
USE RML SLIDER. SCALE: 0 NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT to 10 EXTREMELY IMPORTANT.
SHOW all on one screen. 1 DECIMAL PLACE (so 101 points on the scale).
SLIDER BAR STARTS OFF AT THE LEFT. RANDOMIZE ORDER OF STATEMENTS.

If ‘Own AFSL’ (code 1) at A3  Skip to E2
E1

Please think now about your current main licensee, [__pipe from A3__]. How would you
rate their performance against those same criteria?
For definitions, just hover your mouse over the item.

USE RML SLIDER. SCALE: 0 POOR to 10 EXCELLENT.
SHOW all on one screen. 1 DECIMAL PLACE (101 scale points).
SLIDER BAR STARTS OFF AT THE LEFT. RANDOMIZE ORDER OF STATEMENTS
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ASK ALL
E2

If your current main licensing arrangement became unavailable, and you had to choose a
new (external) licensee from the list below, which would be the top two you would consider
switching to?
Please choose exactly 2 (no more, no less), even if there are more that you might consider
(List from A3, excluding their current licensee and ‘Own AFSL’ as an option)
Error message if choose <2 or >2: You have chosen [fewer/more] than 2 options. For the last
part of the survey to make sense, you will need to choose exactly two alternative licensees.
Please take a look at the list again, and choose two that you would consider switching to.

ASK ALL
E3

Please now describe the two licensees you selected.
Repeat of E1 response scale, for the two licensees selected at E2
For definitions, just hover your mouse over the item.
a) The first one: How well do you believe [licensee] performs in terms of…

b) How well do you believe [second licensee] performs in terms of…

ASK ALL
E4a

Now, imagine that your current main licensing arrangement, [_ pipe from A3__], has just
folded. (Or, if you have your own authorisation, this option no longer becomes available to
you).
In this scenario, imagine that you have to choose a new licensee from the shortlist you put
together earlier.
Who would you go to, as your main licensee?
1.
2.

List the two licensees selected at E1, in random order
_______

Close
You’ve reached the end of this survey. Thank you for your time!
Don’t forget to answer PART 2 when the invitation arrives in your inbox in a few weeks’ time.
Answering PART 2 will put you in the running for the iPad and restaurant voucher prize draw.
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Wave 2 Welcome screens
ASK ALL
Thank you for agreeing to do Part 2 of this survey.
W1. The survey has formal ethics approval. Do you want to read the details about this, to remind
you of who is conducting the study and what it involves?
1.
2.

Show me the Participant Information Sheet again
Take me to the start of the survey [GO TO QGROUP]

DUMMY QUESTION WHICH HOLDS THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP – INPUTED FROM
PRE SURVEY
QGroup.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Short (5 items) traditional
Short (5 items) card sort
Long (12 items) traditional
Long (12 items) card sort

DUMMY QUESTION WHICH HOLDS THE ORDER OF ITEMS – INPUTED FROM PRE
SURVEY B2 ORDER
QOrder.
INTRO 2
W2

You will be asked one of the same questions that you were asked in Part 1. This is on
purpose!
It will only take a few minutes.
At the end, you will get to register for the prize draw.

Wave 2 Ranking question
R1.

Below is a set of factors that some financial advisors consider when they are
choosing their licensee. Please put these in rank order, from most to least important
for you.

SHOW EXACTLY AS ORIGINALLY PRESENTED IN PRE SURVEY (QUESTION B2)
USING SAME LIST (QGroup.) AND PRESENTED IN THE SAME ORDER (Qorder.).
REPEAT RELEVANT INSTRUCTINOS FROM PRE SURVEY (QUESTION B2).
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Wave 2 Registration for prize draw
ASK ALL
SHOW R1a AND R1b ON THE SAME SCREEN
That’s all the questions we have for you. (See, we told you it would be quick!)
P1

Would you like to…
a) Register for the prize draw?
1. Yes please
2. No thanks
b) Receive a summary report on the overall findings of this study. The results will be deidentified and will be sent to you via email.
1. Yes please
2. No thanks

ASK IF P1a=1
ALL FIELDS COMPULSARY EXCEPT “Alternative phone” WHICH IS OPTIONAL
P2

If you win the prize draw, we will need to be able to contact you by phone, not just email.
Please supply the following details – we will only use them for contacting you if you win the
prize draw, not for other market research.
First name: _________________
Last name: _________________
Preferred phone number: ____________________
Alternative phone number: _________________

//END
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